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PREFACE

This paper began as a study of the unconventional types
of American bosses 1n the United States from 1865-1900, but
after about three months of research, I found that I was faced
with an impossible task as far as this topic was concerned.

No

research of any importance has been done in this field. and since
Colby does not possess the facilities to do original research work

on this particular top f c , I found t.ne t the emphasis of my paper

would have to be changed to some extent.

I decided, therefore, to

make this paper a stUdy of political behavior and use my original
unconventional bosses as representatives of the various types of
political behavior that were present from 1865-1905.

I must ad

mit that my selection of men to s-tudy was not done in a very scientific
waYJ for I used as my major criteria their "co Lor f'u Lne a a" 1n
politics; I wanted to make this paper as interesting as possible and
I knew that I would be working at an advantage if I could place
before the reader men whose personalities were exciting as well
as being worthy of attention.
In writing this paper J I have encountered one problem
after ano t.he r , and most of t he m, though they have not proved
to be insurmountable J have not been easy to solve.

I would

say that my biggest problem has been ,ny difficulty in express
ing myself on paper; to a

write~J

this 1s bound to be a dis

couraging problem J but it is one taat can help Aim gain a
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maturity and understanding of himself tnat cannot be found in
any other way.

'"iriting a paper of tnis

"Lnt e Ll.e c t.ua L humilitYi

tl

t

yp e also teaches a person

by this, I mean the more that one studies

any particular subject or area of learning, the more he comes
to realize how little he really knows.

I am sure that aoy collegt!l

proft!lssor would agree with me wht!lo I say that this 1s a most
valuable lesson for a collt!lge senior to learn.
From the start, let me say that I do not claim that this
paper is an original and creative one; I believe that there are
very few

coll~ge

students who have the capabilities, or the

resources at ha nd , to "create" at such an early age.

To write

with insight and maturity, one has to have experienced life
much more fUlly than colleee students yet have.

I agree whole_

heartedly with Christian Gauss of Yale University who hag said;
"Hd s t cr-Lane tell us that only out of a study of the past can we

und er e t.an d our own experience.

I nave co me to suspect that •••

the reverse of this is much nearer the truth.
fore 15 this.

r.~

t.ne e Ls t.ner-e ;

Only out of our own experience can we understand

the meaning of our own lives and the lives of others.

Only out

of our own experience, therefore. can we understand the meaning
of history."
~s

I ask the reader to keep this statement in mind

he reads my paper.

I prefer to think of my Senior Scno Lar- p r o je c t, not as
the creation of a tour de force but rather as a rewarding and
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unique type of learning experience for myself--a learning exper
ience that, unfcrtunately. one 1s not able to find in the lecture
hall under the supervision of a professor, but one which requires
more independent and thoughtful work on tne part of toe individual
stUdent.

After finishing hi5 firat novel, Ray stannard Eaker,

wrote: "It'S all I've got to give. and live given it.
to be more than I

am~

but cannot.

I'd like

If people, even a few people,

like What I nave written I shall be well rewarded; if they donlt,
I cannot help it."

I say amen to ;.r. Baker's statement.

I am especially grateful to my tutor, Dr. David Bridgman,

who had enough faith in my

jUdr~ent

to allow me to write tnis

paper as I desired, and who ca se to my rescue only when I was

getting too far off the track.

I also wish to thank Nt's. Eer La

Rob er ve on of the Colby College Library for the cooperation I

received from her in getting books through inter_library loan.

J"".C.
April 28, 1957
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Chapter 1
OVERVIEW OF AMERICA, 1865-1900
Lieutenant General U. S. Grant
Headquarters, Army of Northern Virginia
Aprll 9. 1865

General: -r received your letter ot this date containing
the ter~ ot the surrender ot the Army ot Northern Virginia as
prepared b~ lOu.
they are SUbstantially the same as those
expressed 1n your letter ot the 8th lnetan t I they are accepted.
I will pro.eed to designate the proper offices to .arry the
atipulatlons into effect.

.a

R. E. Lee, General
There was stillness in the land once again.

The guns

were silenoed and the soldiers wearily .tarted the journey
back to their respective homos.
could be heard, but, more

cr ten,

Somet1mos singing and joking
the Journey was a Bomber one

-- the memory of war was too elose to them and the devastation

that the war had left behind could be seen all around them.
The two generals or the opposing armies had met at
Appolll8ttox in early April of 1885 and had d ec.Iar-ed pe..."
now it had to be made.

This . .s not to be easy.

major oonfl1et» the Bootal

ten81on~

bred by war

As in evsry
1nt~n81t1ed

the problema of peace; these tensions were all too conspicuous
in 1865, for Ameri.a was divided by se.tional hatreds, politi
cal oeDtlic. ta, and eoonomic an tagonlsms.

It wall obTlous tha t

no single generation could heal the wounds of war, unite a

separated people, and secure equality for the .freed slaves.
Un1t7 was to be sought after, but division was to be the re
au Lb,

)len who lacked the e vcong and intelligent leadership

that was

80

desperately absent in this period were to become

2

.'
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conrueed and blinded by their own pr-e judLce a ,

The eleven stat.. of the rebellious South were not in
an enviable position In
of the people were gone.

186~#

tor the energy and oonfidence

There were only about five million

white. and tbr,e and a half aillion Negroes to robuild their
homeland and many of these whit. . bad been crippled and
debilitated

by the war.

lsapoveriabmsnt was the goneral

rule in South with the exception or a few rich speculators
and war profiteers.

The relations between

Ne&r~es and

whites became inoreasingly IIlOre pr-ecar-Loue , and the bloody
and frenz,ted raee riota in New Orleans seemed to be an indl

cat10n of the things to CCOM during the next decado.
The Soutberner1:-d

lDI.Ily

problems to face.

The farms

and plantations were insolvent and there was little chance

tor the coming of proaperU.J"- due to the lack ot ready money

in the South.
o! flux.

~ir

labor foroe wa. depleted &ad in a st.to

There was no adequate aye tam tor the tranaportlng and

marketing of the crops.

The only solution to these innumer

able dilemmas aeemad to rest with the modernisation of the
South'lS economic order as well as the adoption

o~

a more

liberal attitude toward theprimary components of the labor

r cr-ee ,

The unused natural resources of their homeland con

vinced southerners that there was room for induatry as well

as agriculture here; ·we .iah to Yankeeize the South; we want
to get away from our parochial persona11t,.."

The energetio

men of the South also saw in the unsettled areas of Texas
and Arkansas a chance to start allover again in a section
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where land was cheap and the solI was productive.
The war that had brought ruin to the South had been more
friendly to northern interests.

The bankers came into control

of the liquid wealth of the nation ani the industrio.lbts
learned to use machines efficiently for production; the time
was ripe for exploitation on a giant scale -- Capitalism now

had its first view of the Promised Land.
stirring

~d

The times were

tt was a lazy fellow that was not able to make

his fao tune.

Northern industry _s booming when the .ar

ended and the boom had eight more years to run; records In

industrial output were being broken.

The feelings of the

Northerners toward victory, power, and wealth came to be re
flected in industry.

The Steel Age

being and i t _de vast eontri butions

w~s

just coming into

to the illlProvement of

transportation, engineering, building construction, and

rans.

American life in the !forth between the War and the

Panic ot 1873 was characterized by a greater prosperity and
comfort than ever before; it was a larger and fuller life

that people were liVing.
a~e

Godkin remarked that Americans

tar less raw and provincial than their fathers; they have

e een more, they bave read more, they have mixed more with

people of other nationalitie., they have thought more and had
to think

more~

they have spent more tor ideas and given more

away.-!
Fortunat~7 the

Indu.trialism of the United States,
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which was advancing 81I'1ttly. was to recaat society, and the
probl• • of the Civil War were to be disoarded for new prob

lems.

'In thi.s period of ita hi atory , the United State a was

teetering between two world.
the other urban and induatrial.

one rural and agricultural,
Behind agrioultural America

lay two and a haU' oenturies of experience -- it

W.8 •

world

whioh was deoentralized, demooratic, and 1nd1vldua11"tlc; 1t
was the world ot 'the Adama, Jacksons, and Jef:f'eraoD8..

The

newly-born Industrial America oftered a centralized world
wI1ich waa oapitalistic and ambitioua.

One world waa

de~ing.

the other rising, and betwaen them would be friction until

one or the other or them. bad _come the

~preJM

. . . t.r~

Sec

tionalism was far trom dead, for in the South another order

waa rising unateadily on the ruins of tbe plantation syatem;
iIi th8 ::Bast an expanding raotory eoouOl'lY" was weaving a new

pattern of induatrial Ufe; and in the "eat a rebirth of
agrioulture was made possible by the application

to rich prairie 8011.

or

maohinea

These sections wwre being bound to

gether in • common whole by a great web at iron rails.

Amerioa'. trontier was fast disappearing•

•••••
The natural oonsequenoe ot the great ln4uatrlal Prosparity of the time with ita inoreAsing number of mills, rail

roads, md 1ts growing atream or European immigration was the
riae of the cit1 to new importance in American life -- tbe

city can be said to be the. supreme aohleTsment of the new
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industrialism, for within the city wa,.. found all tha new

eoonomic forces -- vast aQcumulations at capital, business
and f1nancial 1netitutions, ra1lway yards, smoky mills, the
white-oollar middle olass as well as the motley wage-earning
population.

n.e oity proved to be an axoellent study in

oontrasts _- squalor matohing splandor, munioipal soandal
oontending with civic spirit.

Whitman gloried in the "splen

dor, picturesqueness, and ooeanic ampli'tude of these great

cities."
From 1860-1910 the urban population

multiplied almost

seven times and in 1890 it was estimated that one third of
2
our population resided in the cities.
The city, with its
immanse need for new fac1lities in transportation, sanita
tion, policing, lighting, gas, and public bu1ldings, offered
a magnificent internal market for American business; all the
c1 ties of the count:IY busiad' the1D8alves with ca=ing through

astonishing public improvements.

Horsacar lines, imposing

s1;ruo'ttlres ot limestone or marble, concrete sidewalks, and

gas lamps became an integral part of the city.
The industrial oity was a sprawling I88sa of factories
and railroads, pa1aoes and slums swarming; with fanners)

middle-class Americans, and hordes of Italian, Greek, and
Polish laborers.

Here was the Biblical Tower of Babel trans

ferred to the 19th centu:IY.

Chicago seams to offer a good

eX8lllPle of the rising city:

1li 1871 it was an overgrown

Village which was destroyed

Qy

fire - - from the charred ruins
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1n 1875 there emerged a city.

The streets of Chioago "ere

unpaved and jagged "ooden side"alks rose and fell in a
crazyqu11't

COnf'USiOD;

there "as a crowded mass of crate

like commercial bnildings) endless rows of iSIIlokes"tacks, and

vast slum areas.

The atmosphere "as al"ays heavily penne

ated "ith the odorous smell of the horses, as "ell as the
dust and smoke from the factories and stockyards.

Chicago

at this time "as considered the most frankly American city
here the commercial East met the agragrian West and
clashed; here "ere concentrated the railroads, the reaper

"orks, the processing establishments. the granaries and
packing plants; here the native Americans and foreigners
lived in almost equal numbers.

The paramount devotion to

the Almighty Ihllar and the quest for material success
epitomized the Chicago spirit; George Pullman, Marshall
:P1eld, CylUS J!cCorllaok, htour and Swift found this cit7
suitable for their 1'llture plans.'
These American cities ..hieh sprange to life out of
mere Villages and grew into great metropolises were often

organized around nothing but a mill, factory, or rail"ay
and had no settled governing class for administrative pur
poses.

Their paoe of g::t"O..-th "as all out of proportion to

the capability of manAgement; this oombination of rapid
growth and lack of adm1nistra'tive management was a situation

that proved ideal for the development of the city boss and
an inforllSl type of local government.
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The :mral migrant to the ci1;,y "as startled and fright
ened by urban life and Hs pover1;,y, crime, conuption, and
impersonali1;,y.

To a man "ho had been raised in the high moral

doctrines of evangelical Protestantism, the city seemed a
strange threat to his civilization; he realized that he ..as
liv1n8 in a time of agita1;1on ..hen there "as a general shaking
up of virtues and vices.

Orime, vice I and gra1't were all root

ed in 'the slums and the saloon, and religion "as confronted
..ith the need of adapting its teaching and methods to an urban
rather then a rural consti1;nency.

The dense population of the

city also posed ne" problems of "transportation, lighting,
sewerage, senUatioll., end fire protection.

Criminologists

pointed ..ith alarm to the great increase of lawlessness in the
United S1;ates, and a census inquirY disclosed a tiny per cent
rise in the number of prison inmates from 1880-1890 While
other civilized countries were showing a declining homicidal
rate; f'Undamental blame for this increase was placed on the
unhealthY urban growth, unrestricted migration, the salocn,
and the maladjusted Negro.4
Theological thought was affected by the rise of the city,
for churches were faced With serious urban problems.

How could

"they oompete for men's attentions in a secular world 'that en
shrined profits as the ne.. · goal?

How could they match the lure

of the theater, sports, and ne..spapers?

:Par worse than this

..as the publication of Origin or Speoies and Descent of J4an by
Charles Darwin, which impelled all thinking people to recon
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si.der "their "tra<li"tiona1 a1;1;i1;ude "toward "the Bible.

In "the

eyes of "the fa1"thtul, "the founds"tions of fai"th were imperil
ed bY "these grave heresies of Iarwinism and "the soience of
Biblical ori"tioism; graduallY, however, many Chrls"tians
oame "to accep"t "the fao"t "the"t Iarwi.n1sm and Chrla"tiani1;y
were no"t necessarilY irreconcilable. and. desp1"te "ths many
"theological obs"tacles "the"t bese"t "the

pa~h

of religion, "the

las"t "tWo deoades of "the nine"teen"th cen"tur,y wi"tnessed a sub
s"tan"tial gain in church membership for all denomina"tions.
The middle-olass woman had more "time on her hands "than

eYer before as a result of inventions, and "the "BY" waa open
"to her for a wicler par'tioipa"tion in "the world "tha"t ls,y be
yond "the domea"tic walls.

Women began "their campaign for

8tl:!:!rage, be"t"ter e duca"tional facll1"ties. legal equa1i.1;y, and

poli'tioal recogn11;1on.

Feminine

"breadwinners" in "the

United S"ta"tes rose from 2.500.000 in 1880 "to 4.000,000
in 1890 and "to 5.330,000 in 1900; in "the 1880's "the indus
"trial s"ta"tes began "to give serious a"t"ten"tion "to ac"ts con
cerned w1"th regula"ting fac"tor,y con<li"tions of female labor. 5

In "this same period "there was alsO a grea"t growth in "the
divorce ra"te l'Ihich was said "to h ....e been "the resul"t of
urban oondi"tions; the anonymi1;y of ci1;y life. 11;s <lia"trac
tions and "temP"ta"tions. "the growing prac"tice of living in
boarding houses and :!la"ts. the hersh s"truggle for exis"tence,
"the oppor"tun1"ties afforded ""'men for self-support -- all
"these fac"tors were said "to have had "their e:f:l'ec"t on "the

increasing divorce :rate ..
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Xhe rise or the oity should not be looked upon as build
ing only evil J for education, Lf teratuze

J

science, invention',

-the :fine arts, social ret'onns, public hygiene J the use of

leisure, and the "good li:fe" "ere given a 11rt and a direction
bT those who lived in urban oenters.

Only a person "ho had

11ved in this period could imagine how the invention of the
telephone added to the speed of living and the invasion of
privacy; it helped make America the most talkative nation,

it greatly facilitated social and business intero0U2'8e, and
it brought urban in:fluenoes into the areas of =raJ. isolation.
Improved incandesoent lighting lengthened the working dey fer
both the intellectual and pbTsioal toilers. and i t glve an

enormous boost to the atter-dark amusements, particularly the
theater.

lDvention after invention had similar effects.

~aking

the nation as a whole, improvement of the educa

tional system ooourred at ever stage.

With the oonoentration

or wealth and population in the urban cenre re , higher salaries
for teachers. better buildings. and better methods of instruo
tion oould be provided; the only section or the countiry that
lagged behind was the South whioh failed to recognize oppor
tuni1;1es for education as a oivic obli/Jltion.

Elsewhere this

period was markell 1lr1he spread or new ideas and the addition
of new

sub~ects

to the curriculum -- drawing, nature lore J

sewing, manual training, general science t and commercial sub

jects; discipline and drill were discarded for a more effeo
tive presentation of subjeot matter.

In 1860 the total amount
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01' schooling received by the average person in his l11'etime
"as less than 1'our years; in 1898 it amounte d to exactlY
rive years; one should remember that undoubtedly the varied
literary aspirations and attainments 01' the time "ere condi
tioned by tilis 1'act.

The "ork 01' the "omen in their 1:1. gbt

1'0>' equal eduoatioDal opportunities seemed to PSJ' 01'1', 1'or
by 1898 four out of every five universities, colleges, and

pro1'essional schools in the United States admitted "omen;
'their right to as diversified an education as men was no

longer questioned.

Colleges and universities became the

recipients of vast fortunes from the "arId of big business
and, because of this generosity, :1Qoss1ble dreams became
realities.

Once scholars and soientists came to be amplY

equipped "ith the tools o:f research, such as laboratories.
libraries, and muse11lll8. they "ere prepared to make positive
c antributions to the "arId's learning.
One bas only to read a fe" of the "orks of writers of
this period to reali"e that they refleoted the varying and

incons1stent moods evoked

~

this new orientation of sooiety.

Some eought to preserve in their pages a civilization that
"as :fast passing, "hile others "rote of their acute disgust
"ith the city and it s culture.

The unrepentant romanticists

turned their baoks on "bat they did not care to see and
sounded the clarion call to romance and :forgettnlness.
'fhat is most important is that 'these Writers enjoyed a
popular :following and support which was wi thou t any
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earlier parallel in this cauntr,y' a history; by the end of
the oentur,y, AmeriOB had become "the land of the general
reader" through the int'luence oor schools, bookstores J libra
ries, magazines, and newspapers.

fhe oity waa not all bad nor all good; rather it waa
humanity compressed -- the best and worst combined 1n a

strangelY oompoaite commu.nity.

fhe city cr,ystalized the

failure of man to aolve the social problema of a modern
world.

Henr,y Lemareat Lloyd said:

"The huge, roshing,

aggregate life of a great c1ty ••• curtaUs man of his whole
ness, specializes him, quickens some powers, stunts others
___ .6 E. A. Boss, the sociologist, warned his readers of

the great danger of impersonality that was a reault of the
growing 01 ty - - "fhe modern high-power dealer of woe wears
:lJImaeulate linen. carriea a silk hat and a ligllt ed oigar,
sins witb a olear countenanoe and a serene soul, leagues

or months from the evil he causes.

Upon his gentlemanlY

presenoe 'the even"blal blood and tears do not obtntde them

selves •.• the tropical belt of sin we are sweeping into is
largelY impersonal.

Our integrity is wireless, and we

know not whose withers are wrong by it.

fhe hurt passes

into that vague mass, the 'publio,' and it is there lost
to view_"7

Senator lI'illiam Sprague in a speech to his

oolleagues credited the oity with bringing about the gen
eral decay of our society:

", •• the state of American sooiety

today has lesl! virtue, less morality in it, than that of anY
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civilized Government in the world ••• I t is the strivings o:f .
those who are rich to be richer, and in that process virtue
is 10st.· 8

.........*
Prior to the Civil War. the Indian and the bu:f:falo
roamed over most o:f the trans-l!1ssissippi West; it was cIIlring
the next quarter o:f a centu:r:y that the pione ers sarged into
this untried land. and it was in great part the absorbing
power o:f the West which enabled one million soldiers to re
sume civilian li:fe without serious maladjustment.

IIith the

discover,y or new methods o:f :farming to cope with inadequate
rain:fall. the invention or barbed wire. and the laying or the
railroad, the West no longer looked so :formidable to great
llIIlIlbers o:f people.

America tu:rned her :face westward as its

pUblic lands were thrown open to settlers by the 1Il0rrill
Land Grant Act, the Homestead Act, and the provision that
gave the Union Paci:fic princely domain; by 1871 the whole
area given away by the government had reached the total o:f
9
129,000,000 aores -- three times the size o:f New England.
The :first urgant business :for these new inhabitants to
attend to was the wresting or this wUd region :from the In
dians and the bu:f:falo.

!'or years all the Indian tribes had

maintained a stubborn and BUccess:ful resistanoe to white
penetratilon or their hunting grounds -- it was the wanton
destruction or the bu:f:falo that most seriously a:f:fected the
Indian's livelihood.

The rederal government set aside

rese:ITes where the Indians cauJ.d be supported while they re

cast

~heir

lives to fit the white manls mould; in many cases

when the Indians had settled upon the lands assigned to them
bY oompact and had begtln to support themselves. they were
~ostled

off into the wilderness again -- between 1864 and

1890 the West was seldom at peace as troops ranged over the
plains in search of recalcitrent Indian bands. hunting them
down, and slaughtering them i f possible.

A tzuce occurred

between the white and red men in 1887 when Congress passed the
lawes Act Which carried the promise of land ownership and Am
erican citizenship to the Indian.
Mining may be regarded as the first great attraction of
the Par West; tales of m1 n:l ng towns filled with a reckless,

excitement-loving population sYmbolized the romance of the
"wild West" to 'the Easterners; the existence of this vas't J

romantic tessure house known as the West made Amerioans feel
that the age of almost endless opportunity in America had not
yet oome to an end.

The life of the miner in the West was a

rough and exciting one -- cla1m ~umping, banditr,r, and other

assorted crimes were not uncommon, and dance halls J saloons J
and gambling dens were designed to satisfy the most discri
minating taste in debaucher,r.

Thase miners found it necessar,y

to formulate "their own social standards and laws; eaoh miners'

camp hed its own executive officers and judges and i t enforced
laws that were passed by means of public opinion and pnblic

protection ofricers.
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SoarcelY less romantic than

~he

DdDera were

~he

cow

boys "ho follo"ed the miners to the l'ar l'est; these ranchmen
"ere onlY temporar,y occupants of the Plains, util1zing its
"ealth in pasturage "hile it was "aiting for fanners "ho
should put it to more pro1'1table employment.

The rise of

the cattle range occurred siIlll1J:taneotu'lly "ith the building
of transportation lines, destruction of the buffalo, and the
suppression Of the Indian.

Beef prices "hich "ere inflated

by the wartime demand insure d high profits to any man "ho
"as able to protect his land from other men "ith the same
ambition

land frBllds in the cattle kingdom "ere universal.

The co"bey "ith his own lingo, folklore, and custom nourish
ed for a fe" years, and then faded into legend as the open
ranges "ere criss-crossed by the railroads and the barbed
wire fenoes ot 'the homesteads.
It "as the two decades follo"ing 1870 that "itnesssd
the greatest expansion of tie West.

The public lands were

tor the most part occupied by small holders --

War

veterans)

Eastern clerk! and artisans, German and Scandinavian 1mmi
grants; they "ere families "ith little cash and each penny
"as saved in order to obtain stock and machiner,y.

Immigra

tion and 'the railroad seemed to have been the most influen
tial factors in the settlement of the West.

By 1890 one in

every five persons in the Great West was foreign-bo:In;
wealth, adventure, health, and the desire for an easier way
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of living played their parts in increasing the tide of 1mmi
grants. 10 Commenting on the importance of railroads, one
Westerner said:

"Without the railroad, it would have re

ClUired a oentur,y to acoomplish what has been done in five
years under its p""e~l influenoe; .11

over the gleaming

rails of the tlnion Paoifio and other "transoontinental rail
roads oame the farmers who settled the I'ar West; these same
railroads which were oonsidered such a blessing in 1870 were
to be, by 1890, oursed as an evil.
~

the end of the seventies, the highly romantioised

West "as gone and Americans no longer felt that sense of
spaciousness and adVenture that it had experienoed before
the settlement -- the West was gainill8 maturity as it de
veloped ne" indnstries (salmon paoking, lumbering, the wine
indnstr,y), and as it dre" oloser to the Ilast due to the rail
roads.
economy.

Agrioulture "as taki"ll its dominant place in the new
Like the other sections of the oountr.r, life in the

West "as pitohed to a key of conflict:
be~en

rival cattle barons,

be~een

there "as conflict

oattlemen and shepherds,

between lIhites and Reds, between miners and outlaws, and
between ranohers and homesteaders.

~

1890 an unbroken

frontier line no longer existed -- the oontinent "as settled
and America had to adjUst to existence within the closed bor
ders.
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In 1891 Josiah S1;rong lOrQ1;e;

"lbring 1;he las1; 1ien years,

"e have su:ffe:red a peacefu.l invasion by an army :rour 'times ae

"as1; as 1;he es"t1ma1;ed numbers or Go1;hs and Vandals 1;he1; ....ep1;
:dJ
o"er ~ Europe and o"enrilelmed Europe." S"trong "Ss speaking
here of 1;he grea1; nwabers of 1mm1gran1;s 1;hat "ere coming to
the Un1ted S1;a1ies 4uring 'th1s par1i1cular period; tram 1860
1900 abou1; 14,000,000 1mm1grants entered "the Uni"ted 8"ta1;es.
The reasons for this exocms from the Old World are 'that: 'times
"ere hard in SOme of 'these people IB homelands -- there was

land trouble and "the l'enian Mo"emen"t in Ireland, the panic or
1866 in England, and "the Aus1;ro-Pnl.ss1an oontl1c"ts; "the need
of "tranecon1;1nen1;al railroads "to unload 1;heir large landhold
1ngs and 1;he demands of heaTY industr,y upon the labor market
"ere probablY the Uunigrants' major inoent1"es for 18a,,1ng
1;heir homes -- here "as a promise of prosperi1;y, comrort, and
opportun11;y.

Wh11e 1;he

.o~ern

Europeans became farmers,

en1;ered business, or 1;he Bk111ed profess10lls, :iIIIm1gren1is tram
Southern or Eastern Europe (Irish, IGlssians. Poles, Jews, and

Italians) usuallY became unskilled laborers 1n mines, fac1;ories,
or railroads.

Crowded 1n1;0 squal1d ghe1;1;o-like communU1es

near 'the packing houses and railroad shops, 'they were 1so1ated

from 1;he nonnal curren1;s of 1;he c11;y and were looked upon by
.Americana as strike-breakers and scabs, as oriminal and

1mmorel, as 11111;era1;e and insane; 11; was in 1;h1s era 1;he1;
the national speech acquired such phrases as "wop,

"bohunk , n "grease-ball," and "kilte. n

tt

"dago , n

The natives, in many
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places, were outnumbered and overwhelmed and tound them
selves being pushed into their own ghetto; the tear that
haunted many Ameriaans was that because 01' the growing num
bers 01' these 1mrnigrents they were liable to overwhelm "Am
erican blood" and bastardize American oivilizatio!l. ~2
An immigrant' s awake!l1!lg to the wO!lders and evils 01'

American lite and, in particular, to the oity are well de
scribed by C. C. Jensen:
"lq childish responaes to the new world uttered

themselves in my emotions. A bartender giving
me a plate 01' cOZ'!l8d beet and cabbage tilled my
heart with a rare joy. .A parl< cop pold.ng my
ribs with his club made me eng>:\, enough to kill.
A watchman pointing his gun at me gave me a tear
that literally tasted salty. n>e new world with
its new words and new teelings grew into a cor
poration -- like the Trinity almost. Pirst in
rank came the new order; second the ne" words
which were only symbols and were a kind o:t • sub
stituting vicar;' third, the new :teelings -- which
were like a spirit till t revealed and appraised its
two tri""",eral peers, a sort o:t guardian ghost
that told me the di:t:terence batwee!l good and eVil.
Par the .new world "as neither all good nor all
evil. I worshiped i!"With the :taith o:t a child,
that is, selfishly." ~
The immigrants' conception 01' their role in the political
life of America was a curious one and it was in this area that

they came in sharp conflict with the Yankee-Protestants.

The

Yankee's idea 01' political action called tor widespread parti

cipat10n and eager civic interest in our demooracy -- politics
was the responsibility and business 01' all men.

The immigrant,

on the other hand, who had come from a peasant environment and

an autocratic type o:t government was totally unaccustomed to
this type 01' a role.
,

He did not envision himselt as a poli
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tioal agent I for he saw government as 'the instrument of the.
:ruling classes. and in the Old World those who governed al

ways aoted from interests hostile to those of the peasant;
the immigrant knew the State only in its role of the harsh.
un:fr1endlJ' e%ploiter.

Each individusl had a place within

which he ought to stay -- to pnsh oneself forward was a
grievous sin.

The immigrant did not long for liberty; he was inter
ested only in seonnty, for he was afraid of getting hurt.
He looked not to politics for the realisation of any high
principles but for concrete and personal gains throngh per
sonal relationships -- it was the city boss that became this
sought-after specialist in personal relations.

It was the

boss who saw the needs of the 1nIJl1grant and made him the
political instrument of the urban machine wh1ch was able to
prOVide quiok natural1zation, jobs, and soecial s.rvioes;
the boss encouraged the imm1grant to think of po11t1cs as a
f1eld in which one could legitimately pursue one's own inter
ests.

The po11tical boss accepted the immigrant for what he

was and asked no quest10ns, and the immigrant, in turn, was
gratefUl for the services rendered and subm1tted himself w111
ingly to the boss's e%per1enced leadership.

The imm1grant

looked to the war4 boss as "the champ10n of the 11ttle men
against the b1g. the bumble aga1nst the prond; he was "the
"kindlJ' overlord, the feudal noble translated from "the manor
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to the "ard. n14

This loyalty of the i.mm1grant "as one of the

major :reasons Why local reform was so short-lived.
The Yankees at this t1Jne "ere busying themselves ,,11;h
reforms 1n local and national govemments) blrt their messages
fell on

d~af

ears when i

1;

came "to "the immigrsn:t population)

for such abstractions as citizenship, 2esponsibility, effici
ency, good government, and "bUsiness-like government" had

meaning Within the immigrant's experience.

DO

The i.mm1grants

had become even more conservative in 'their emu-se of migra
'til0D and 'they ceae "to dread pol1t:ioal change for "the .:reason

or the dismptions to their life that mie/lt oome as a result
or it.

The efficiency that the reformers preaohed about too

often expressed itself in an inhuman disregard for the indi
vidual.
he said:

One reformer sa" the situation quii;e clearly "hen
nThe immigrant leeks the faculty of abstraction.

He thinks not of the welfare of the coaunity b11t only ot
himsel! • n15

ll1ring the forty years after Lee r s surrender> an indus

trial expansion without parallel in the world I S history
OCOUITed; the factory displaced the tarm as the typical
economio unit and revolutions in methods of production and
transportation provided spectacular "ealth for America.

The

Civil War turnished the oapital that "as needed for commercial
undertakings on a large scale.

Exploitation. tor the first

time, was provided with adequate resouroes and competent
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techniquesj raw materials "ere limitless -- coal and 011 from
Pennsylvania and Ohio, oopper and iron from lIiohigan. and
gold, silver, and lumber from the Pacific coast..

The Bessemer

process turned an age of iron into an age of steel and mills

"ere hUrr1edly oonstruoted to produoe rails for the expanding
railways.

The reaper and binder, the sulky plow, and thresh

ing maohine helped to oreate large soale agrioulture.
tion played a major part in the gro"th of business:

Inven
the

washing machine) the sewing machine J the use of kerosene and

anthracite coal in homes, refrigeration, the passenger eleva
tor, and the telephone, telegraph, and typewriter did much to
change important phases of business and urban life.

An ex

panding population created ne" markets. railroads reaohed the
trading areas of the West, and a stabilized currency assured
safety

~or

investment -- America now found its opportunity

equal to its desire; it had reaohed manhood in the battles
of a tremendous war and now it wished to cast 11;8 suppressed
desires aside in its drive for wealth, power, and strength.

The oompletion of the Union Paoifio Railroad in 1869
"as easily the greate st engineering feat that America had
ever undertaken, tor East and West were ;Joined together and,
thereafter, the frontier began to disappear from American

history -- an old era drew to a close and made readY for the
new one.

Railway expansion proved "to be neither well-planned

nor healthy. for railWay specuka'tLcn "as nothing but a mania
With stock-watering and other crooked devices to lure
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prospective oustomers.

Under the Homestead Act, the specu

lators fOllnd "ays to control the best lands, leaving to the
homesteaders onlY the poorer lands far removed from the
railroad tracks.

It has been estimated by reliable sources

that for ever,y aore obtained free by an actual settler, ten
passed into the hands of jobbers for resale at e%orbitant
16
profits.
As soon as the West "as inhabitated and its
people depended on the railroads for the transportation of
their produce

to the East, the rallroad owners shoved up

the freight rates.
No seotion of America escaped industrial expansion:

in

Chicago> Annour and 1Il0rris "ere laying out stockyards and
drawing cattle and sheep to their slaUghter houses; in

CleTeland, Mark Hanna was erec-tdng his smelters and "turning
out iron ore; John D. Rockefeller was squeezing the smal4,
fr,y out of the petroleum business and creating the Standard

Oil monopolt. In Pittsburgh, Andre" Carnegie, aided by the
Bessemer process, was laying the foundation for a steel
trust; in

Minneapolis, Charles Pillsbur,y "as applying ne"

methods to milling and turning Dorthern wheat into flour;

and in San Prancisco, Leland Stanford and Collis Huntington
"ere amassing huge fortunes out of the Southern Paoific Rail
way.

Exploitation was 'the business of the times and comrner

oial morality was widely

deba~ed

as men entered business with

the general belief that the nation had entered upon a golden

age

~n

which ever,rone could have wealth for a mere bold
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ven'ture.

There "ere also no regulato:r,y laws or a "e11

established code of business ethics, making manipulation
all the easier.

There was no bargaining with corporations

for the use of what the public gave -- they merelY took what
they wanted and no questions "ere asked.
All "as not easy sailing for industrial Amerioa in these
years when one recalls the Panic of 1873 and the depression
that lasted until 1880.

Ever since the end of the war, busi

nessmen had been overtrading, expanding credits, and speou
leting recklesslY on a market that they thought indestructible
but which oollapsed in 1873.

The ourrenoy was too muoh in

flated, and reckless speCUlation and "holesale stockWatering
in many industries brought unfortunate results.

lndustrial

plants shut down, railroad constzuc'tion deoreased, and long
bread-lines appeared; million8, both rich and poor, walked
the streets.

l!ecovery was to be a long "ay

ott.

Year by year, thousands of weak, ill-managed businesses
were thrown into bankruptcy -- an ave-rage of no fewer than
17
9500 annuallY for the three years from 1876 to 1878.
'rhose
Which had the most capital, the greateltt effioienoy, and the
best marketing facilities survived and expended.

In these

years more then 5000 firms were incorporated into giant com
binations all of Which had a capitalization of over fifty
million dollars.

These combinations engaged in pools and

rate agreements and it "as evident that they were pushing
- toward a monopolY in their field; by the .end of 1878 the
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Standard 011 Company had per1'eoted an allianoe which con
trolled virtually all transportation of 011 in America and
95% of its refining - - its supremacy was unquestioned.

The

path which Rockefeller had trod was strewn with ruined men
and abandoned plants; the Panic of '73 seemed to provide an
opportunity for the few titans of American indllstlY to con
solidate their gains even fUrther.
No study of' this period can leave out a desoription of'

the leaders of business, for it was from these men that the
era -took 11;8 color and tone; here were "men of heroic audacity

and magnificent exploitative talents -- shreWd, energstic,
aggressive. rapacious, dt1ll1neering, insatiable.,,16

Commodore

Cornelius Vanderb11t, soheming Jay Gould, crafty James Fish,
Jr., :ruthless James J. Hill, E. H. Harr1man, and Leland
Stanford were the nen Americans whose social ph11osophy "as:

"PreemptioD) Exploitation, Progress __ tr the "pub.Lf.e be damned. n
They "ere never bothered by petty soruples, and a strain of
tough-mindedness marked them; here were "selt'-made men quick

to lay bands on opportuni1iY if i t knocked at the door, ready
to seek it out if it were slo" in knocking, reoognizing no
limitations to their powers, discouraged by no shortcomings
in their training••19
Jay Gould, Dmiel Dre", and Jim Fisk "ere among the
prophets of "grab and hold, accumulating such po"er as no
American

had hitherto known, and they were men "ho dreamed
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o:f building empires and who oame olose to trans:forming their
visions into realities.

They believed that what they were

doing would work to a :final good, so whY worry about daY-by
day crooked devices;

~hey

expedient -- :for them.

seemed to be governed by What was

They stood squarelY upon the Ameri

can m,ythology o:f opportunity :for the common man, :for they
had started li:fe in the lower middle classes and had had
early careers of privation, hard work, and frugality; Andrew
Carnegie was the son 01 a poor Scottishwi3aver, and Armour,

Swi:tt, Drew, and Gould had all been the sons o r humble :farm
ers.

They viewed the1r riches and powers as the reward for

their hard work and special talents -- they had earned evelY
thing they had gotten.

Their praise o:f Iarwinism was to be

expected -- in the bitter stri:fe o:f competitive industlY,
those Who emerged at the top werc the fittest to survive and

carJ:y on.

In accordance with the above beliefs) these new chie£
tains created a new mental outlook in the United States called

the Gospel o r Wealth -- a philosophY which became as universal
as our faith in demooracy.

The major tenets of this neft' creed

"ere :

u)

Wealth comes to those who have the superior
energy and ability to produce it. We IIIllst ee
cept and welooue conditions such as concent.ra
tion of business in the hands of the :few as
being not onlY bene:ficial but essential to the
future progress o:f the race.

( 2) "The man o:f wealth must become the mere agent
and t:ru.stee for his poorer bTP.t:hem, bring to
their service his superior Wisdom, experienoe,
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and ability to administer, doing for them
better than they would or oould do for them
selves."
(3) Poverty was a blessing in disguise to one
who rose above it. but to him who failed , it
was a ~bol of shame, a scarlet letter that
oontillWllly reminded him that he was wanting
in talent and character. Life is a race where
the prise. shall go to the swiftest of foot.
(4) The State exists to maintain order and pro
tect property; its activities must be limited
to these functions. The best interests of
society are fUrthered bY putting the govern
ment of' the eoonomic area of' sooiety into the
hands of a natural aristocracy of businessmen
who have proven their worth. 20
This gospel of wealth was a philosophY that functioned as a
defense of' eoonomio government in the hands of what "as sup

posed to be a natural aristooracy of ability against a
political gove:mment in the hands of mediocrity.
Jay Gould is a good example of thi. new type of American
leader Who rose to a position of wealth and power but under
stood little of the responsibilities imposed by wealth.

Prom

nothing he ha d bull10 up a vast fortune, and he exemplified
all the substantial middle-olass virtues of a people newly
given to the worship of a sterile money eoonomy -- he was
sorupulous in all religious duties, a kind husband and a
generous friend, one who was simple and democractic in his

tastes. and uncreative and unintellectual.
summed up Jay Gould in the following way:

An American poet
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JAY GOULD'S MOJEST WANT3

Il\y ftan:ts are :tewj I scorn to be
A quero1ous refiner
I only want America
And a mortg/38e deed o:f China
And 11' kind fate threw Europe in,
And Urica and Asia
An4 a ~ew islands o~ ~he sea
I I d ask no o'ther treasure.
GiT8 ... blle" these -- they are enough
To suit my notion __
.And I'll g1Te up "to o'ther lIlen
All lam beneath the ocean. 21

This poem seems to echo "ell 'trhe sentiment" o:f the American
millionaire of t"he eighUes who said of his class:

"We are

not pol1tic ians Or pol11;ical t"h1nkers; we are the rich; We
own America; we got" it, God kn..,s how, bUt we intend to keep
it if we can••22
say:

!heodore Drehsr has one of his characters

"I haven't" seen many t"roubles in this "arId that money

"ouldn't cure ••• If one had foroe, plen1;y of it, qUickness of
,,11; and sub'tlety. there was no need for 8ll7thlng else •.• To
get what" you could and hold it" f.,st ••• that "as the thing t"o

do."
There "as a dichot"omy in nheee potent"ates <U wealth as
can be seen "hen t"hey lavished millions on hospit"als, libra
ries, colleges, and art galleries rcr t"he good of all, and
then turned around and ground the faces o:f the poor under
t"heir iron heels by refUsing to increase the wages or their
workers or by forbidding them to organize into unions
-these were 'the same self-appointed spokesmen tor the equality

of opportuni1;y.
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I~

should

bUsiness had

no~

be supposed

~he oODlple~e·

~ha~ ~hese

new leaders of

suppon of all America,

bU~ ~here

were ve:ry few men who had either the courage or the power to

speak

oll~

against these individuals; an exoeption to the :rule

was Charles 1. Adams, who was their bi"er opponent and blast
ed them publicly:
The five years whioh have suooeeded the war have Wit
nessed scme of the most remarkable examples of
organized lawlessness) under the fonns of law,
which ."mldnd has yet had an opportunity to study.
U individuals have, as a :role, quietly pursued
their peacefUl vocations, the same cannot be said
of certain single men at the head of vast combina
tions of private wealth. This has been partioUlarly
the case as regards those oontrolling· the rapidly
developjAg railroad interests. These modern poten
tates have declared "ar. negotiated peace J reduced
calrts, legislatures, and sovereign states to an
unqualified obedience to their Will, disturbed trade,
agitated the currenc;y, imposed taxes, and, boldly
ss"ing forth both law and public opinion at deti
anse, h....e treely exeroised many other attribUtes
of sovera1gnity ••• single men have controlled hun
dreds ot JD1les of railroads J thousands of men J tens
of millions of revenne, and hundreds of millions of
oapital. The strength implied in all this they
wielded in practioal independence of the control
both ot governments and individuals; lIIIlch as pe~
German despots might have governed their little
principalities a centur,y or two ago. 23
Theodore Dreiser "as even more embi1itered

abo~:t

the situation:

"Big bUsiness movements are making it impossible for lien to ex
press themselves as individuals.

Because they cannot hope to

succeed in small enterprises the;y have lost their initiative
and power to think.

Modern business has made Amerioan citizens

into nothing but trudging ass8s."24
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The o"pitalists "ere oblivious to a.ny of these crtti
oisms, for they "ere too interested in studying each ne"
set of st"tistios on output of farm and factory; the great
strides that Amertoa was taking in the industrial area con
vinced

man;y

As

Amertoana the.t they were a supertor people.

in the ee.rlY

lB~O's.

men raised the olaim of "IIanife.t D3s

tinY" and demanded that the blessings of American civiliza
tion be extended

1;0

'the downtrodden of "backward" nations.

Behind this humanitarian facade, the business classes "ere

looking beyond

~he

national borders for new openings for

trade and investment as the industrial progress of the oountr,,
"aa beginning to produce a surplUS of goods and capital "hioh
had to be used to produce more goods and more oapitaL

It

1s not surprising, the:refore) that the Amerioan government

found itaelf drawn increasingly into the stream of world
affairs by the end of the nineteenth oentury.
The century ended on a high note for buainess as it
turned its eyes to a ne" adventure -- impertaJ.iam.

Business

had Ilow beoeee more than an occupation -- nit "as a philoso

PhY, amorality, and an atmosphere ••• 025

The Civil We.r had

a:frorded an opportuni'ty t'or 'the development

or

powert'ul in

dustrtal and finanoial intereata "ith which democraq had had
to grapple and it waa apparent "hat the country "as no" in
danger from a fom of alaver,,- that would result from the
aggregations of oapital in the handa of a fe".
underatood thia fear "hen he aaid:

Walt Whitman

"D3mooracy looks "ith
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suspioious, ill-satisfied eyes upon the very poor and those
out of businessj she asks .roz- rnen and women ",1th cccupa'ticne ,
well off, owners of horses and acres I and with cash in 'the
bank. "26

.

It "as um'ortunate that with the birth and maturing

of capitalism in the United Statea tbe idealism of the 1840's,
the romanticism of the 1850' s, and the heritage of Jefferson
were thoroughly forgotten.

There "as no longer al\Y concern

about the fUture cf democracy or of civilization

"gettins

rich quick" was 'the only common concern.

There was an extremely wide abyss that separated the
employers from his employees.

One has only "to look at the

condition cf the laborers of this period to prove the above
statement.

At the end of 1866, the average "age had risen

60% since 1860 bUt "the increase in the cost of living "as

about

90% --

the laborers obtained only half ,..ain as much

as before the ftar.

Their homes were shabbier and less sani

tary than :formerly -- the great majority of workmen seemed to

be worse off than in 1860.
Most of labor's discontent arose in connection with the
pr1...BQ':y ques't aene of employment J wages J and hours -- and for

good reasons.

There can be no doubt that a considerable por

tion of the "age-earning c1as9 were alwayS unemployed for a

part of "the year; studies taken in Illinois for 1885-1886
showed that the average worker "as nonnally idle for about
28
one quarter of the possible working time durins the year.
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In a number of New England 'textile mills, the daily earn

ings for all types of workers of both sexes, working ten
•
h ours a day, ranged from •
".50 to
a ~l. 80 a day. 29

To go a

atep farther, it was figQred in 1884 in the state of Illi
nois that the average yearlY earnings of heads of families
"ere $525.27 and the

SUD!

was increased, on 'the average, by

the income of other members of the familY to $588.00; the
yearly average living expenses were computed to be abou"t
$507.00. 30 This narrow margin certainly did not provide

tor much extravagance at any sort.

The attitude of the employers toward their crews is
almost unbelievable:

"I regard my employees as I do a

machine, to be used to my a.dvantage J and when they are old

and of no fUrther use I cast them in the street.,31

Bot

even the law appeared to be on the side of the working
class as can be seen in a court's opinion of the validity
o~

strikes;

"They mean terror. incendiarism,

Yiolenc~.

and

bloodshed, and with these characteristics the law shall
deal ••• A mob of strikers is entitled to no more leniency
than a mob 0'£ lynchers or common mffians." 3 2

The Panic

of '7'5 cauae d from tJro and a quarter m1l110n to three million
workers to remain idle; those Jlbo worked had to accept draa

tic "age cuts ,,1thout the benefit of redress.

Thare "ere

parades and mass meetings of protest but they accompl1shed
Tezy Iitt1e as 'the employers "ere holding: all 'the cards.
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America's first major clash between labcr and capital
came with the bloody railroad strikes of 1877 which were the
result of a ten per cent out in railway wages.

An epidemic

of the strike spirit spread through ller,;land, Pennsylvania,
New York, Ohio. Indiana, Illinois, and even went' as far as

California.

l'or the first time the nation s_ the explosive

nature of the new social problems of the 1ndustrial era; this
strike called the attention of the public to the fact that
unemployment was greater then ever before end that the suffer
ings and despair of thousande of workmen demanded sympathY on
their part.

The workers, however, ga1ned noth1ng from this

strike and most returned to their jobs at wages that were
lower than before.

On both sides a reservoir of bitt:erness

had been built up.

The labor movement grew more desperate and, for a short
period of time J resorted to such appeals as:

"It'

"8

acbi.eve

our liberation from aconomic bondage end acquire our natural
right to life and liberty, every man must lay b;i a part of

his wages, buY a Colt's navy revolver•.• , a Winchester rifle
••• , and then learn how to make and use dynemite ••• Then raise
the nag of rebellion. ,,33

The best weapon o:t this underpaid

working :torce seemed to be a trade union powerfUl enough to
call an effective strike.

The most impressive of these bodies

:termed a:tter the first decade of the war was the Knights of
Sa1nt Crisp1n; a:tter this the

~ghts

o:t Labor was organized

and this union was marked pertioularl.Y b;i bitter industrial
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warfare.

Resenting any labor organisation, employers fought

back by using black lists and other malicious devices.

The

union oause also suffered from the support it got from a
small group of radical anarchists whc preached a fiery gospel
of revollltion as the only solution to the class war; it is
generally aSSUlled that the llaymarkst affair adY'Brsely affect
e d not onlY the eight hour movement but the entire American
labor movement, 'for the publio, henceforth, associated unions

wi th the oause of the anarchists.

In 1886 a more powerfUl

federation of the trades was formed oalled the .American Federa

tion of Labor which oaused labor's hopes to be revived.

To

understand the great agitation and discontent that were part
of the labor movement) one has only to remember that between
1881-1900 there were 23,798 strikes involVing 6,610,000 work
ers. 3 3
Of the few desoriptions I have read of the average work

er's life in this period, none stands out so clearly as that
of Jurgis, one of the characters in The Jungle by Upton
Sinclair; in the following passage, Sinclair is describing
the work of Jurgis in a fertilizer factory in Chicago:
Yo:rll:ing in his shirt sleeves and with the thermo
meter at over a hundred, the phosphates soaked in
through evelY pore of Jurgis' s skin, and in five
minutes he had a headache and in fifteen was almost
dazed. The blood was pounding in his brain like an
engine's throbbing; there was a frightf\l.l pain in
the top of his skull, and he could hardly control
his hands •••he fought on in a frenzy of detennina
tion; and half an hour later he began to vomit -
he vomited until it seemed that his inwards must
be torn into shreds. A man could get used to the
fertilizer mill, the boss had said, if he would
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make up hie III1nd to it; bu,t Jurgis no" began
to see that it "88 a question of making up his

only

stomaoh••.

Of' course Jurgis had _de his home a lII1niature
fertilizer m111 a minute a:f'ter entering. The
stu:f:f "88 half an inch deep in his sld.n -- his
"hole system ....s :full of it, and it "ould have
tabn a ..eek not merely of scrubbing, but of
Vigorous exercise, to get it out of him. As it
_s, he could be c_ared With nothing mown to
man save that" ne"es1; disoovery of the S8Yan:ts,
a substanoe "hich emits energy for an UDl1mited
time, without in itself being the least diminish
ed in po","r. He smelt so that he made all the
food at the table taste and set the "hole family
to Vomiting.
J

And etill Jurgie stuck it out! In spite of
splitting headaches he "ould stagger down to the
plant and take up his etand onoe more and belfin
to shovel in the blUlding cloude of dust. And
eo at the end of the ....ek he "ae, a fertiliser man
for life -- he ..ae able to eat again, and though
his head never stopped ach1D&. it ceased to be so
bad that he could not work. 3'

.......

The farmers after "the Civil War were no longer indepen

dent and self-sufficient producers but had become merely an
adjunct to the industrial, urbanize d Eat.

They had to re

adjust themselves to a sooial order in which national legis
lation was gea'ra d to the needs of industry rather than those
of agriculture.

This "a!l a dit'ficult task and was the cause

of IIIl1ch of the agrarian discontent of the late nineteenth
cen"tu.xy .

Certain general -tendencies were making for dis10inct
improvement in the farmer's lot J for scientific ideas J such
as crop rotation a.Dl fruit culture J were spreading rapidly;
more important "as the advance attributed to improved
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machinery -- the self-rake reaper, the self-binding harvest
er, the steam engine in threshing, and the modern windmill.
Year by year more modern houses "ere bUll t and farmers bought

washing and sewing machines.

In spite of these advances,

the comforts "ere meager and lite "as harsh; this was especi

ally tlUe of the mid-West.

A pioneer farmer suffered the

perils of Indians, prairie fires,

drough~s)

and blizzards in

the hope of generous reward, and when this was denied him,

he was ready for revolt.

Extortions practiced bY railroads

and middlemen, and abuses resulting from the disturbed cur
rency and the evil tariff, and the "unt'air" tax system always

caused hiB to be receptive to any plan for his own betterment.
The occupation of the plains resulted in disastrous
overproduction and there followed a glut in the world market
and a fall in the value of gold which seemed likely to be
permanent; this, in turn, meant a lapse :from the compara

tive prosperity to grinding poverty and it was only natural
that the bitterness of the farmer should ripen into open re
volt.

The first warning came from the attack of the Illinois

farmers upon raHways and the alleged monopolists of the
Chicago marketj as these tazm,ers engaged in a due L with the
power1Ul corporation interests, there occurred the sudden

rise of a rural organization oalled

the Grange, which

was partly economic, partly social, and partly political.
Cooperation was the "eapon

ne~res1;

at hand, and fanners

found in the Grange a weapon to hurl at the financiers, the
politicians, and at the Ea"S't. --it "as time to "shake hell"
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out of these robber corporations.

By

1875 it was possible to

point to independent agrarian parties in nine of the prairie
states and in California and Oregon.

The migration of many

farmers into the cities did much to relieve the pressure on
the means of rural livelihood, and the Grange shifted into a
social, rather than a political, instrument of the fanner's
life.
Throughout the eighties as the number of the miles of

the railroad increased. the number of railroad companies de
creased; thus fortified by monopoly, the railroad, in the

farmer's eyes. could collect Whatever rates they chose.

The

farmers watched the influence of the railWay grow until it
was able to dominate the political situation in every western
state; railway lobbyists were on hand whenever a legislature
met; under the "atchful eyes of railroad agents, no one hos

tile to the railroad

the state.

at

Ii ever held an important office in

!hese common grievances of the South and West

against the railroads promised to supply a binding tie of no

small

conse~enoe

between the sections.

:Ieclining agricultural prices, increasing freight rates,
and the grinding burden of debt stimulated the organization
of a series of hrmers' Alliances in the South and West.

The

Allianc es grew in numbers as the bottom dropped out of the
cotton market I and there

WaS

"e eoeeerrt'retnon of agricul'tuml

lands in the hands of merchants; loan agents, and a few of
the financially strongest farmers."34

The farmers looked upon
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~bemselves

as possessing one quarter of the Dation's wealth

and P8J1ing three-quarters of its taxes.

Conditions had to

be ohanged and, again, farmer oooperation to that end seemed

the logical means:
People commenced to think who had neVer thOUght
before and people talked who had seldom spoken.
On mild dqs they gathered on the street corners,
on cold dqs they congregated in shops and offices .
•• •They discussed income tax and single tax; they
talked of government ownership and the abolition
of private property ••• and a thousand oonflicting
theories. 36
By 1890 the Alliance felt that they had enough members

and strength to enter politics as a third party.

Their plat

form in 1890 called for very definite reforms:
(1 )

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

The railroads should be compelled to lower rates.
Land monopolies should be broken down.
Trusts of every sort should be dutroyed.
Interest rates must be lowered and national banks
abolished.
More paper money or silver should be issued to
help carry the increasing volume of business that
the growth of the countr,y made inevitable.

The campaign of 1890 and the spirit of the times of Populist
agitation are described well by Elizabeth N. Barr:
The upheaval 'that took place can hardly be diag
nosed as a political campaign. It was a religious
revival, a ezueade , a pentecost of politics in
which a tongue or flame ee-c upon every man, and
each spoke as 'the spirit gave him u1;1;erance. Por
Mary E. Lease, Jerry Simpson ••• and half a hundred
others who lec1;ured up and down the land, were no't
the only people 'that could talk on the issues of
the dq. The fanDerB, the coun1;ry merchants, the
cat'tle-herders, and they of the broad-brimmed hats
and heavy boots, had also heard the word and could
preach the gospel of Populism .... Women with skins
tanned to parchment by the hot winds, with bony
hands of toil and clad in faded calico, could talk
in meetings, and coul d talk right straight 'to 'the
point. 37
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J4ary Lease seemed to Bound the keynot'e of' this revival when

she said, "what you farmers need to do is raise lesS' corn

and more

Hell~"

Throughout the South and Northwest the election results
of 1890 were highly gratifYing to the Alliance; they elected
five United States Ssnators, six governors, and forty-siz
Congressmen.

Once in office the Populists proved to be less

suocess:f'Ul in administrative matters, and their legislation
was too often found to be defective and unconstitutional.

The Populists expected that the men they elected would do
more than was politloally possible, and they Boon 'turne d from

ardent supporters to disappointed critics.

Their adoption of

a fUsion and moderate policy as well as their rapid decline
is described in the chapter dealing With Tom Watson.
Like the laborers, the farmers, under the flag of Popu
lism, had thundered rather ef'f'ec'tively J for a time, against

exploitation by industrial America; they soon disoovered that
they were f'lght1ng a long and losing

B~ruggle

to Bave agricul

tural America from the devouring jaws of industrial America.

The great barbecue had been spread before the nation after
the war, and it is eVident that industry ate the best portion
of the feat While the laborers and famers scurried under the
table in search of crumbs and were presented with the bill at
the end of the feast.
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Post-war America was whollY lacking in a political

phllosoplJy.

The great party of Jefferson and Jackson was

gone and what developed might be called a profit philosoplJy
which assumed as its greatest good the shaping of public
policy

~o

promote private interests:

its two major tents of

belief were that it is the auty of the state to help its
citizens make money, and, secondly, that the public good
cannot be served apart from business interests as business

interests are the public good -- "Let the government take
care of business and business will take care at' the country.

II

A brief look at oity and state governments is enough to
warn the reader of what he can expec-t on the national level.

In 1870 at Albany, New York votes Were being openly bought
and sold, and few bills could be passed without purchasing
a considerable proportion of the members of both houses.

The legislature was run by Boss Tweed; six Republican Sena
tors were reported to have received $20,000 each tor their

obedience to his wishes.

Tweed had risen in fifteen years

from a chair-maker to the multimillionaire boss of NeW' York

City.

A heaVY element of Tweed's followers were made up of

bewildered and ignorant immigrants -- 77,000 of the eleotor
ate were

~oreign-born;

they Were much more interested in

Tweed's distribution of coal, nour, and money than "ith the
tzue aims of municipal adminis-tration.

Tweed was their Robin

Hood, and in this way he could contrul Qver half of the
130,000 Totes in the city.

As 1'weed's po"er beoame more
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secure 'the scale of' steal1ng inoreased:

buildings were rent

ed at t"ice the proper cost, and one man was paid $25,000 for
removing dead animals; by the fall of 1871 the Ring was gen
erally credited with the theft of $20,000,000.
In Pennsylvan1a, the Camerans and the ~aysJ along with

the Pennsylvania railroad and the coal companies, ran the
state; in Cincinnati, it was George B. Cox; Colonel "Ed"
Butler in Saint Louis; the Ames regime in
IIBlind Boss n Buokley in San .francisco.

exaggerating when he remarked:

Minneapolis; and

Andrew White was not

"With very few exceptions,

the city governments of the United States are the worst in
Christendham

'the most expensive, the most inefficient,

and the most COTIUpt. -38

It is hard to understand the slowness

with which even the better citizens we're arOused by reformers;

it appears that

~ch

of this blindness lay in the fact that

the immense growth of national wealth "as unaccompanied by
any ciVic responsibility, and, too, Americans had had little
previous t1'B1ning in the management c:r! densely populated urban

centers.

The political activities in Washington during the years
from 1865 to 1884 were especially notorious ones, for the

politicians of both parties "ere dazzled by the "ealth of
the industrial titans, and they bowed to the demands of in
dustr,y until their platforms reflected the "ishes of business
rather than those of the people:
.

a centralized banking evs

tem) a sound cuzrencz , labor laws favorable to Oap1tal, and
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a s1;.adily rising tariff.

The Union Pacific alone is claim:

ed to have spent about $500,000 by the middle o:f
the :fonn o:f "g1:fts" to 'fashington "statesmen. "39

IB68~

in

There is

no other period in American history when politics was so
dwar:fed by economic changes nor none in "hich the :fate o:f
the countr;r res1;ed so completely in the hands o:f the indus
trial entrepreneurs.

The business o:f politics borro"ed its

style from the business of industry as men began to see in

politics "the means o:f participating in the general riches,
o:f becoming "ealth;r in their smaller weys and by their lesser
standards, as d1 d the captains or industr;r. "40
The people sa" in General Ulysses S. Grant a s;rmbol or
order; a man Who could bring the government back to it s

regular practices and restore

moral order to the administra

tion; the next eight years "ere to be a "itness not to order

but to chaoa,

The most signif'icant contribution that Grant

"as able to give the o:ffice o:f the President "as an imperish
able glamour; he regarded the Presidenc:r as a personal peroga
tive and a reward :for servioes that he had rendered -- he :for
got about the responsib:i!ity that "ent along with his offioe
and he _s only too happy to turn over the tools o:f running

the goveznment to his scheming and crooked associates J whom
he trusted With a prof'ound :faith.
A small change came over' the national temper af'ter the

years o:f the eoonomic depression of' 1873-1878, and papers
began to assail corruption in the adminis1;ration, and the

easy tolerance of the sixties was replaced by a new stern
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ness, but the reformers were both isolated and sterile when
i1;

came to kno"ing the people and their motivations.

They

could not arouse mass exci'tement, t'or the masses "ere no't

deeplY shocked over the dishonesty of publ1c selTants; the
average American of 'this period accepted democracy jus1; as

he did the telephone or the electric light; though the party
bosses managed to get him to the polls on eleot1on day, he
voted the straight party ticket and saved himself the trouble
or th1nk1ng about oand1dates or issues.
With the election of the :reform governor ot Ne" York,

Grover Cleveland, to the presidency those "ho had expected

anY rad10al change "ere d1sappoloted.

Cleveland's reoord

shows tha1; he failed to recognise the emergence of a new era
or the necessity for

a:

new outlook; to praTe this , one bas

onlY to remember that "hen CO"l!;ress in 1887 appropriated
$10,000 to sid the drought sufferers 10 baying ..... gralo

seed, Cleveland vetoed the provision by saying that "thOUgh
the people support the Government the Government shouLd not
support the people."
James Bryce 10 The American Co_on..ealth said:
"Perhaps no form of gOTernment needs great leaders
so much as a democr&q- •.• Those "hose material
prosperity tenlll to lap them in self-complacency
and dull the edge of aspiration need to be thrill
ed by 'the emotions whioh great men can exe!te )
stimulated by the ideas they present, stirred to
a loftier sense of ..hat national life may attain."

This pertod trom 1865-1900 oalled tor the leadership ot great
men and all 'that answered the summons "ere mere pygmies nho
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sat in the Wh1te House or Congress inoompetent to bring order
and peace to the nation.

With leadership lacking, the parties

became tools of pressure groups rather than instnunents of
popular government and ths result was that fortunes DlUlti
plied in the hands of the few and the masses of the population
sank deeper into a poverty the:t threatened the very basis of
the democretic e,q>eriment.

Unfortunately, Henry Adams seemed

to have been quite correot when he said:

"No period so

thoroughly ordinary has been known in American politics
since Christopher Columbus firs"t dil!rturbed the balanoe of

American society.n41

After the war, Americans quickly turned away from the
battlefields and the ruined South and closed its ears to the
questions of the Negroes; it looked to the ballroom, salon,
and parlor far its relief from its e:<hsustive tasks.

:Por

years the American people had had to wrestle with the prob
lema of secession, surviVal, and death, and With 'these ob
stacles now out of the way 'they 1;Urned to diversions of many

sorts.

The culture of America lacked depth and CI11tivation

and there was something :flashY and gaudy in the activities
that America turned to; perhaps there was a powerful current
:flowing beneath the surface of the life of this country, but
i t failed to appear in this period.

With the acquisition of wealtb and power, Amerioan men
often did not know what to do with these newly gained assets.
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and so fortunes were spen't on red, yello" I and black mansi0D;s I

for the purchase of a titled husband for the daughter. for
banquets "here c:4\arettes were wrapped in one hundred dollar
bills, or for a poodle "ho "as draped With a $15,000 beje"elled
collar. 4 2 A large group of nouveau :r1che thought theT could

buT cal ture and.oc1al standing:

"!he neWCOIMr found that the

more recherche his manners) 'the more piquant his ObJIYersa'tion J
the purer 'the breed at horses he drove, 'the more fashionable

his c:r1ticism of pictures, books, and music, the better he
was liked: bu:t abOY8 all tot was money that: was indispens

able. "43
fhis was an age in America When all aspired to be rich,
arid ma'terial possessions became 'the goal and sum of most Am

eric8l\ lives -- Kaney 1 Sacces8, and Power:
that dreams were made of.

'this was the s"tuf't

filough all aspired to ttus type

or

lire. few were calla4 to ac1alal.l;r partake of it; the :r1chest
one per cent had as much income as the poorest f'1ft;r per cent
and more than one half

or

the aggregate income

or the

country

was enjoTed bT one eighth of the families. 44
Up to this time for one tc be worth a million cf
dol.l.ars was to be rated as a man of fortune J but
no" bygones must be bygones. Ne" York's ideas as
to ",alues J "hen fortune "as named, leaped boldy
up to ten millions. f'1ft;r millions. one hundred

millions; and the necessities and luxuries follow

ed suit ••• Paahion demanded that TOU be receiYed in
the hall of the house in "hich TOU "ere tc dine
by ••• f iye or six seTYants, "ho, "ith the help of
the butler, were to seTYe the repaat ••• eyer,ythiDg
that skill and art COUld-suggest _8 added to
make the dinnen .ot a YUlgar displa;r but a gastro
nomic effort eTidencing -the possession by 'the host
of both moneT and taste. 45
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Builders Vied with each other in putting up castles and
better equipped buildings; Jay Oook's mansion, Ogontz) "as

not untypioal with its vast gloomy pile of

~te. onehnn~

dred and se'V'en"ty-t'ive teet long, and con'ta1ning seventy-1;Wo

roo.... costill8 abou:t two JDillion dOllars.

The agonies of

deoision and indec1s1on that these persons went tlU"ough
While buildill8 their homes can be seen in this descript10n
of Kate Chase Sprague's attempts to capture perfect10n in
her home, Canonchet, at Bewport:

••• She would g1ve orders for a SUite of rooms in
the north wing to be done in a aertain style -
frenoh Provinoial or Louis XIV -- "orkmen would
finish the rooms "ith pa1nstakill8 care; fIlm1ture
would be ordered and 1Dstalled; Kate would step
across the threshold, stare absently for a moment
at the oompleted room, and then abIUptly turn and
walk out. Calling for the foreman, she "oUld
8DIlOUDoe that the suite was unsa'tis1'ao1;ozy I t:ha"t
it all would have to be done over in the style of
Que en Anne ••• Slowly the great monument took shape
-- a Victorian Gothic mansion of over sixtY rooms,
sa1d to have oost almost a mill10n dollars ••• The
house looked like a series of swift inspirations
that found eaoh other's company di~etilll!'
IJol.'lller Windows jutted rrom the roofs or the
towers, topped with spires like spindles on s
highboy; a great colonnade swept around the front
of the bouse with classical heateur; balcon1es
45
sprang ~ WindoWs and hung uneasily in mid-air.
Often jUst around the oo:mer from homes 11ke these • filthY
and heatless slums spread out.

While mil11ona1res raised up their gaudY palaoes, the
masses toUed long hours in :ractories and offices, and re

turned to their humble homes embittered and benumbed.

The
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dWellings of the poor were five or six stories high running

about ninety :feet back :from the street.

Every space avail_

able was made into a room, IIIaIlY of them without direct light
ing or air, and most of them occupied by more than one :family.
In these rooms and hallways roamed dirty, half -clad children

who drifted into gangs and "hose ambition ..... to eumulate
the lawless exploits o:f their elde rs; beginning as beggars
and pickpockets they soon graduated to the ranks of shop
lifters. robbers, and thugs. 47

In a test conducted in

Bostonts primar,y schools it was disoovered that over one
half of the children had never seen a plo" or a spade. a
robin, or a sqUirrel; instead of collecting birds' eggs or
butter:flies, these children had colleotions of small picture
cards of prize-fighters or burlesque queens which came in
cigarette packages. 48
Jacob Riis who kne" :first hand how the other half lived
described almost too realistically the conditiona that a
vast majority of Americans lived through during the rise of
industrialism
The hall is dark end you might stumble over the
children pitching pennies back there. Not that
it "ould hurt them; kicks and cuffs are their
daily diet. The.. have little else ... Ul the
fresh air that ever enters these sta.irs comes
from the hall-door that is forever slamming.
and from the "indows of dark bedrooms that in
turn receive from the stairs their sale supply
of the elements that God meant to be :free, but
eIaD deals out with such niggardlY hand.
That
"as a woman filling he;r pall by the hYdrant you
just bumpad aga1nst. ~ s1nks are in the hall
"BY. that all the tenants may have access - - and
all be. poisoned alike by their summer stenches •••
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llere is "door. Lis1:en! That short hacking
cough, that tiny helpless wail -- "hat do they
mean! They mean "thet the soiled bow of white
that you SaW on the door downstairs will have
another story to tell ••• before the day is at
an end. The child is dying with measles. W11;h
half a chance it might have lived; but it had
none. That dark bedroom killed it.49
Like Jacob Riis, Henry George watched and grew angry
as he sa" men like llarshall Pield make $500 to $'700 an hour
while his non-executive employees "orked a ti:rty-nine hour
week and took home a paycheck amounting to about $12.00; his
anger burst into ...,rds when he said in his book, Progress
and Povertz:
We plow new fields J We open ne" mines J "e found
new 01 'ties; we dri.ve back the Indian and exter
minate the bJ,ffalo; "e g1;rdle the land w11;h iron
roads and laoe the air with telegraph wires; we
add knowledge to knowledge. and utilise inven
~ion after ~ention; we build schools and endow
colleges; yet it becomes no easier for the masses
of our people to aake a living. On the contrary,
it is becoming harder. The weal thY clase is
beooming more weal~h1; but the poorer olass is
becoming more dependent. The gUl1'bet>Oeen the
employed and the employer is growing wider;
social. contrasts are becoming sha.J:per; as liveried
carriages appear J so do barefooted children. 50
The "vast gap" "that George spoke about would have increased

if the rioh and powertul had had anything to say about it
but their era was fast drawing to a olose and the new twen

tieth century was going to see the rise ot a ne" movement -
Progressivism.
What was Idddle-class America thinking and doing in
this perioe!?

Up to about 1865 the United States was a nation

in which wealth, st&'tus, and power were spread out' in such a
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way that a man of' modera'te means living in a small comnnmi

ty received much :respeot and exerted influence.

Because of'

the lack at very many nationwide sources 01' power and
wealth, this was an age when local eminence was of great

:Importance, and so "the lawyer, small merehan"t and manu1'ac"tur
er, and the preacher Were looked upon as men wor1;hly of all
"the community I s adm1ration.

The pos"t-lliT11 War period, how

ever, transformed society :from a peaceful agrarian and small
business republic "to one in which the dominan"t form of en"ter
prise was "the giant oorpo:ra"tion -- this change revolutionized
the dis"tribu"tion of power and prestige.

Wbile "there had not

even been 1;wen"tY millionaires exis"ten"t in "the Uni"ted S"tates
during "the 1840' s, by 1891 i"t was estima"ted "tha"t there were
probably more "then one hundred and 1;wen1;y men in "the Uni"ted
States who were each wor1;h more "than "ten million dollars.
In this same decade a reliable source indica"ted "tha"t about

nine per cent o:f "the :families of "the nation owned 71% o:f
the wealth. 51
The nouveau riohe J 'the parvenus J the masters

o~

the

gr-ea-t cozpora"tions were bypassing "the old gentry -- the pro
fessional men. the merchants of long standing

manufacturers __ in wealth.

J

and the small

The college-educated ciTic lead

ers of an earlier era Whose deep ancestral roo'ts Were firmly

entrenched in traditions of political leadership :found them
selves being rather mdely pUshed aside by this new rising
class and 19n~red in 'the maki ng of' basic political and
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economic deoisions.
oareers being

!hey even found their private lives and

obs~oted

by the agents of the oorporations

and the allies of the pol1tidal bosses.

They were not grow

ing poorer f1nsnoially, but they knew they were being dwarf
ed by the ne... eminenoes in business.

Their loss of import

anoe and prestige was as great e blo.. to them as a financial
loss would have been.

Their ability "to fight this horde "as

held in oheok bY their own samples and their regard for
reputation and social standing in the community.

This group

ot Americans, who were being expropriated morally by a newer
and s1ironger group) were "the oarriers of 'the aul'tural ideals
and traditions of early lie.. England, and their a"ttitudes
were Protestant and Anglo-Saxon for the most part.

Pol1tios

and statesmanship were synonymous 'terms as fax as 'they "ere
concerned, and they looked back longingly to the days ..hen
the leadership of the oountry ..as under "the aegis of an
Adams, Webner, or Sumner -- "Their ideal leader wes a we11
to-do, well-eduoated, high-minded citizen, rich enough to be

free :from. mo'tives of what "they orten called
ism,

I

t

crass material

Wbose family roots were deep, not only in Amerioan

histo:ry but in his local cOllllllW11ty ••53
The hate and Boom that these

exprop~ed

Amerioans

feU to..ard the robber barons can be disoerned qu1te easily
in the following soathing remarks of Hen:ry Demarest Lloyd:
0l1r great moneymakers have sprung in one genera
tion into seats of power kings do no"t kno... The
foroes and the wealth are new) and have the oppor
tunity of J').ew men. Without restraints of culture,
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experience, the pride, or even the inherited cau
tion of class or rank, these men, intoxicated,
think they are the ..ave ;instead of the float, and
that they have created the business ..hioh has
orea~ed them.
To them science is but a never
ending rliperto ire of investments stored up by
nature for the syndicates, government but a
fountain of franchises, the nations but customers
in squads J and a m1Ilion the unit o:f a neW arith
metic or ..ealth :for them. They claim a po..er
without oontrol, exercised through fonns which
make it secret, anonymous, and perpetual. The
possibilities o:f its gratification have been
Widening be:fore them ..ithout intenuption since
they began, and even at a thousand million they
will feel no satiation and "ill see no place to
stop. 54

Though Lloyd' 5 thj'ough"ts were echoed by many of the old
gentry, they remained conservative in their economic and

political views.

As abuse after abuse in the economic order

oame to the attention of the pUblio, the typioal middle
class citizen ignored them or accepted them passivelY as
an inevitable result of' the stl.'Uggle ror eXistence; laissez

:faire still remained his eoonomic philosophy.

It "as hue

that he ..as oritical and eager to dispose of the predato>:y
capitalists and their poli1;ical henchmen, but he was even

more opposed and frigh1;ened of the word -mob"

the radioal

agrsr1ans, the city ..orkers With their anarchist ideas, and
the urban immigrants.

He and his group oould never con

oeivably oontemplate appealing to the masses as an ally in
their :fight against plutocraoy.

At times he ..as more an

aristocrat at heart than a democrat.

Caught between two

evil forces, and fearfUl of the consequences of their a111
ance with e1ther, the gent>:y devloped the belief that Am
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erica's economic ills could be remedied by free trade, and
that "the aaaence of government lay in honest dealing by

honest and competent men."

With this rather

ineffec~l

refonn program, it is not hard to understand whY the middle
class railed to orrer any positive leadership rrom 1865 to
1900.
Before Progressivism could be made possible) the insu

lation of the middle-class from the lower class had to be
overcome, and before this obstruction could be :removed it

was first necessar,y for some of the middle-class ideas and
attitudes to undergo a transrormation -- their Wlralterins
support of the laissez-faire doctrine had to be modified, en
enthusiasm for popular government had to take pre:f'e.rence

over their aristocratic tendencies, end a greater flexibility
in dealing with the discontents had to be developed.

Once

the middle-class had seen the merits or a program or progress
ivism end came to understant. that they were capable or leading
it, they made little advance toward their goals in the 1890's
because the events or that decade with its talk or socialism,
its strikes, its slump in business, and its lengtheni"8 bread.
lines seemed like the beginn1"8 of social revolution.
Bz:yan "asQJ1other Robespierre, and Debs a Murat.

Perhaps

There was a

tendency among the middle classes to put aside their own
grievances and program for action until the

~e

should come

When the air was less :!'Ull or Violence end class hatreds.

It

was only arter four yearl!l or 1IcK1n1ey' s administration which
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brought peaoe and prosperity of various degrees to all olas~es
that the middle-olass clared to take seriously ideas that seem
ed to involve a fUndamental ohallenge to the established ways
of doing things.

The movement began on the state level in

Wisoonsin in 1900 and oUlmjnated on the national level with
the eleotion of Woodrow Wilson to the presidenoy in 1912.
Populslm in the 1890' s had appealed only "to the misfits
farmers who had railed, lawyers and doctors who "ere not:
orthodox, teachers who could not make the grade, and neurotics

fUll of hatre e and ebullient evanescent enthu.siasms;" the Pro
gressive movement, however, was one of the "petit bourgeois"

-- the little bUsinessmen, professional men, well-to-do
fanners, skilled artisane from the upper braokets of organized
labor, and the suocessful middle-class cQuntxy-town oitizens. 55

The period from 1865-1900 in Amerioan histoIY seems to
me to be the birth of teohnologioal Amerioa; it is a period
when Amerioa first showed its potential ability to be a formid
able world power.

Amerioa was at last able to play the role

of the Conqueror.

It embraoed the ideology of unrestraibed

e anpetition among individuals and olasped i t to its bosom -
"the unknown, the untried, the unheard of J was in the air•..

and people were intoxioated by it•••• 56

In this raoe for

power and wealth, man, himself J was forgotten and moral and

Immanitarian values ..ere oast aside for the ohanoe of holding
in their hands, though only for a short time, material posses
s10ns.
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Chapter 2
TOIlI WilSON: THE NA'l'l¥IiiT Il/ POLIT res

Tom Watson was born four years prior to the Civil 'Nar,
and he was only nine years old when the Confederacy went

down in ignominiOl>s defeat.

His father, who had been a brav"

Confederate soldier, came home to find the old order gone,
his slaves freed, and the South in the throes of grave econo
mio and financial collapse.

John Watson, and thousands of

other Southerners like him, had to face the fact that the
prosperity that they had enjoyed prior to 1861 was now sup
planted by abject poverty, for the liquidation of security
debts had swept away their lands.

The old Southern homestead

that had been a little kingdom, a complete social and indue
trial organism, almost wholly sufficient unto itself, was nOW
a thing of the past

never to be revived.

It Was in this

Wholly new and hard order of things that Tom Watson found
himself at the age of ten -- a world that was to offer him
only insecurity and poverty unt11 he reached manhood.
Tom. was only seventeen years old when the panic of 1873

came to add further to the troubles of the South, and he felt
keenly the evil effects of this financial conspirac,y of a few
Northern bankers to contract the currency and pr-oduce the

depression -_

n ••• when

the smoke cleared from that financial

Waterloo my father was one of those who "ss stretched upon

the field."l

Tom's father's last acre of land was now gone.

Iespite the hard times, Tom 1Ila1laged to receive two years af
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education at Mercer University, but then it was neoessary for
him to leave and find "ork.

!rhis ..as not an easy task in the

South 1n 1874, and !rom was qUi ok to disoover it.

There was

no emploY1l<lnt to be had in Atlanta, but in Screven County,
Georgia, he succeeded 1n aaktng up a small school a1i IILi 1;t1e

Horse Oreek Church" where he taught school in the daytime and
s1;udied law at night for two years.

The salary ..as hardly

enOUgh to subsist on but the people ..ere very kind and he, in

turn, loved them.

In Soreven County, Watson saw what remain

ed of the middle-claas agrarian culture in the post-bellum
South; eating at their tables, sitting at their fireplaces,
sleeping in their beds, he gained a kno..ledge of the ..orld.cg
farmer ""that no books could eveo- give.
try

1;0

He watched these men

overcome disadvalrtages of their conctltion which seemed

almost completely hopeless.

!rom shared tully the lot of the

fanner whose lot at this period was not particularJ;r happy.
They had given him a home when he had none; they had given
him a job when the city had rejected him.

"r think that

11\1

earnest sympathy for the poor dates from this period of my

11fe-- "

thi. statement by !rom Watson is not difficult to

understand when viewed in the light of the abaTe oircum

stances. 2
!rom often grew discouraged about his progress but he

contanued to make the most out of "the relatively little he
possessed.

He was determined to become one

o~

the first men

of the state __ "It i" for this that r am studYing, 1t is for

,
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this that I am working, and I never mean to stop the one or

the other, until my objeot is obtained.

I have no great wish

for money for myself; I only "ish for fame; but I intend to
make money for you (his father) and fame for myself at the
same time."

While at Screven Cowrty his chiei" occupation was

fame and fortune although he was beginning to "onder if per
haps they were going to elude him -
"Ambition, my oherished ambition,
Still oanes at my oall -- dreary oall!
But a mantle hanga over her features
As dark as a funeral pall."
Tom thought of himself as an Ishmael of modern times; he "as
also a Byron and a fun Juan _ - he "as anything but a seedy
country school teacher, and the world must find out about hill.

He wanted to be somebody; he wanted to be appreciated
talents

~or.

his

law beoame the means to achieve this goal.

It is not my purpose to trace the rise of Watson to
eminenoe as a lawyer but it is important to notioe that his
practice was almost entirely :rural, that it was concentrated

in his own congressional district, that his juries and audi
ences were made up of farmers, and that his later practice oon
sisted very largely of oriminal oases in whioh he "as always
oounsel tor the defendant.

He was a lawyer "ho helped the

underdog -- a tribune of the people.

Even though Tom was

gaining success as a lawyer, his pride "as checked by the
humiliation of his family's poverty; the memory of their
plantation years and the oonditions of their present plight
bothered him.

'rhe Watson family no" lived in a wretched shack
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on a pieoe of sandy soil in Richmond County; John Watson

was in a constant stupor and his energy was gone.

It dis

"turbed Tom to see his "st:ately old grandfatherts bookcase"
being used for the smoke-house) larder, pant:ry, and

He could not bear to see these things continue,

as he was r1nancially able, Tom
hundred acre farm.

~ougbt h~s

50

butte~.

as soon

father a seven

Tom was seeking, though perhaps unoon

soiouslY, to restore to his parents and himself a 11ttle of
the ante-bellum Southern paradise.
These few paragraphs on Tom Watson I s early life have

been perfunoto:t;Y in many respeots, bnt it has been 1;he in

tention of the writer to give the reader enough

~ormat~on

about 'the early years so that he can see as he reads more

about Tom Watson that there grew in Watson's emotional life
an irrational oore of nostalgia for a lost paradise of ohild
hood. This old order of

~an

life that "as a par1; of

Watson's boyhood loyal1i1es "aa 1;0 retain a stronghold upon
h1m.

Even when the New South rested upon a 1'lnn

foundat~onJ

Watson con"t1nu.ed to dream o:f his lost agrarian paradise and

its possible

resurrec~ion.

This writer feels that only if

'the reader has been able to oomprehend and assimilate the
main patterns of Watson's earlY life can he hope to under

stand the tragio ordeal of Tom Watson in the l'Ie" South•

..........

Folitios had al"aYs proved to be fasoina1;1ng to ycnmg

J'om Watson.

In his early years af"ter "the war J he had seen
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white-robed horsemen galloping at midnight on some lIIYsterious
mission; he had seen politioal gatherings of his people broken
up by the blue-ooated military oppressors; he had listened to
the talk of his father and other men as they tried to discover
the means whereby "they might cast off these oppressors.

It

was not until 1880, however, that Tom engaged in his first
important political venture when he joined a group of Southern
1nsurgent:s who were opposed to the "New Departure" leaders of

the South and their methods.

Watson campaigned county after

county, and this brilliant young orator was received with
great enthusiasm; the orowds were willing to sit for hours
and listen to Tom and his splendid oratory.

Tery early in

life Tom had recognized that a t:ruly effective politician
must possess the gift of oratory; while in college he wrote
to his father on this subject; 'when the national heart is
heaving with excitement, he who would control its pulsations
and direct its energies, must speak in the language of enthu
siasm.

The power of the orator lies in the sympatl\Y between

him and the people.

This is the cord which binds heart to

heart; and when it is &"truck, thousands burst into tears or
rouse into passion, l1ke a single individual.· 5 Watson was
going to see this very thing happen many a time in his life
whenever he spoke.

Aided by his oratorical powers) Tom Watson

did much to help the insurgents win about thirty-five per cent
of the popular vote in 1880; the revolt of this small group
caused apprehension in the ranks of the New Ieparture leaders
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for "this was "the :!irst time that they had been seriouslY
chslJ.enged and threatened.
If one analYzes the campaign of 1880 peroeptivelY it

can serYe as an appropriate p ro Logue for the drama in lOhich
Tom Watson "as

1;0

serYe 8S leader in 'the nen forty years ..

fha csmpaign boldly announced the confl1c"ts and pstterss that
were to be magnified and expanded a hundredfold "hen the
capitalis"ts became more confident of their position and the
agrarians beoame better organiz"

the Solid South against

the inll1lrgent rebels, the ne" capitalists against the old
and ne" agrarians; the Negro, raoe oha.uY1JJ,ism, religious

superstition, militar,y fetishism "ere all to be milked cf
evezy emotion that "they might dre" out of the people. 6
That Watson "as not the dedioated crusader in 1880 that
he had become by 1890 oan be seen by his oomment on the part
he plaYed in the CSIIIPa1gn:

"S"tump-spea!d.ng is glorious.

fhe inspiration of "the band, the cheers of the croWd, the
ready echo to evezy blazing sentiment and sparkling anecdote
leads the orator to a br1l1iant feast on "the 1'1eld of the
Cloth of Gold."

He described the oampaign itself as a

"certain show-parade."

Watson was still preoccupied with

fame and the romantic aspects of pol1"tics.

The ,.ears from 1880-1890 sa" the cont1Jmation of the

gro"ing power and consolidation of the lIew South: "this era
oftered no plaoe for -the agrar1.an rebel, and so Tom Wa1ison
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remained on 'the e1del1nes wa1't1Dg for his chance 'to plunge
hssdlong in'to 'the
1'tself.

~e

when 'the r1gh't oppor'tun1ty presen'ted

This 'ten year perlod cannoe be ignored by 'the s1;o

den't of Tom Wa'tson for 'the simple reason 'the't i't was "1'thin
'this dscade 'the't 'the economic se't't1og _s prepared whiob Wa't
son and his follo"srs ""re 'to pro'tes't agains't eo Tigorously
in 'the n1oe't1es.
Jus't "ha't is mean't by 'the "Ne" Soueh" and 'the "Ne" Dt
par'tureT"

Af'ter 'the 01vil War, 'there t'o11o""d a deflaUon

ot' pol1't1oal t'erTor and moral en'thus1asm 'througbou't 'the enUre
Sou'th; 'the old Sou'thern leaders ""re s1'ther disenfranchised,·
el<il.ed, or pu't in prison.

There "as no doub't abou't 11: -- 'the

South was a conquered province.

However, it was not possible

for some of 'the Sou'therners 'to remain in a defea't1s1: a't't11:ude
for long, because 'they sa" all abou't 'them ac't1Ti'ty as 'the
Indus'trlal !leTolu't1on Whirled merr11,y along.

"You oan see

1't in people's faoes, .you can t'eel 1't in 'the air; ETerybody
and eTeryth1og's goin' places." 7 The Sou1:h made up 1'ts mind
'tha't 1't, 'too, should go places.

11; "as nc't 'the plan1:er

aris1:oora'ts of 'the old Sou'th "ho offered leadership 'to 'their

J1eTasta'ted homeland but rather it was men who possessed the
aoqu1s1't1Te zeal of 'the rising cap11:al1s'ts and 1odus1:r1al1s'te
"hom 'they serTed; 'they beoame railroad promo'ters and serTan'ts

of 'the oorporations.

Lawyers, merchan"ts, railroad direotors)

and bankers "ere 'the leaders of 'the Sou'th during 'the 1870' s
and 1880' s.
Sou'th.

lie" mas'ters "ere def1n1'tel,y in 'the saddle in 'the
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!hese leaders were convfnced that: the Southerners were.

Hving in a ne.. era and that the South must accept ne" ideas;
they called for a "new departure" from Southern tradition in
order for 'the South to take aclvan:tage of its opportunities

and turn """J' from i"ts agrarian ins"tinc"ts and promote "those
of manufao"tUr1.ng and industxy.

Thou&1"this Was a radical pill

for most Southerners "to swallow, "the leaders of the Beft' Ie
parture "era able to conunand a submissive loyal"ty tram all

Sou"tha:rners a:f1;er home :rule had been res"to:red; "this loyalty
was based on fear -- fear of the Negro menaoe, scalawags, and

Federal in"terven"tion.

As the prioe of pro"tection from "these

fears, "the leaders demanded uufal"tering allegianoe "tha"t uu"ti1
no" they had refUsed even in war.
One has only "to s1;udy Henry Grady, editor of the A"tlanta
Cons1;i1;u"tion. "to find a good rapreseutative of "the leaders of
the lie" South; Grady was Georgia's unoffioial "good oll1iph-at
~arge II

Who deTo"ted hia time "to spreading a gospel of optimism

concerning the fU1;ure of the

scuen,

Since he was loved by

his fello" Georgians J he was chosen by 'the h1.gher echelon of'

"the Ne.. Dopartnre to glamour1ze the new order.

He "taught his

newspaper readers tha't the aoquisi1;1ve instinct was respec"t

able and tha"t speculation was sOme"thing "that required enormous
quant1t1es of courage and valor; he even went so far

8S

to ex

:plain; to "the once agrarian South that i t "as through the
competitive st:ruggle for business profi"ts "tha"t the meaning
of 11fe could bes"t be discovered.

One of Grady's admirers
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cODDBnted:

aHe did not tamely promote enterprise and en

courage industry: he vehemently fomented enterprise and pro

voked industry until they sta1Jl:ed through the land like
~d conquerors. _8

He called for preemption and exploita

tion ot the Sou'th' B untouched ns:tural resources.

Grady's

spell of radical optimism spread quioklJ' over the South_
:Pactor1ss were springing up in all directions; indus
tries ware nmltiplJ'ing; people "ere once again finding em
ployment; taxes were being lowered, credit was being raised.

A nervous energy permeated Atlanta and its people; the spirit
of enterpns e "as eTerywhere.

"Everybody ie brushiJIg away

'the tears of war anti laughing with a ne" hope in 8 new era! fl9

Grsdy continued to write and speak, and as the eighties ad
vanced his following became greater; how the people enjoyed
listening to Grady's vision of the New South:

"1 see a

South, the home of fifty millions of people; her cities
vast: hives 01 induetlY: her countrysides 'the treasures from
Which their resources are drawn; her s1:reams Tocal w1'th

whirling spindles ••••10

others, suoh as Patrick Calhoun,

ware quiok to add to this hYmn of praise and adulation:
·The foture of "the Sou"th is commercial and manufac"tured.
She "ill exchange the modest civilization of "the country
11
gentleman for t!J> bUstling ciVilization of the towns.·
The readerS of Grady's 'paper were soon making speeches

pa"tented after "their ravorillO-editor, bUt often supplanting
Grady's cheerfol optimism W1"th something a li1;1;le more
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concrete -- "We must get rich!

Let the young south arise in

"their might and compete with them (the Yankees) in eve23'thing

••• Get rich!
culls.

Sell eve:<:ything DBrketable and 11va on the

Let eve:<:y yellow legged chicken, dozens of eggs and

pounds of butter look in ;your eyes as fractions of a dollar,
and act accord1lll!:17.

Get rich! if you have to be mean!

fhe

world respeots a rich scoundrel more than it does an honest
man -- ,,12

these were

Wa:'

ds that poured forth from the gen

teel South in the 1880' s ,

It was evident that the old pro

vincialism and the aristocratio arrogrance were disappearing
and tie rise of a new Southern culture, of a society that was

interested 1D newspapers) books, and schools, as well as
money. was coming into being.

1,

There is no doubt about it.

the South was pla,ying the sedulous ape to the industrial
Borth.

Though

"om 'Iatson remained rather inacti...e

in the poli

tical field in the eighties, he still managed to command the
respect of the politici8lUl and his share of the public atten
tion.

Be was elected to the Georgia state Legislature in

1882, and attempted to get bills passed aiding th" tenant
farmer and the exploited con...ict but failed.

He retu:med

home atter the first session frustrated and dissatisfied.
Undoubtedly the only ;joy he experienced in hie first legis
lative role was reading newspapers which called him "The

.

mos"t bril11an't young man in Georgia" or "There "as no more
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brillian1; or brainy yaung man in 1;he legislature last sum
mer.·

l'ame was evidently beginning to knock at Mr. Watson's

door, and he enjoyed it tremendously, but he became restless

and dis1l1usioned when he looked around h1m and saw hundreds
of young lien his age ingra1;iating 1;hemselves with the cap
1;ains ot indUs1;ry and geining 1;hat wealth and tame to Which
he hed always aspired.
Wh1le GradY was winning praise tor his vision ot 1;he
lIew Sou1;h, Watson wa1;ched as southern agricul1ou.re continued
to sink lower and lower.

GradY was tailing to 1;ouch 1;he

hearts ot 1;he :farmers and :for good reasons -- ou1;side o:f the
cities 1;he same -..rteched povertY prevailed twenty-two years
after the war that had been present in 1860.

!rile Southern

:farmer had lost his independem e and autonolllY.

The lIST had

opera1;ed 1;0 res1;ore 1;he Sou1;h to essen1;ially 1;he :frontier
stage o:f deYelopmen1;.

~

1;he con1;1Jmance o:f 1;he crop-lien

sys1;em 1;he :fanner was redUced 1;0 a si;a1;e o:f peonage 1;0 1;he
to,", merchan1;, for un1;1l 1;he last dollar o:f the :farmer's
deb1; was paid to 1;he merchan1;, he was dependent upon his
every purchase upon 1;he merchan1; who saw to

11;

1;ha1; his

deb1;or was cherged :from twen1;y 1;0 :r1:rty per cent more 1;han
nhe cash price.

As each year wen1; by 1;he de b1; became grea1;

er and the :farmer :found h1mself so en1;angled tha1; he almost
oea.... d to s1;zuggle.

Probably :from 1;hree-:fourtha 1;0 nine

1;en1;hs of 1;he fanaenJ of the cot1;on Sou1;h were caught up 1;0
some deg:ree in the crop-lien system. 14 !he fanners watched
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as their city brothers grew richer day by day, and they
got poorer in "the same Ntio.
The agrarian masses remained leaderless UIrt11 they saw
that only some type of action initiated by themselves was
likely to remedy their many 111s.

In 1887 a Borth Carolina

farm jouxnal expressed OIOst aoeuratel,r the feeling of the
majority of Southern fanDers:
Thsre is someth:!Jlll radically wrong in our indUs
trial syst'em. There is a screw loose. The wheela
have dropped out of balance. The railroads have
never been 80 prosperous. arid yet agrieu~ture Lan
gu.1shes.. The' banks have never- done a beTter or
more profitable business. and yet agrieulture
languishes. Kanufacturtng enterprises have never
made more money 'or were in a more f1.our1shing con
dition, and yet agriculture languishes. Towne and
cities flourish and "boom" and grew and "boilm" and
yet agriculture languishes. Salaries and fees
were never &<2 temptingly high. and yet agrioulture
languishes.l.'
The tarmer had long regarded himself as the backbone of the
nation and the

prodllcer of the largest share d: ..ealtho

WhY then ohould he be faced with abjeot servil1v?
was to blame?

Certainly not himself.

lIho

It was the railroads.

tzua-t:s J middlemen) money-lenders r bankers, and lDllddled cur

renoy that caused their su1'1'ering, and they slowly began to
realize ..hat if only they could oontrol ..he "1;a.... go.... .rn
ments might they hope to find legal redress for these econo
lIio 111s.
There was no part of the farmer's story that Tom Watson
did not know -- he had liv.d it along with the rest of his
family.

It was natural. therefore, that by the late eighties
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Wa1;son 1I8S becoming 1;he embodimeDt of -the new rebellion.
Cast1llg his suspicious eye a1; Grady and his men, he

this 'to say:

~d

"There are oertain men in Congress and oer

1;ain 1n:fluen1;1al ne"spapers in 1;he s1;a1;e "h1ch are advo
ca1;1llg prino1ples d1....e1;r1callY opposed 1;0 1;he sen1;1men1;
which preTal1s allDos1; unanimouslY 1;hroughou1; 1;a, Sou1;h.
And 1:f 1;hs seeds of dissension

SO""

by -these par1;1es are

no1; uproo1;ed ..."the resul1; "ill be 1;ha1; 1;he Solid Sou1;h•••
"ill be d1srup1;ed and ruin will follo" 1;0 1;he par1;y. "16
file more hs 1;alked, 1;he louder and more vociferous he be
oame and no one can

d~

1;ba1; he "as calling b1s people 1;0

arms:
our newspapers are absolutelY orowded with
advertisements of sheriff's sales ••• There is no
romanoe in bav1ng landed proper1;y eIcluded :from
1;hs banks •••no romance in being neeced by a
firty per oen1; 1;ar1ff; no romance in seeing o1;her
classes and o1;her property eIemp1;ed :from 1;axa1;1on
and realising tabulous dividends upon "their 10
ves1;men1;a, "hen the lands are 1;8][ed 1;0 1;heir
u1;1;ezmost dollar and tanning has paid no divi
dend sinoe the war•••

11 • • •

"To you "ho grounded your mus1le1;s twen1;y-f1ve
years ago I lIBlre mr appeal. file f1gb1; is upon
you -- no1; bloody as 1;hen -- bu1; as b11;1;er; no't

with men Who come

~o

free your slayes,

_.u.swho

bu~

come to make slaves of you. And to your
also I oall; and I would 1;ha1; 1;he cOlllllOn sp1r11;
m1gb1; 1;lr 111 evez:y breas1; 1;hougbou1; 1;h1s BW1Il1
land. 1;111 from every oo1;1;on field, ever" ham
le1;. every vllle8e, ever" c11;y, m1gh1; come 1;he
sbou1; of defiance 1;0 1;hese Rob RoYS of commerce
and to 'the robber tariff, trom whose foul womb
1;hey sprang. "17

These speeches did no1; tall on unsympa1;he1;1c ears tcr lien
were already mob1l1z1llg under 1;he banner of 'tihe Parmer's
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Alliance; coopera'tivee of many sorts sprang up allover the

South.

In 1888 one of the All:1.ance leaders stated:

"I'e are

not to be int1midated or frightened by the cry that 'the
famers are gain« into politics.'

Who in all this broad land

has a better right 'to go into politics' than he Who clothes
and feeds 1:IIe world••16
The standard of revolt was now up; Tom I'atson saw to it
that it sts,yed up and that the movement was accelerated.
Very happy over this 'turn of events J Watson wrote:
era has dawned in Georgie pol1tics.
is passing away.
selves.

II

A new

The old order of things

The masses are beginning to arouse them

The great currents of thought quicken new 1mpulses.

At the bar of public opinion the

peo~le

are pressing their

demands and insisting that they be heard. "19

The famers

were happy to welcome young Tom into their fold aa a leader
of their cause, for they remembered well that while in the
legislature Tom had fought their battles against the oon
viot lease system and the monopolistic practices of the rail
roads.

Watson, for his part., was eager to be one ot their

spoke8lll8n:

"I¢y interest is the ssme as theirs.

Then whY

shou1dn't "" fight side by side to achieve the common vic
tory •• 20
The death of Henry Grady in 1889 can be said to mark
the end of an era in Southern history.

The Southerners for

tlB first time in their l1ves hsd embraced the industrializa
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-tion, -the glorl.fica-tion of -the capHalis-t and his way of
life, and -the alliance between the Sou-th and -the East.

TOJll

Watson "as to change this creed somewhat in the nen decade

when he preached agrarianism for the South, glorification
for the tanner and his way ot life, an alliance With the
lIest, and -the enli5'tllleD-t ot -the Negro in the ba'trt Le for -the
supremacy ot -the tanner.
An example o~ the South's 'total unawareness o~ the

change ot even-ts -that ....re no -take place in -the South during
the 1890 I S oan be seen by this item in a Sou-thern paper:
"The Cons-titution spreads -tbis morning -the blessed gospel
of sunshine!

Its sa11s are bellying with the r:1sing winds

of trade ••• Its expanded oolumns carry the news of oheerfUl
and hopeful enterprise.

On sTer,y side things move well.

In politios, in businsss, the ou-tlook is brightening.n2l

The Allianoemen were so pleased with the results of
Watson's labors in their behalf -that they promised him
-their suppor1; i t he "ould run for CongresS.

Watson consent

e d and in his campaign of" 1890 he spoke as one ot -tre people
-taJ)jng -to one of the people.

Be attacked legisla-tive evils

and promised -tha-t he would do all "i-thin his power to pu-t a
zrtop to monopolies, trusts, and railroad combines.

Thou

sands turned ou-t to hear Watson and his oPlonen-t hold "de-,
ba-tes in which TOlD always luld the upper hand.

Afier -the

election was over that November, the Alliance con-trolled
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the state convention, chose the government, wrote the plat
form, named three-fourths of the Senators and four-fifths
the representatives.

o~

The Alliance "as in its ascendancy. 22

With his election to Congress, Watson sold his law

books, for he W&e determined to devote his entire time to
politics.

fom still thought of his desire for fame, but it

cannot be denied that he was now entering the field of poli
tics With something of the spirit of consecration -- the work
that lay before him was holy and must be done.

Because he

had pledged himself to the carrying out of the principles of
the Farmers' Alliance, he refUsed to bind himself in Congress
to any action harmfUl to his consti"tuellts.

Of the numerous

bills he introduced to aid his people, only two were ever
reported out of the cUllllllittee to which they "ere referred.
Watson "83 not happy "hile in Congress:

"Being in

Congress does not seem near so big a thing as when I was
campaigning for the place."

His disgust "ith this body can

be seen in his own vivid desoription -

Pledged to reform, they have not reformed. Pledged
to econollY. they have not econOldsed. Pledged to
legislate, they have not legislated. Extravagance
bas been the order of 1;he daY. Absenteeism "ae
never so pronounced, Lack of purpose was never
80 clear. loack of common business p1Udence neTer
so glaring. 1l:Iunken membera have reeled about the
aisles -- a disgrace to the BeJQblic. ~en
speakers have debated great issues on the l'loor
and in the midst of maudlin rumblings have been
heard to ask, hJ/I:r.. Speaker, "h!! re was I at?" Use
less eaplo7ees orowd e'Yezy 00 ITidor.. Useless ex
penditures pe:zvade every department. 23
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The abOTe quotation is a good example of the growing invec
1;1ye which was 'to become an accepted form of Watson 's
speeches.

***....
The farmers, along with Watson, . . .~. to realize that

their non-partis.... and bipartisan efforts were llai.nly wasted.
They had t40ll&illo 1;hem""lves powerfUl enough to take over the
01.11 Iemocrat1c party and 'to "Qrk "theirref'O:nl.8 from within

the party, but this was soon disoovered to be a hopeless
idea.

Watson and o1ihers felt 'tha:t the1r oDly a.lternative

was to organize a new politioal party because the Democratic
Party and its leaders were domineering and intolerant and
they were drifting away from the "true prinoiples."

I\Y 1892 a great mDlber of people were Willing to lis
ten to talk of 8eparation from the two political parties,
for tbe taI'1ler llad reaelled the end of his rope; cotton was
sel.1ing at the lowest price that it had ever reached in a
third of a century; Inmdreds of men were turned ont of their
hamel' and were :forced to beoome tenants on land which. they

had once owned; .....ds cheoked allDe of good land because of
the

lack of neoessary capital.

The farmers f"lt that if

the mowy power were outlawed the solution to their soc:1al
ills would be aocomplished; they ag:reed that a new party
was needed in order to undertake this difficult taak.
Watson saw the rise of this new party not as a political
fie/1t headed by politioians but as a mOTement of the masses,
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an uprising of "the pe ople, who would assume "the Leadez-shfp ,
Wa"tson s .... his place as a"t "the head of "the ba"t"tle obeying "tile
commands of "the people.
Hamlin Garland, visiting the House of Representatives

in the early nine"ties, describes "the nervous energy "tha"t "as
widespread no"t only in "the House bu"t "throughou"t "the "hole
country, partioularl,y in -the South:

nEve~ere

as I "ent

through "the aisles of the House, ISaw it and heard it.

The

your.g Democrats were in almost open rebellion against "this
domineering

p~lo50phy

a smoldering volcano.

of the old legislators •.• the House is

The Poptllists, the men who are advocat

ing righ"t and justioe instead 01' policy, ae't eager, ready 1'or
the struggle.

They have everything to win and nothing to

lose in the vital discussion or reorganization whioh, in my

judgment, is sure to come. ,,24

Garland felt that there was

approaching a great Jeriodic upheaval. s1JD:Uar to that of
1861.

Who were these Populists and what did "they atrand 1'or'i
~ide

from "the ne" factory protelar1at, 'they were rural.;

Watson said tha"t Populism stood for the "yearning upward
tendency of the middle and lower classes."

sworn. roes of power, priVilege, and wealth.

They were the

"C1ose no en

trance to "the poorest, lohe weakest, the humblell:t; Hsey to

all, "come and win your share it you can.
f'i:cst such movement to

att:ac~

II

This was the

seriously the problems

oreated by 1naus"tria11am; its believers were interested
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in

restoring conditions that prevailed before the develop

ment of

oulture.

indust~1zat1on and

the comercialization of agri

Perbaps the outstanding feature of the Populist

program is that it called for a united :front between the
l'Iegro and the "hi te :fa:rmer.

The Populists :felt that it "as

necess8.Z7 'to roster 'tolerance, friendlY oooperation, and

political rights for !Iegroee.

a Negro was

n~inated ~o

Tom Watson sa" to it that

a position on the state executive

oomm1ttee of the party; he also spoke repeatedJ.y from the
same platfonn to mixed audaencee ,

Though Watson neTer ad

yocated sooial equality for the Negro, he "as definitely
for political equ.a.l1.ty tor "these people:

liThe aocident

o~

color can make no difference in the interests of farmers)
croppers, and laborers.

I'

Watson Vias undoubtedly the first

native "hi"te Sout:hern leader to "tnat the Negro I s aspira

tions "ith great seriousnessj it is important that the
reader remember this fact in the light of Wateon's turther
development of" his attitude on "this very same topic.

The

concern o:f the Populist over the Negro can probably best be
explained by Saying that the Negro "as reoognized as a poli
tical ally of the 1'a.t:mer Whose support could greatly increase

the fa.l':'lDer's chance of gain1ng power.

Never before or sinoe

have the two raoes in the South come so close together as
they did

~g

the Populist struggles.

4"****
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When

W~tson

stood

~or

re-eleotion in 1892, he was de

nounced by all machine Iemocrats and a bitter warfare "as.
launched against him in every county in Georgia; a campaign
:tu.nd ..as contributed from other states to aid in his defeat.
The election 'tura.ed out to be a farce; there was wholesale
bribery, ballot-box stu:rfing, TOting of minors, and intimida
tion.

lIegrees ..ere hauJ.ed in :rrOlll South Carolina to vote in

Augusta.

rom Watson ..as soundly de fe e'te d , and this marked

the end of his oareer in political effice foy' more than
twenty-:rive years.

His political life had jU!J1; begun, ho..

ever, for rom :round his true place to be out among the people
preaching a c:ru8ada.

rhat "as the role he "as to play unt11

the end of his life even though he "as to lead many different

types of orusades.

Watson did not become dismayed or dis

couraged over his dofeat , and he remained anxious to get
back out among the people and explain the Populist program
so that he might ..in ne" converts.

Watson looked upon h:1JD

self as the guinsa pig of the Populist Party:
rhe ..ork I did, somebody had to do. The abuse I
took somebody had to incur. The losses I have
sustained some body had'to dare.

I did the work, ~ook the abuse, risked the loss,
and I am prOUd of it.
Proud of JJ13 re~grd, proud of JI1Y principles, proud
o:r JI1Y :rr1ends.
From 1694 until the next major election in 1696, the
po..er of the Popu1ist<\became more consolidated due to the
national depression; a new high was :reaohed in unemployment;
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oapitalism put up a s1;rong figh1; for 1;he 1;o1;al repression of
labor, and agrloul"ture remained in its distressed state.
ll1soon1;en1; and Protest "ere the two keywords of this perlod:
In the county elections 'the Populist Tote inoreased in evezy

Lne'rence "i1;h the winning of several ne" oounties and the
losing of none of the old.

IUring this same perlod Wa1;son' s

po"er oYer the Populis1; Party became graa1; and even sppeared
diotatorial at times; he often found it necessaz:y f'or hiln

self 1;0 piok the Populis1;

oa~didates,

for the ne"er elements

in the party such as the faotor,y proletariat "ould not sup
port a dirt-fanDer candida1;e.

Some of the members of his o"n

party aOCRsed him of undertaking diotatorlal ao1;s 1;ha1; 1;he
Czar of Russia "ould be ashamed 1;0 do.

The threa1;s to To.'s

potter were ne'Yer very serious, however.
Election "time came round again in 1894 end the Demo
ora"ts ..ere more oourtnoed than ever that they IIII1st defeat
Watson again; this. "ould have seemed like an impossible task
to most people as the Demoorats were being b18llled for the
hard eoonomic times of 1894, and Democrats in the South and
the West "ere deserting by the thousands to join the Populist
ranks as a protest against Cleveland's unpopular adJoinistra
tion, but the Demoorats merelJ oarrled out their briber,y and

wholesale corruption on an even more ertens1"e scal.e 'than in
the elec1;ion of 1892.

Wi1;h onlY 11,240 possible vo1;es in

Richmond Oourrty , there "ere 15.980 vc1;es eas-t by 1;ha1; coun1;y;
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Watson received abcut 2,200.

Thus out of a possible poll of

11,240 votes, the Democrats received a majority of 13,780. 27
Had Watson been able to gain control of Richmond County he
would have gone back to Congress J but as it Was he "as de

feated.

By the end of 1894 Watson must have realised that he

was fighting a losing battle and that his sacrifice of a sue
cess:fUl career in the old party had been in vain.
By 1896 Watson had seen most of the prolific energy and

effort he had poured into the new movement going do"" the drain,
for once the silver question was introduced the Populist Party
was on its way out.

Watson cautioned his party to keep in the

middle of the road and not to make any coalition or :fUsion
with either old party; there must be no compromise on prin
ciples or surrender of conviotions.

As free silver "as ad

vanced as being the remedy to all social ills, Watson denied
thie and said that any political party that ventured to go
before the American people with onlY one plank in its plat
form would be hissed off the stage and kicked into oblivion.
This meaningfUl prophecy was to come tnle for Tom Watson t s

own party. 28
The Democrats were determined that they should keep con
trol of the White House for another four years; because they

knew the unpopularity of Cleveland's administration, they re
pudiated Cleveland and all he stood for at their national con
vention in 1896.

They baited their platform with certain

measures that would make it appeal to the Populists; there
was a demand for :free silver, denunciation of the bond-selling
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policy, oondemnation of the Supreme Oourt' s deoision against
inoome tax legislation, and the promise of more striot rail
road oontrol.

In this "SJ' the .D>moorats "ere hopefUl of

preventing anY Fopulists from getting on the national tioket;
the .D>moorats saw that it "as the plain duty of all Fopulists
and refol1ll8re to rally behind the oauae of B>:ran their oandi
date.

At their oonvention in 1896 the Fopulists "ere faoed
,,1th a pu.szling dilemma:

"It' we f'wJe we are sunk; if we

don't fuse all the silver men we have will leave us for the

more po"erfUl .D>moomts. "29

The West "as oommitted to B>:ran

beyond reoall; "i th the separation of the West, how oould the
party hope to live?

Oompromise was the only "SJ' out. so the

Populists agreed to Bryan as their nominee for president as
long as Tom Watson "ould be the vice-presidential oandidate
instead of Se"all "hom the .D>moorats had nominated.

Watson

was assured that leading .D>mocrats "ould aooept this oompro

mise tioket, so he agreed to accept the nomination as this
seemed the best "SJ' to get the reform measures he had ad
vooated to be adopted.

hom this time on the Fopulists were

"hopelesslY sold out."
Watson immediatelY began his oampaigning, and in all
his speeches he made reaffirmal of Fopulist prinoiples -
he wae not oontent to de bate only the silver issue.

He

called for government ownereh.ip of railrOads and other
public interests, control of tzusts. an entirelY new system
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of money and oredit, and a ballot free f'rom oorIUp'ting the

pol11:ioal r1gh1:s of Negroes.

I1: is doub1:fUl 1:ha1: any can

didate ever to appear on a presidential ticke1: found himself
in qu11:e 1:he hUmUiat1l2g posi1:ion 1:ha1: Tom lra1:son occupied
in 1896 -- he "as ignored by Br,yan, his rwming mate, and he
"as denounced by 1:he fUsionists "ithin his own party 1br hi"
refUaal 1:0 Withdraw :from the race.

As 1:he elec1:ion approach

ed, s1:a1:e after sta1:e announced the "i thdre.JB1 of 1:he Br,yan
lra1:son ticke1:; 1:he Iemocra1:ic machines were doing their jd>
effectively.

When 1:he election returns poured in, the Popu

lis1: Party that had two years previously polled close 1:0

2,000,000 vo1:es gave Wa1:son only abou1: 217,000 vo1:es dis
tribu1:ed 1:hrough seven1:een different sta1:es.
The poor sho"ing bo1:hered Tom a great deal, bu1: wha1:
"as more "tragic is 1:ha1: he had been forced 1:0 "a1:ch "ha1: had
once been a powerfUl party disin1:egra1:e under his :feet "hile

he acted as its offioial leader.

Such an experience was sure

to leave permanent marks upon him:
Somebody else mus1: be asked 1:0 kill 1:ha1: Party.
I "1l~ not. I sa1: by i1:s cradle; I have :fought
i1:s ba1:1:les; I have supported i1:s principles
sinoe organization••• and don't ask me af"ter all
lIlY senoice wi1:h the People I s Party to kill 11:
no". I am going 1:0 s1:and by un1:11 i1: dies, and
1:hen I "ant no man to say 1:ha1: I "as the man who
had stabbed it in the heart •••
To all unprejudiced and manly men, regardless o:f
party I I submit the statement 1:ha1: never be:fore
has any party, so badly needed as ours, been so
badly treated. Invited to come to the help o:f
the helpless democracy, 'lte have received no
generous recognition :from those "ho appealed
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to us, and Whose appeal we heard. We did not go
to them for aid -- they came tc us ••• In other
word., Populism is allowed to fUrnish all the cam
paign principles, all the self-sacrifice and
patriotism, and the two million votes which the
.Democrats need, but they are not to be allowed
to fUrnish a candidate for eithe r plaoe on the
ticket ••• it appears that the Demooratic managers
would be Willing to Mke a sacrifice of both Bryan
and silver, if they can but destroy Populism •.•

Our party J as a party J does DOt' exist allY more.
Jl'Usion has well night killed it ••• the national
organization is almost dead ... conf':1d ence is gone. 30
n3scribing his own condition a:f'ter the election, Watson

had this to say:
was flat on

~

"PcLf tioally I was ruined.

back.

Financially I

How near I came to loss of mind only God

who made me knows -- but I was near distraction, perhaps, as
any mortal could safely be.

I f ever a poor devil had been out

lawed and vilified and persecuted and misrepresented and howled
down and mobbed and threatened until he was well nigh- mad, I
was he. ·31

After the debacle of 1896 Tom Watson became a recluse tor
about eight years.
said:

Commenting on this period of his life, he

"What I suffered in those awf'Ul years is known to none

but my wife who shared my lot and God who gave me strength to
endure it.· 32

Part of this period was filled with his law prac

tice as six years of political agitation had plunged Tom into
debt.

Once his debts were out of the way Tom turned to writing

histories about !'ranee and Napoleon.

It will be profitable to

look at these two books very briefly as they illustrate the
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contradictions that were present in Watson I s charaoter.

lIatson sa,ys that he wrote The StOry of :Prance to descri be
the lOD8-llOntimled struggle of the many to throw off the yok7
of the fe". In this book he reviews 'the encroaohments of
absolutism upon popular rights, of the corrupting influence
between the union of Church and State, and he illustrates the
damaging effects of superstition, ignorance, and blind obedi
ence of the weaker classes to

the stronger.

The Story of

Prance was a plea for oppressed humanity -- Watson hoped this
book would bear fruit.
In his biography of Napoleon one can see a complete re

Terssl of atti"tude from respeot for 8 free society to adula

tion of a dictator.

Watson reveres the name of Napoleon

because he was able to break up the monopoly of power) patron

age, and Wealth that existed in }'rance.

Napoleon was a man of

the people; lIatson pnferred to forget the fact that he also
became a dictator.

The nader is bound to wonder how 'latson,

an advocate of the popular election or all officers, can recon
cile himself to the rise of an emperor.
explain is this statement made by Watson:

Even more pUZZling to
"There is not a

railway king of the preeent day, not a single self-made man
who has risen from the ranks to beoome chief in the vast
mOTement of capital and labor, Who w111 not :recognise in

Napoleon traits of his own character; the same unflagging
purpose, tireless pereistence, silent plotting, pitiless
:IUsh to Tieton" ..... n 33

Bo one nee ds to know IIlU.ch about Tom
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Watson 1;0 know 1;ba.1; he was not accus1;omed 1;0 celebra"ting "the
virtues of a railway king.

In praising Bapoleon, was no t Tom

Wa"tson erecUng an image of capUal acquisUiveness for his
people "to worship?

Wha"t was behind "this?

The answer "to "this

ques"tion "this wr1"ter has not been able to track down.
The reader should be in1irodllced to "the home "tha"t Wa"tson
built during "this period, far it is a fUr1;her indica1;ion of
his personality.

The name of' his new home was Hickory Hill;

1"t had four imposing fluted columns with Ionic capi"tals; 0.1;
the second story of the house was a balcony and around three

sides of "the honse ran an open veranda.

Hickory Hill repre

sen"ted "the grandiloquent pre"ten"tiousness of the ants-bellum
Sout"hern tralditionsj evezy de'tail was the :reminder of the
cul1iure and refinement of the South.

There was also much of

the ante-bellum flavor of life a"t Hickory Hill in its spacious
freedom of -the plan"ta"tion big-house, in Us boun"teons "tables,
and in i"ts "trad1"tion of hospi"tal11;y.

Tom

"",0.

also a s-tiokler

for "the sooial eUquette of "the Old Sou'th as can be seen in
a remark made by one ot his oons:lns

·Cud'n Tom has s-tudied

abon1; Prenoh kings so llIlloh "that he has "taken "to ao"ting like

them. "

Poli"tios held 1;00 muoh of a fasoina"tion for Wa"tson tor
him "to s"tay away from the poli"tioal arena very long, and when

in 1904 the lleaoeraUc pla"ttorm "as sllen"t on silver and
Cleveland's name

WIlS

repea1;edly

ohee~d

and 11; was plain "tha"t
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Eastern Big Bo.siness leadership was in control, the People's
party nominated Tom Watson as their president1al candidate.
Watson campaigned from Boston to Cali1'orn1a but he entertain~
ed no 1l1usion of victory for he was Wi thou t party organiza
tion of any kind.

He received a popular vote of 117,183.

Watson called for all the reformers of this period to
gather together in one compaot J aggres1ve movement and agree
upon some essential reforms which would be within their :reach.

It was in Ilaroh, 1905 that Tom Watson's llagazine was set up,
and it was here that Tom was able to exe raise his ideas

to

a much wider audience than would be covered by a political
speech.

His editor1als dealt with the same material that ab

sorbed the attention of the muckrakers, but where these men
were content to expose, Watson "as moved to ricticule, denounoe,

and abuse whomever he wrote about.

Por example, Woodrow Wilson

made the statement that "Tzusts can never be abolished.
must be mobilized."

They

Tom Watson replied in the following

manner:
Go back to thy gezund-grinding, Woodrow -- thou in
sufferable, impracticable prig. Among the dead
Greeks and the extinct Romans thy labors, haply,
be usetu1; but when thou eamest among: the practical
men of todaY seeking to master actual conditions and
to take part in great battle of thought, motive and
purpose which rages around us, thou art but "a babby
and a gal babby at that. "34

Arter 1904 Tom Watson announced that he would pledge his
support and thet of the Populists to any anti-machine :n.mocrat

.

~

:running upon a suitable platform that included ... pledge to
"a change in our Constitution which will perpetuate white
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supremacy in Georgia .. "

This announcement of Watson I 8 is im

portant, for it shows that he will sell his support and that
0:[ his old followers to any man who will promise him a share
in the l."Wllling of Georgia's state goven1Dlent.

However, the

most interesting aspeot of this announcement, is that concern

ing white supremacy.

~s

is an indication that Watson had

abandoned hlI.s old dream of uniting both races against the
enemy and it is his first step toward the opposite extreme
in racial views.
his magazine:
Nothing!

It was

not long before he was writing in

"What does Civilization owe to the Negro?

Nothingl

lathing! "~5

The Iemocrate: saw that they were going to have to recon

cile themselves to the fact that Tom Watson would be control
ling the machinery of the D>mocratic party -- and at the same
time remaining an open and avowed Populist.

In 1905 Watson

supported Hoke Smith, a one-time strong D>mocrat, on a Popu
list platform and he managed to swing 90,000 Populists to the
side of Smith.

Watson admitted that this was the hardest

fighting he had done since 1892.

The reform government of

Hoke Smith accomplished wonders as Watson dictated the re
form policies of this government from Hickory Hill.

"What

will Watson saY?" was alWays important to know be:fare any
action was taken.

At the end of two years Watson gave his

unqualified endorsement and "blessing to the Smi:th administ:ra

tion.

Everything was moving 'along smoothly until the Arthur

Glover case came along.
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In 1907 Arthur Glover, a long-time supporter o:f Wat

son's, had been

convic~ed

Glover appealed to

.a~son

of murder and sentenced to hang.
for mercy and Watson spoke to

Smith about changing the sentence to li:fe imprisonment.
Sm.i th took up the case w1th a commission who reviewed the

case and came up with the clecision that the sentence to hang
had been a Just one; Smith said that he wculd gc alcng "ith
the decision reached by the commission.

Smith would unclcubt

edly have pondered his decision much more deeplY had he known

beforehand Watson's reaction to his decision:

"The Governor

has ahosen and will take the na"tural consequences.

lie such

cold-bloodecl and sel:fish politician can ever be a :!'riend at
mine again."

watscn considered that Smith was under obliga

tion to him and that he had, there tore , been double-crossed.
In 1908 when Hoke Smith was up :for election, Joseph

Brown was encouraged to enter the gubernatorial race with
the prom1se ot Watson's support.

In heritage, training,

occupation and interest, Brown "as completelY identi:fied
with the corporation interests and 'their point of View.

It

would have been d1:f:ficnlt :for Watson to pick a man more
representative o:f the :forces that he had :fought against and
reviled since his earliest days in politics.

There was very

little constru.ctive that Watson could say about his candidate

so he kept quiet "hen it came to naming Brown's attribntes,
but he made

11;

quite plain thi>t he expected all PopUlists to

support him in his :fight against Hoke Smith by voting :for
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Brown..

Some of Smith' B measures that bo years ago he had

approved, Watson no" damned.

In the June primary of 1908

the Smith landslide was reversed and Brown won by the small
majority of 12 tOOO.

Everyone in Georgia "as no" convinced

that "ole Tom Watson" controlled enough

vo~es

in the state

to 1;urn an election 1n the direction that he preferred.
Tom Watson had won a Victory in 1906 When he was able

to defeat Smith, but he had also SUffered the loss of many
Populists who no longer could understand "hat prompted their
leader to act the way he did:

"The charm of your career, the

romance 01 your life, the heroic sacrifices you have made for
liberty fade from 1IJ:f vie" in this mean hour of fat••• 36

In

1906 when he ran for President of the United States fcr the
last time, h. only polled approximately 17,000 votes in his
own ata'te i what had happened to the onoe formidable ranks

of 90,000 Georgian Populists?

It appears that Watson's be

havior had been too erratic 1n this first decade of the
twentieth oen1;uz:y for very man,y of his supporters to give

him contiDl1ed loyalty.

What had happened to the young ideal

ist of the 1890's?

Jeffersonian eqUali1;arisnism and

~he

humanitarianism of the nineties had been exchanged for mili
tant sectionalism, fear of majority rul,e , and racial domina
tion.
In 1910 Watson deoided to return to the Demooratio

party after twenty years of. rebellioD; he Sa" that he could
aocomplish 11ttle by remaining on the outside so he decided
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to deTo1;e 1;he balanoe of his life to driving out of 1;he party
its deserters and do-no1;hings.

He infoI1lled 1;he Party leaders'

1;ha1; he plamled 1;0 take command of 1;he Il!moora1;io Party him
self.

His first targe1; was Hoke

Sm11;h --

his desire 1;0 bring

disgraoe upon 1;his man had become a blinding obsession Jti1;h
him.

firs1; of all, he dug up a disoredi1;ed soandal abou1;

Smith, and supported it by means of anonymous le"t"ters and
rumors 1;hat had no baoking.

When this failed to haTe 1;he

effect he had sn1;icipa1;ed, he prin1;ed in his magaZine onlY
a few days before "a1;e eleoUon (Hoke Smi1;h was a candidate
for governor) 1;he following s1;ory:

'Hoke Smith has ruined

more 'than one pure girl, more than one pure wife. a

.retails

of' Smith'S sexual excursions were f'Umished in an anonymous
letter which "as also printed.

Smith ignored these charges

and a fe" days la1;er was overwhelminglY elec1;ed.
candida1;e 10s1; to Smi1;h by a large major1V.

Watson's

Undaun1;ed,

Wa1;son continued to prin"t his oherge of immorali1;y again"
Smith.

The e dt-eor- of the GeOrgian, a1; about 1;his time, wrote

an edi1;orial en1;itled "Wha1; Is The Ma1;1;er Wi1;h Thomas E.
Watson!' in "hich he said 1;ha1; if Wa1;son "as in a sane con
dition of mind, he was "the basest, most: depraved, man

poisonous man in Georgia "today. ,37

This edi1;or was no1;

alone in his opinion.
Tiring of manipulating s1;a1;e poli1;ios, Wa"tson "turned
hia eyes to"ard certain "menaces" 1;ha1; he feU

11;

"as his
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duty to lead the people against.

He was to be the Messiah

of tile Southland -- "But of late a new spirit has taken
possession o'f me and I have to obey it. JI

He was convinced;

he said, that the people "were beginning to believe that I
am
~he

ODS

of the. men whom God himself :raises up and inspires. "38

majority of the fa:rmers "ere Willing to become part of

any cN8&de that 1Iataon might want to lead, for they had

become frustrated in their age-long and losing struggle
against the industrial economy; they were eager to parti
cipate in cmsades that might have antagonists that could
be more easily defeated.

These victorious cxusades offered

some degree of compensation and reward to a people who were

starved for success.
From 1910-1917 the fiu&trated Blen and the frustrated
classes were engaged

~n

an

an~i-Ca~holic

crusade.

Watson

used his magazine to print anti-Catholio artioles that "ere

or

8xud1'ta.on and sensationalism bordering

on the pathologioal.

1Iatson sa" himself aa another Eraslllls

a strange mirtUre

or Hen..z:y VIII.

Accuracy, moderation, and :fainless were ab

sent oompletely from these articles.

~om

1Iatson got a

speoial kiok out of printing pictures of Catholio digni
taries aocompanied by an original oomment:
always marks the sensual man.

"Suoh a probosois

It is thiok and I shouldn't

wonder if it is :red••• It being so manifest thst 0' Connell
eats and drinks deep, how does he control his other and
STRONGER passions! It

Watson always made sure that the ti.-tlee
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of his articles were su:ff'iciently intriguing -_ liThe :Murder

of Babes," "What Happens in Convents?". and "How the Con
!essional Is Used By Priests To Ruin Women" in Which Watson
vividly described to his readers just how it happened:
Through his questions "the priest learns which of
his fair pen11;ents are tempted to indulge in
sexual inclinations ••• Re is alone with a beauti
ful, well-shaped young woman Who tells him that

she is tormented by oarnal desire.

Her low voice

is in his ear; the rustle of her skirts and the
scent of her hair kindles flames. She will neVer
'tell what: he says or does. She believes that he
cannot sin. She believes that he can forgive her
sin. She has been taught that in obeying him, she
is serving God. 39
In 1911 Watson and others o rgan f.eed the Guardians of Liberty

who spoke out against 1JlInigrstion and the growing interfer
ence from foreign ecclesias"tical authority; in 1912 it
assumed a predcminantly anti-Catholic complexion through

Watson I s 1nf'luenoe.
In the person of Woodrow Wilson, Watson saw another

chance to organize a crusade for it was common knowledge
that Wilson had "kow-towed" to the Roman hierarchy as well

as being "ravenously fond of' the Negro. II
Wilson of sending

n ••• BOOKER

Watson accused

T. WASHINGTON A MESSAGE OF

CONlXlLENCE AND COIIP1 lENCE \\'IIEII THAT COOII WAS CAUGHT AT A
WHI'I'E WO!rlAN'S BEmOOM lXlOR ,AND WAS DESERVEDLY BEATEN POR

IT."

When Wilson was up for re-election, Watson managed

to control complete13 the Georgia Demooratio Convention
and pledge the delegates to a candidate other than Wilson.

The national convention, however) nominated Wilson) and so
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Watson immediately bolted and went over to the side of Teddy
Roosevelt and the Bull Moose Party.
1I0w that he had smeared the Catholi.cs. it was only
natural that he should turn to a persecution of the Jews;
his orusade against the Jews was provoked by the Leo Frank
case of 1913.

A young girl of fourteen had been found hor

ribly murdered in an Atlanta raotory and her foreman. Leo
Frank. a northern Jew, was arrested although there "as not
ade'l.uate evidenoe against him.

Watson oal.ed Prank the typical

young libertine Jew "whO is dreaded and detested by city
authorities of the 1II0rth for the very ressom that Jews of
this "type have an utter contempt for lsft' and a raVenous appe

tite for the forbidden fruit -- a lustful eagerness enhanoed
by the raoial novelty of the girl of the unoiroumsized. "41
When news ot the commutation of Prank t S sentence had been
given by the governor, there was a great gathering of mobs
in all seotions of the state and they eagerly read and dis
cueeed what Watson had to say about this latest development:
Our Grand Old Empire State HAS BEEN HAPED!
Ife have been violated, AND WE ARE ASHAMED!
The great Seat of State has gone •••
We have been betrayedl the breath of some
le~rous

monster

has passed over us, and we teel like o:rying
out in horror
and despair, "Unclean!

UNCLE.A.1i! "42

In his paper of August 12th, 1915. Watson wrote, "TIlE lIIEXT

JEW WHO DOES WHAT l!'llAIK

nm IS

GOIBG TO GET EXACTLY THE SAME

THING THAT WE GIVE TO NEGRO RAPISTS. "43

~ nights later

•
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twenty-five ....n entered the state penitentiary and took
Prank Qui; and drove him one hundred and seventy-five miles

across the state in eight automobiles and hanged him on a
tree near Marietta.
When the ne.... :first reached Watson of the lynching.
he remained silent, but he soon came to 'the lynchers' aid
by wr1 ting

a long defense of lynch 1"" using the tert.

Voice of the People is the Voice of God."

"~he

He said that there

"ere mlllions of people throughout this land who must be en
thusiastically greeting the news of the triUJJPh c1' law in
Georgia.

~o ~om

Watson, these men who had taken the law

into their own hands were not

~ilty

of being called lynchers

but rather he saw in the :ruffians an aI1l\l' of Jacobins.

Wat

son had no Party no", no pla1;form J but only a nondescript

aI1l\l' of followers who believed the prejudices of their

master.
~he

i'rsnk case had been swelled to such giant propor

tions that the next state election in Georgia in 1916 "as
fOUght largely on the issues of this case and Watson t S oan

didates proved to be victorious all along the line -- Wa1;son
once more became the power behind "the throne at the state
oapital.

Though Watson "as probably unaware ot it, one

night when the people of Georgia were still up in arms about
the Frank case a group of men met ten miles cu1; of Atlan1;a
to inaugurate a new Klu Klux· Klan.

The Klan in till years

to come "as to visi t "terror on man,y peace1'Ui people in the
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South; ir one is

~o

be

credi~ed wi~h

releasing the roroes

of malice, ignorance, and superstition that 'the

as

i~s

~he

chier ..eapons,

bious honor is Thomas E.
three he "rote:

none: been

likely

oandida~e

Wa~son.

nan uae d

ror suoh a du

When Tom ..as only

~en~y

81 have imagined enemies where there "ere

~o~ed

by

indign1~ies

~he crea~es

..hioh were

or my own fancy, and. have magniried the gloom or every

:reverse ••• "44

baa

What a prophetic statement this 1s once one

s~died Wa~son's figh~ agains~ ~he
Wi~h

'trh e coming or World War I,

absorbed in his cruasdes
bu~

tha~

he did say

~raJ.i~.

However,

~hat

he had

"menaces."

Wa~son

~1me

he favored" strong

~o

..as

s~iJ.l 50

for little slse,

posi~ion

..eeks prior to Wilson's

or ..ar, lIatson backtraoked and oalled for

or neu

declara~ion

Uni~ed S~a~es

intervention; once the country had entered the war Wa'tBon,
no~

surprisingly, ..ent back to his romer position of

neu~rali~

calling the war- the

resul~

or

~he mos~

commercialism that ever cursed a nation. "45

"ravenous

Of course, he

"as :t'Urious to see so many war powers given to Wilson; he

refUsed

have

~o

Watson I

S

~hing

health

W8S

to do with the ..ar.
growing worse month by month and

in April or 1917 a Negro servant found him ..andering on
beaoh out of his mind; for nine hours he
for

~he

most part

nine~ies;

repea~ing

it "as not

an d then he

sough~

un~il

~alked

incessantly,

speeches he had made in

July

~hs~

he began

~o

~he

~he

recover

relief in dIuga and in an increased
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amount of drinking.

NeYer again lWBS he to be capable of

the sustained mental exertion that he had once been accus

tamed to.

Nevertheless in 1918, he decided to run for

Congress again in the hopes that it would turn his mind
away from "morbidness ani melanoholy."

The crowds still

came to hear Tom, but they noticed that the fier,y invec
tive that 'they had relished was now gone.

Watson announoed

himself as the only out-and-out anti-Wilson candidate, the
onlf thoroughgoing opponent of the League of Nations, and
the only defender of civil liberties.

He was against the

American Legion, the Catholic "menace n J and he urged the

Ku Klux Klan to put the Lsgion to rout.

Deepite this ex

treme ra.dicalism, Watson won by about a 40,000 vote margin.
People still had memories of the young idealist while others

were quite happy to see a reactionar,y represent Georgia in
the United States Senate.

Nation magazine commented:

Watson's election was "essentially the victory of the
Pifth Estate, of the sinister forces of intolerance, super
stition, prejudice, religious jingoism, and mobbism•..
Never before had so ccnspi.cuoue , so violent) so flaming
an apostle of every variety of race hatred been invested

with the power and dignity of the Senatorial Toga ... 46
Watson's last years which were sperrt in the Senate
are not exciting ones; he was assigned unimportant committee
appointments.

IUring an interval of six months, he was

known to have ohallenged three men to physical combat or
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threatened them with assault and battery -- he who was the small
est man In the Senate
~ound

J

but certainly the most belligerent.

no peace of mind In his new job.

On

He

September 26, 1922

Watson died of a cerebral hemorrage; his body was taken back to
Hickory Hill where between seven and ten thousand people attended
the funeral aervlc8; everywheri there were badges and banners
mourning.

or

There was genuine sor-roe In the faces of the Georgians

-- the Rebel had come home to Hickory Rill and his lost Southern
paradise.
I'IJIIU

POST<lCRIPT
Anyone who knows the Tom Watson story cannot help but

feel love and hatred toward this man -- love tor his early
idealism and hi. faith in hi. fellowmen; and hatred for hi.
illiberalisM lIhlch became his only cr. ed at the turn of the

century.

~hls

writer sees Tam Watson as an insatiable romantic

and an unreconstructed and unrepentant Populist who was rejected
by society because he was born in the wrong period in American

history.

I do not blame society for its' rejection

it had no

other choice; I only lament the fact that Tom Watson was not
able to rise to the occasion and adapt hi. talents to the age

of industrialism.

A great man's mind and talent were sacrificed

because of his inability to live in the new America of industrial
ism and commercialization.

It became wasted on purposeless

crusades Which served to disunite the people of his own home
land.

One can only feel pity and regret.
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Watson was born of a certain tradition and his loyalty to

that tradition and to his claas wao the moot important thing
in his lite -- his agrarianism .as basic and whatever other

ideas and principles he believed In were only superstructure.
Amerlcan8 believed throughout the nineteenth century that farm

ing as a vocation was something aacred and not to be tampered
with by &n1one.

Complacency and selt-righteousness were bound

to enter into their thinking and,

therefore~

it was only natural

that this complacency should be rudely shocked when industrial
ism and its conquests took a permanent place In American his

tory.4?

It was a tragic experience to see what you had always

believed In uprooted and caat aside.

This

'8S

the tragedy of

Tom Watson's lIfe, tor he .as born at the time that the agrarian
society was beginning its decline and he accepted a heritage of
defeat.

He was a proud participant in the agrarian resurgence

or the nineties aDd attained leaderahip of a movement that was
doomed.

No matter how hard a fight he put up ror his cause, he

met only one thing -- Frustration.

He longed for the status

and power which he felt due him but which had been taken away
from his class by the manufacturers, the railroaders, and banking
houses, so he turned to other devices
have gained his consent at one time.

devices which would not
New recruits, frustrated

like their leader, took up his cry against the "menaces."

They

soon deserted him when the newness had worn orf.
Tom Watson was a unique type of political boss for he was
able to stand

out~l~e

the party he bossed and still be very
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effective.

To the Democrats he was a party outlaw who played

one faction of the party against the other, and one who was
completely oblivious to party discipline, rule, or traditions.
The~

were always

plen~of

politicians at Tom Watson's door

curr,ying his favor because news or Watson's favor or disfavor
could make or unmake a oandidate.

Of course, it cannot be said

that Watson's power was absolute -- but does any political boas
possess absolute power?

His influence waxed and waned as can be

seen best in his campaigns against Hoke Smith.

Yet there was

no governor of Georgia from 1906 to 1922 who did not owe at
least one of his terms to some degree to Tom Watson's support.
I think that it can be said that Watson,

8S

a boss, did not

always use the power that hv possessed to his greatest benerlt

-- it was too arbitrary and rested too much on the fact of
whether one happened to be in the favor of Tam Watson or not.

Again I wish to repeat that Tom Watson tailed

&8

a great

American because his utopia was in the past, not the future.
He looked with longing to a lost agrarian Eden.

Even if Watson

were to live in the mid-twentieth century, he would still cry
out:

"With a resolution, which nothing can shake, I take my

stand for the ideals of the Old south ••• Here I choose my ground;
here I form my line of battle; here, I fly the flag of revolt."
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Chapter 3
THE CI1Y BOSS IN POLITICS

In the rir.t chapt.r
ly the type

or

or

this paper I d ••cribed v.ry

~r~r

role that was play.d by the city bo•••• during

this p.riod in hi. tory; in this chapt.r I shall look at this
typ~

of politician much more closely and attempt to show how

his actions and behavior enabled him to gain control of muni
cipal government.

While reading this aection, oDe should keep

in mind the eonditiona

or

thi. perd od a. d••cribed in the fir.t

ohapter, for the boss,

O?

even ward leader, cannot be plotured

realistically unless he Is presented against his 80cial, econo
mic, end politioal background.

A .riteI' could not hope to dra..

an accurate portrait of the city boss If he looked at
froll.

h~

apart

hiB canst1 tuents and environment; even though the pro

re.sional politioian i. on. of tbe rae tors that helps ra.hion
and maintain his own peculiar environment, he Ie, above all
else,

&

produot of his surroundings.

A p.riod

or

contentment and las.itud. in politics rollow.d

the Civil War and Americans were interested only with the expan

sion of the W.st and wi th the building of industry.

There was

a shameful neglect of the details 01Pol1t1ca as had never been
seen before, ani, as never before, those peculiar conditions

were present that allowed for

~he

growth

or rings

and bosses:
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(1 )
(2 )
(3)

(4)

The existence or & Spoils Syatema
Opportunities for illicit gains arising out of tho
possession of orflc8a
The presence of a mass of pliable and ignorant
votars.
The insufficient participation in polit1cs Df the
"good oitizens."l

G<>orge "aoh1ngton Plunkett, one of Tammany Hall's wisest phllo
sophera, indicates how obal181ng conditions oan bring about ..

new outlook as far as the politician's morals and ethica
concerned:
poor.
c Lana ,

.~e

"A half .. century ago, our cities were amall and

There waan't

.an,

temptations 1,.10 I around for poll tl

Then was hardly anything to steal, and herdly any

opportun1t1es for even honest graft ••• It makes me Ured to
hear of old eodgers back in the thirt1es or forUes boast1n'
that they ret1red from po11tics w1thout a dollar except what

they earned in their profession or bualness ••• lt just meanB
that tile Dld Umers had nothing to steal, while tho pDl1ti
clans now ar. aurrounded

bJ

all kinds of temptations and .lome

of them naturally -- the fool ones -- buck up against the
penal code.· 2
Politics during this period became almost wholly personal

because the people were living in an environment that wae, tor
the moat part, imperaonal, remote, and meaningless.

The people

longed tor a life that was fuller, more beautitul, and more
bumBD; When leaders appeared before them and oftered to help
them find this t7pe of lite, they were overjoyed and accepted
the ph1losophy of theee bosses wholeheartsdly.

saw in the boss a man who

kne~

The people

and Wlderetood their wanta -

~5_

B.

man

WAD

could bring warmth and animation to that which had

formerly been cold and aloof'.

He became the man who was able

to bridge the gap between the incomprehensible outer world and

the inadequate citizen.
Attempting to give the reader a composite picture of the
city boae 121 an almost impossible taak because apart from

·courage, persistence and a flair tor politics- there 1a no one
quality that all boas•• pou....

All men hawe varying character

istica, different traditions, different moral codes, cultural
attitude8, and mental habits -- the Glty boas 121 no exception.
Thomas Naat'. olasalG description ot the

"derb7-bat~ed,

aport

Buited, flashy-jewelrled, plug-ugly boas, with coarse, brutal
feattU"'es, protruding paunch, am well-ahewed stogy, who bas no

morals and 1s Bocially imposslble D has been accepted by many as
an accurate portrait; however, there 1s no valid rea30n for be
li.ving that bo •••• are a di.tinct .p.oie. or

~.

human being

-- they ·possess the pb7alcal, mental, and moral variations of
men in general. ft4

There was no one pattern tba. t was followed by men to
achieve the atatus of city bOBS, but there are certain trends
that can be seen in atudylng a number of boBaes ot this type.

The tirst step in the preparation tor a career 1n city politics
was either to be born into a conatltuency u4,- up

of one's own

kind ot people, or to move to one as promptly as possible.

It

i. hard to rind a bo •• who dia not re.ide in the city over which
he later dominated at least betore his twentieth year and usually

-~

it was much earlier.

Moat of the boases had foreign-born

mothers and fathers, and tha,. were products
than rural life.

or

urban rather

A. surprising number of bosses lost their

fathers at an early age, and consequently were forced as mere
Clhildren t.o asaume at least part of the burden of keeping the
family from .tarving.

The envirooment they usually grew

lIP

1n was tar trom ideal with ita crowded downtown sections, fac
tories, and aquattera ' shanties.

Their education W&8 uaual17

limited to the granmor oClhool.
lfany boaaea began their careers aa the leaders of Juvenile

gangs in their diatriClte.

'rim Sullivan of New York attributed

the early opening of hi. political Clareer to a battlo with a
pugilist whom he found beating a woman; by whipping the bully
he drew around him the mo. t promising young men of the Bowery
and established a reputation that went tar 1n the roUSh soramble

of young boy..

1Ihen there was no fighting to be done, a b"7

would ee11 newspapers, shine Shoes, make bricks, or peddle
vegetables and tobacco.

George Plunkett tells of how he got a

foothold in politics,

Ir you are goin' to cast your first vote next Novem
ber and want to go into politics, do as r did. Get
a follo.in I. 1£ 1 t' 8 only one man, and then go to the
dietriet leader and .ay' "r want to Join the organi
zation. I l v e got one man who w111 tollow me t:larougb.
thick and thin. I t you go to him and .ar -- rr took
firlt prize at college in Arietotle; r .-a reClite all
Shakeepero '+1.0.) forward. and backwards ••• ' 'rho boa..
wl11'prob~ ••7:
'I SU•• a you are not to bla-e ~.
,S

tor your misfortunes, but ~e have no uae for you here.

_9.7_

The average length

or

apprenticeship for these aspiring

bOBsea was trom fifteen to twenty years. 6

Plunkett said

"ahow me a boy who hustles tor the organization on election day
and I'll aho. you a camin' Btateaman. n7
apprentice

.o~d

On election day, the

sit in a corner a&loon and distribute ballots

while he lietened to the reporte or tho preoinot oaptaine

and

organized groups ot Drepeaters" to be sent to any dl.trlct i t
the boss's opponent

W&8

receIving too much support.

The poli

tical ladder was ascended gradually as one moved fram precinct
worker to precinct leader and tinally to leader of the ward.
Once one bad a seat on the Central

C~ttee,

the final step

was to become chairman of th1a committee; promotion came only
through a merit s7stem

he Who leads must first serve, he

who commands must first learn how to obey.
~y

The success ot

ring rea ted on the principle of the survival ot the

fitteet -- a man must be able to hold hie poeition in this
organization by means of efficient service or he may find his
job lost to one or the crowd of eager aspirants.

Once the

city boss bas solidified his position his power Is tremendous:
Seeing the powers of Croker. one almost believes that
not a policeman walke his beat in New York City ex
cept by his grace; not a brick is laid on a public
or private work that he ma7 not impudentl7 tear down
if the contractor 1a7ing it withholds homage to the
Boss; that not a wheel turns in any railroad, not
a car moves up and down an elevator shatt In Greater
New York but. bf' ~prea81ng an ide aaprice, Croker
ma7 not stop them.
The city b08s and his relation with his henchmen has been pic
tured very well by Alfred Henry LewIs:

he "turna them, and

twists them, and takes them In, and moves them about, and in

all things does wi th thom 1Jhatone •••might do wi th children .. t

a game of cards."S
The personal morality of the political boss had to be better

than average, for he was constantly under the eyes of his consti
tuenta who were not d Laposed to have as a leader a man who was

a companion to dissipation.

Althougb he might. be a warm support

er of salooos and other vices because such institutions helped
-.J.ntain bis control, he

ordinari~'1

of such establishments himself.

deo1ated from the patronage

He would often play the role of

the stern father to hia const1tuenta as he leotured them on the
value of thrift or the evil. of drink and gambling.

Moot of

tbeae bosses wer~egu1ar churchgoers, but there were exceptions
to the rule such as Boss Tweed who was known to ehar-e .Tim

Fiak's mistress.
The boss, as a rule, never occupied very high socIal posl

tiona because he lacked the time and because his business was
not looked upon with lavor in most high social circles.

His

club and lodge memberships were generally quite good e e he

joined such organizations as the Knights or Columbus, the
Rotary, and the Elks.

their wealth 1n a showy

Both Tweed and Croker of Talll1llllIl'1 used
way~

but moat bosses raamined rather

conservative when it came to displaying their wealth.
lived in a gorgeous palace

Tweed

on Fifth Avenue and he owned an

expensive steam yacht and bousel his horses in a mahogany stable

trimmed with silver. I O The elite Democratic Club that Croker
establ1.bed proved to rival those or New York's high society:
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It ••• real17 &s good •• a play to watch Croker every
evening. He had a table near the center of the dlning
room, and only the chosen tew were permdtte4 to a1t

"ith him.

Anyone the t "anted to stand "en "ith the

chief was expeet@d to dine at the Club at least once

a week. No one ever thought of going into the dining
room until Croker was seated. I have alwaye believed
that Croker regarded this ae a huge joke and

WQs

con

tinual:j.J' laughing in his sleeve at his IIUbeervient
followere. Frequently he "ould not go to the dining
room until very late, and the ram1ahed members wou1d
feel obliged to bear their hunger. Just as 800n as
Crokor entered the dining room there would be a grand

rush.

The majority of the diners would watch what

Croker ordered, and then order the same th~. Croker,
of course, pretended not to notice this, but he did.

Frequently, to carry out his job, he would order very
little, and some of these brawny leaders who had large
appetites would sufter beeaute they were afraid to go
anJj further than the chief. l
Why did men want to become municipal bosses?

This is a diffi

cult question to answer for the reason that each man probably had
his own alms In politics and these

character.

al~

Politics was, and Is, one

o~

depended on the man's
those fields 1n which

the desire in mants lite tor power and recognition along with
the wish for wealth could be fulfilled if he "ere willing to "ork
hard for the position of boas.

That power and wealth were not

easy things to come by can be seen in this statement made by

Croker at the end of his career:
The role of leader isn't a bed of roses. It Is too
much ror me••• lt has been all work and no pleasure
with me ••• I! a man become a a leader or Tammany, be
might as .ell give up the idea ~or all time of having
fun ••• It l,s the man who has to handle all the trouble8

of the organization that gets no aleep •••A lft4er in
Tsmman;r isn't made. He i~ik. TopsJ' -- h. juet gro"s.
I .&8 not aelected leader. I Just grew up to it.
It
is this way: The district leaders come to regard ODe
of their number 8S most competent to lead, and natur
ally defer to him. The executive committee doesntt
8el~Qt anyone •••1 am not envying the man that gets the
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job.

He has got to be a .finn" independent man, who can

say nno" pretty often and shoulder a lot of trouble if
it comes his way. He w1l1 have lots of trouble. He
can C9~t on that as a certain prerequisite of the of

fice .~2

•••• a
Too many people have the mistaken idea that fraud in poll
t10lS Is what enable! the city boss to DlB.1ntaln his strong posi

tion; this notion bas been too much overemphasized, and the theory
that a boss succeeds over a period of years because he has eome
thing positive to ott.r to the people has not been given worthy
consideration.

The party machines and the rings have always

been the strongest when the needa of the vo5.rs were moat com
pelling; the _ark of the boss and his organization revolves around
the basic wants of man -- tood, jobs, low taxes, and justice
(tempered With mercy or tavoritiam).

The boss realizes that it

he can take care of the people, the people will take care of
him.

Th. boss must be a specialist in personal r.lstionships it

he wishes to maintain hie power tor a long peri od of time:
There's only one way to hold a district; you must
You can It
stUdy human nature in books. To learn real human
nature you have to go among the people, see them
and be Seen. I know every man, woman, and child
in the Fitt••nth Di.trict ••• I know what they llk.
and what they don't like, what they are strong at
and what they are weak 1n, and I reach them by
approachin' at the right .id•••• the poor look up
to George W. Plunkett as a father, come to him
trouble -- and don't forget him on election day. 3
study human nature and act accordin ",

ir

Richard Croker was another active supporter of thl! philo
sophy of paternalism:
or at dinner,

"While 'most men sit around club windows

disc~ss1ng

political plans, I go among my people
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to find out what they are aaying and dolng. ft1 4

When Croker was

asked what he considered most to his credit during his reign or
Tammany, he replied, "Every man, rich or

pOOT,

amall or great.

who wanted to see me, did see me and was listened to. n15

Boiea Penrose saw the task or the political boss as one that
seemed almost too dlrfleult to aeeompllSh:

" ••• There are about

five thousand electoral divisions in this state.

They hold from

twenty thousand to twenty-five thousand Republican workers who

carry the division and bring out the vote.
men.

I must know all these

They must know me ••• 1 must know what they are, what they

wan t , an:i how an d when.

can never take it off.

117 ham must always be on the job.

I

All my time goes to the task, and must.

If I take my baDd of!, I am gone.- 1 6

The boss must look after

his own interests, the organization's interest, and the city's
interest all at the same t1me.
The city boss found that a great deal of strength rested

with the great numbers of immigrants that were entering the

United States during this period of history.

These immigrants

received the right to vote after only two or three.years of

residence but they were not prepared ror SUffrage; they knew
nothing of the institutions of this country, or
issue 9.

or

its political

They had come, for the most part, from countries where

methods of free government were not practioed.

They soon realized

that their vote had value to the party machine, and so they de

manded atated and definite returns for their political allegi
ance, or else their allegianoe was soon transferred.

Because

of the wide variety of immigrants, the boss found himself adapting
to many new roles -- he learned to eat corned beef and kosher meat
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with the same enthusiasm, and he took

hl~

bat off In church and

pulled it down over his ears in the synagogue.

The boss's

great ease In assuming many roles can be seen In Plunkett's
amusing comment:
~

district, the Fifteenth, Is made up of all sorts

ot people, and a cosmopolitan is needed to run it
Bucce.sfil.

I'm a eosmopgl1tan.

When I get into

the .ilk-stocking part of the district, I can talk
grammer and all that with the best of them. I went
to school three winters When I was a boy, and I
learned a lot of fancy sturr that I keep for ocea
slons ••• Aa for the common people of the district,
I am at home with them at all times. When I go
among them, I don't try to show off my grammer, or
talk about the Constitution, or how man,. volts there ;s
In electricity or make it appear
any way that I

in

am better educated than they are. 7
Plunkett goe. on to
nI~

orfe~ound

advice about campaign speeches:

you're makin' speeches in a campaign, talk the language the

people talk.

Don't try to know how the situation is by quoting

Shakespere (slc.).

Shakespere was all right in his way, but he

didn't know anything about Fifteenth District politics,·lS
The boss would go to almost

a vote.

B~

lengths to insure hlmselr of

When one of his supporters had diffflculty 1n learning

whom he was to vote for 7 the boss might go so far as to give
him a piece of cardboard which had oblong holes cut in it, which,

when fitted by the voter over the list of

candldate~would

leave

only the boss's choices in sight; the voter was thus enabled to

vote "r1ght."

Another story is that of a girl who had been

married only a rew weeks before her first child was born.

The

mother of the bride explained her plight to the ward leader and
stated that If something were not done, the neighbors would
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begin to talk.

The loader, by his influence in City Hall, had

the date of the marriage records moved back exactly one year.
The mother then was able to expj.a In to her t'rll!1nds that her daugh

ter had been secretly married a year before.

In this way the

daughter'8 lite was not ruined and she and her husband and the

whole family always voted for their benefactor'. candidatee~19
A8 long as the boal played Robin Hood to the poor, they
were qu1te willing to be his vassal.a, but if they discovered that
he yae robbing his supporters .. hi8 peeer- would decline rapidly.

The boae

8".

the need of continually giving the people something

the,. could "see," tor the ordinary citizen jUdged government by

tangibles which he could look at with his own eyes.

One

or

tho

city bosses of Boston, Martin Lomasnay, summed up the situation
quite well by sa7ing, "I never saw a man in my lite who made

eoonolll1 his watchword who was not always defeated before the
people ••• I would sooner vote gny day to increase a salary than
to cut it down ••• The Men who live are those who look out tor
people, and when

th~

people receive the benefits, they never

grumble about taxes .• 20
Finley Dunne's M.r. DooleY' realized the vast amount of work

the city boss

«/0, ~
~

confronted with every day:

"No, sir, polly

tic. etn 't dhroppln I loto tea, an' it aln't wurrukln' a ",croll

saw, or makin' a garden 10 th. back yard.
111% 0 ta10ck

'Tis gettin

I

up at

in the mornin 1 an' r-rushln t off to wurruk, an'

comin' homo at nigllt tired and' duet.,. •• 21

A look at an actual do.,.

1n the life of George WaShington Plunkett, ward leader, would
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seem to indicate that Mr. Dooley's description 1s pretty accu

rate:

a

A.M.--Goes to police station to bail out saloon-keeper
arrested far violating the excise law. Returns to bed
at 3 A.II.
6 A.M.--He Is awakened by fire engines passing his house.
Goes to acen& of fire to give assistance to the tire suf
ferers.

Took several tenant B who had been burned out to

a hotel, supplied them with clothes, ted them and arranged
temporary living quarters for them.

8:30 A.M.--Went to poliee court and secured discharge or
four drunks and paid the fine for two others.
9 A.M.--Appeared in Municipal District Court where one of
his district captains was acting as counsel tor a widow
against whom dispossession proceedings had been brought.
He also paid the rent of a poor family about to be dis
possessed and gave them a dollar tor food.

11 A.II.--At home again. Four men were waiting tor him
asking for jobs. He succeeds in finding Jobs for all of
them.
3 P.M.--Attended turneral of Italian and then hurried back
to make his appearance at the funeral of a Hebrew con
stituent. Later he attended a Hebrew confirmation ceremony
ln the synagogue.
7 P.M.--Went to district headquarters an~re81ded over a
meetlfl.g o f " $ district captains. There was a discussion
o~he attitude of th~eople toward Tammany. Suggestions
were made as to who might be won over and how.
8 P.M.--Went to church fair.

Took chances on everything

and kissed the children, flattered the mothers, and took
the~athers

out tor something down at the corner.

9 P.M.--at club-house again. Spent ten dollars on tickets
for church excursions and promised a SUbscription for the
new church bell. He listened to the grievances of twelve
push cart peddlers who complained of being persecuted by
the pollce; he promlsed he WOUld look lnto It.
10:30 P.M.--Attended a Hebrew wedding reception and dance.
Had prevlously sent a gift 'to the brlde.

12 P .1I.--1n bed. 22

*****
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The period for the ascendancy of the political boss was also

a time for the prea6mce of reformers who did their best to ob
struct the work of these men.

That they failed in their task can

be 'attributed to their general attitude toward reform:

"I am in

earnest--I will not equlvocate--I will not excuse--I will not
retreat a single inch--and I wll1 be heard. ft 23

The reformers

looked to the passage of laws as the panacea of all America's
111s; it was believed that every phase of human conduct could be
ordered and regulated by the enactment of statutes.

The typical

reformer of this period showed himself to be without knowledge

of life or of human nature; everything appeared to him to repre
sent either absolute good or absolute evil -- there was no middle
road.

Plunkett, in one or his more poetic moods, described the

plight of the reformers quite accurately and concisely:

reform

ers were like morning glories who "looked lovely in the morning
and withered up in a short time, .hile the regular machines went

on flourlsh1n' forever, like fine old oaks. n24
The reformers and their mission of salvation failed because
they could not seem to comprehend that they were dealing with a
motley population whose motto seemed to be -- "A free aDd easy
life 1n a free and easy town."

TheBe metropolitan masses proved

to be primarily interested in pleasnre)and pagan in their tastes;
because of their utter indifference, they refused to be deeply
moved by the sensational details of graft and other illegal
practices.

These people realized that they could not enjoy

liquor, vice,. and gambling and possess civio purity as well;
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it 1s needless to say what was

sacrlflced~

Sidney Brooks sees

the failure of the reformers to achieve concrete results rest
ing on the fact that "no reform administration has yet mastered

the secret (which Tammany so perfectly understands) of 'team
play!'

The heads of the various departments work far too in

dependently of each other; they are too much like a company of

star actors; they quarrel with one another and criticize each
other's conduct with a publicity and freedom quite destructive

of any real unlty.n25
The boss had an interest in the present order of govern
ment, and so he did his best to prevent retorm8rs trom carrying
out any of their proposed innovations.

Plunkett's tirades on

the reformer's role in civil service serve as an excellent ex
ample of the

bOSS'S

fury toward reform of any kind.

The Civil Service Law is the biggest fraud of the
age. It is the curse of the nation. There can't
be no real patriotism while it lasts. How are you
goin l to interest our young men in their country
if you have no offices to give them when they work
for their party? •• How are we go in , to provide for
the thousands of men who worked for the Tammany
ticket? •• I know more than one young man in past
years who worked for the ticket and was just over
nowin I wi th pa.triotism, but when he was mocked out
by the civil service humbug he got to hate his coun
try and became an Anarchist. Now wbat is gain I
happen when civil service crushes out patriotism?
Only one thing can happen: the republic wIll go to
pieces. Then a Czar or a Sultan wIll turn uP ••• 26
there will be h-- to pay. And that ain't no lie. • ••
I aee a vision. I see the civil service monster
lyin I flat on the ground'. I see the Democratic
party standln t over it with its foot on its neck
and wearin t the crown of ~ictory. I see Thomas
Jefferson lookin ' out from a cloud and satin': ,
"Give him anothe~ sockdolger: finish him.
And
I see millions of men wavln l their hats and singln'
"Glory HalleluJahl' 27
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Walter Lippmann caught the eBsence of a Plunkett's success
as a leader when he spoke a note of advice to ref'ormers:

"You

can beat Tammany Hall pernanently in one way -- by making the
government of a city as human, as

klndly~

as jolly as Tammany

Hall."28

The purpose of this short ohapter on the typical city boss

bas been to show that he was not a freak but rather a natural
phenomena.

The

bOBS

is a prototype of his people, for if he were

not of the people and interested in their personal problems, he
never could have survived and achieved the power that be did.

What he says and does 1s merely the expression of the general

tenor of his constituents.

The strength of the bOBS, or of any

public figure, comes from the support

or

real and living indivi

duals whose speclilc wants he 1s able to satisfy rather than rrom
an anonymous public.

Lincoln Steffens bas summarized my point or

view on this topic in a statement that seems to Bay what

I have

been attempting to get across to the reader in this chapter:
The misgovernment of the American people is misgovern
ment by the American people ••• be the people honest?
Are the people better than Tammany? •• I sn r tour cor-r-upt,
government, after all, representative? •• The~e Is no
esaentla1 difference between the pull that gets your
wife into society or for your book a favorable review,
and that which gets a heeler into office, a thief out
of jail, Bnd the rich man's son on the board of
directors of a corparatlon ••• The boss Is not a poli
tician, he Is an American institution, the product of
a freed people that have not the spirit to be free .••
We are responsible, not our leader8, since we follow
them ••• The spirit of graft and of lawlessness is ~~e
Amerlca~ spirit •.• The people are not innocent ••• "
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Bosses, then, are offspring of their environment; their
morality becomes that of their surroundings.

If there are

doore open to eBsy wealth and power, they will be sure to
walk in.

The years from 1865-1900 were just such years and so

men like George Washington Plunkett "seen their opportunities
and took lem."
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Chapter 4

JAMES BLAINE:
~illespie

James
~illespie

THE PATRICIAN IN POLITICS
Blaine was born in 1830 in the old

farm on the banks of the Monongahela; even

Baline's most enthusiastio aairers have failed to dis
oover 8Il.Ything of great 1JDportance about his boyhood.

The

first ten years of Blaine's lif e "ere exciting ones for the
nation as a

whole~-

for nullification in South Carolina was

threatened, the naHonal bank "as slaughtered, and Webster
and Clay organizecl the Whig party in protest over the
tyranny of "King An<h-e" the l'irst. n

By

the time he "as

ten years old, Blaine declared himself to be a confirmecl
Whig (through the influence of hiS father), and it is told
of how young Blaine saw a picture ·of D3mocrat candidate
Martin Van Buren and -thumbed his nose at i"t -- he "ss never

to :revise his opinion of' the

~moorat:s.

Ephraim Lyon Blaine, James' father, seems to have been
8

genial and good man, but he had Iittle business acumen and

the Blaine family found their money supply groWing lower
and lower.

Blaine t S elementary education

Was

given to him

by his mother, and at the age of thirteer. he entered Wash
ington and Jefferson College -- the youngest member in a
class of thirty-three.
1~uJ..'t¥

The college had an undistinguished

and 'the curriculum put its major emphasis on rhetoric,

the ancient languages, and philosophy.

While at Washingtcn
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ar.d Jefferson, Blaine came to be noted for three things:
his remarkable memoT,Y, his ability to learn easily, and
his swift and original mind. 1

Blaine had an e.Imoa-t abnonnal

interest in politics at the time; he had not a

gli~mer

of

interest in athletics, and politics was quickly substituted
for sports.
With his graduation in lR47, Blaine found himself as a
teacher of Latin, Greek, and geometry in the Western
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tary Institute at Georgetown which was about twelve miles

from Lexington; "Professor" Blaine was then eighteen years
old.

He performed his academic duties well at Georgetown,

but it was politics and not education that absorbed Blaine I s

attention; letters to his friends at this period in his life
are filled with amaZingly shrewd

co~ents

on the political

situation in Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and the nation-at-large;
Blaine already possessed that pecu'Lfa.r sense or instinct that
enabled him to

~eel

out in advance the probable direction of

mass opinion which was to be extremely help1"Ul time and time
again

in his political career.

Blaine's marriage in 1850 increased his sense of the
need to be at the business of preparing
fession which was to be law.

~or

his chosen pro

He left the military institute

and went back to his home state Of Pennsylvania where he ob
tained a position at the Pennsylvania Institute for the
Education of the Blind; his salary was considerably larger
and the teaching hours fewer than at the militanr institute,
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and also the city of Philadelphia offered adequate faoili
ties for study in its law libraries.
delphia

f'o~

He taught at Phila

about a yeer and a half until he was offered a

ohance of being director of the editorial page of the Ken
nebec Journal in Augusta, Maine; the men of' the Journal

realized that Blaine laoked j<lUnla1.istio experience, but
they liked him for his geniality, his knowledge of politics,
and his ardent devotion to the Whig Party and its principles.

There seems to have been no hesitancy in

Bla~ets

acceptance

of' the offer, for he must have realized that a newspaper at

the capital of a state was an opening wedge to the political

activities that best suited his

genius~

Blaine's acceptance

of this job was probably the most important decision of his

life because at its effect on his public career.

At the

age of twentY-four, he was a permanent resident of' New
England -- henceforth he was to be known as "Blaine of

Kaine."

His close identification with the economic inter

ests of MRine molded or confirmed his opinion on such poli
tical questions as

taxation~

eries, and foreign relations.

the tariff) currency, the fish
Blaine's ambition for a legal

career was now discarded as he saw journalism as 'the means
by which he might enter public life -- the newspaper, acting

as a

sotL~ding

board, offered a wonderful

oppo~nity

for

political influence. 2
Blaine's acceptance of "the editorehip of the Journal
co~ncided

with stirring events in our history which are worth
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mentioning for the reason that they enlisted Blaine's zeal
and gave full scope to his aggressive talents.

By 1852 the

Whig Party was on its deathbed as the quea-td.ore of internal
improvement, the bank) the tariff, and resistance to executive
"tyranny" lost all their timelinessw

It was the passage of

the Douglas Kansas-Nebraska BUl (1854) Which repealed the

Compromise

o~

1820 and opened the whole Louisiana Purchase

to the slaveholder that launched the new Republican Party
which was dedicated to the fight against the extension of

slavery.

This was the crisis in national affairs When Blaine

reaohed Maine, and he :found the people o:f his adopted state
in agreement with the Republicans; he quietly dropped the
teachings o:f Clay and Webster and buried his Whig past and be
came a hardshell Republican.
Blaine infused his editorials with a pungency and vigor

that began at once to draw attention.

Slavery was the main

topic o:f the times and Blaine knew jUst how :far he could go
before he started to tread on dangerous ground; he felt per

fectly safe to denounce the slave-owning oligarchy and the
extension o:f slaver,y into the territories, but he knew it

was not well to advocate the abolition

or

slavery beoause

that would be interference with property. and the people o:f
Maine had always been the champions o:f property.

Aa the

Republicans began to build up their party in lIlaine, 1t is
only na'tural that Blaine should become one of the leaders;

he supported the first Republican presidential ticket in
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1856 with such great enthusiasm both in the Journal and on

the stump that he contributed more than any other man to
the 25,000 vote majority which the State gave Fremont.

Politics were fast moving up to the forefront and
journalism showed a poor second in Blaine's life.

Blaine

went west in the fall of 1858 to write some newspaper articles
about the political outlook; while there he attended two of tl, ...
famous Lincoln-Ibuglas Ie be'te s on the slavery issue; Abe

Lincoln now became Blaine I S hero as Henry Clay had long

since stopped serving the purpose.

When Lincoln was nominated

for President by the Republicans in 1860, Blaine threw him

self into the campaignj when he was not writing, he was
organizing his precincts -- he knew how virtually every
man in the State would vote and he could always predict the
outcome with a great degree of accuracy.

The Republicans

in 1860 swept to Victory in Maine thanks to the excellent
planningand strategy by "General" Blaine.
In 1858 Blaine had been elected to the lower branch of

the Maine legislature, and in the three folloWing annual
campaigns he was elected by large majorities.

In 1861 the

State House of Representatives chose him to be 1ts speaker

and he filled his job with an expertness in parliamentary
proce dure and an impartiality which was to aid him immenselY
when he held the same role in the national House of' Repre
sentatives.

Bla.1lle~

journalistic career was definitely
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closed when in 1860 he committed himself still fUrther to
pclitics by sccepting the chairmanship of the Republican
State Oommitte e.

Prom the outbreak of the Civil WaT, Blaine gave un
faltering support and aid to the Union cause -_ "I am for

the Administration through and -through , being an early and
unflinching believer in the ability, the honesty, and the
patriotism of

Abraham Lincoln. n3

Blaine saw slavery as an

evil that must be done away with, but he never allowed the

real ho=or of the thing to lay hold of him and torture his
soul; he merely kept in step with the general thOUght of his
party on the que s t Lon;

One may wonder why the thirty-three

year old Blaine did not enter the service When the war broke
out; he chose rather to provide a substitute when drafted;
this may sound a bit c cwar-d'Iy , but it shou.Ld be understood

that the commutation of military service was an honorable
one as well as being highly profitable for the government j

also no one doubted that Blaine would be more useful to the
cause in the position which he filled.

Blaine served as

the right-hand man of the War governor of Maine as he visited
the recruiting stations, defended the actions of the adminis
tration, and helped keep up morale.
people of

~ine

It was apparent that the

approved and Were satisfied with the war

duties of Blaine, for they sent him to the United States
House of Representatives

L~

1863, "hen Blaine was thirty
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three.

Prom this time on he was to exert a great

in~luence

on national politics.

?/hen Blaine a:c.rived in Washington, he was little known.

The novice in Congress is usually cautioned to keep qUiet ald
to watch the veterans to learn how things
ly

Ck~

done.

Fortunate

for Blaine, he arrived when doubt and hesitation were common

in this body, and he proved himself to be a "Man Unafraid;"

his confidence allowed him to push forNard in a time when there
¥'las too much dl:!sire for conservatism and caution.

he could hardly miss distinction.
common

facul~J

In this role

Blaine possessed the un

of seeing straight to the heart of any matter,

"to do it qu Lck'Iy , to do it unerringly, and to be a trifle im

patient with those who could not. u4

The youth soon began to

correct his elders, and for this he drew much admiration.

He

was a hard-working member whose ztrLe it was never to speak on

a bill until he had mastered it.

Thaddeus

Steve~SI

leader of

the Stalwart Republicans, claimed that the House had acted
unwisely on a certain bill because it had been swayed by the
"magnetic" manner of Blaine.
a~d

it was conceded by many

This phrase of Stevens stuck,
t~lt

no one could withstand the

spell of th8t wonderful magnetisrr..

Blaine's performance in debate on the floor of the House
was unsurpassed,
more.

a~d

there was nothing that Blaine enjoyed

He would choose the strong points in the opposition's

arguments

a~d

tear their logic to pieces; next he would
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submerge his antagonist with such a mass of facts and fig
ures that the onlY way out seemed to be to follow in the
direction Blaine felt to be right.

Blaine was always care

ful to se e that the de bate did no t take a turn. in an area with

which he was

un~amiliar

or that was not to his liking -- he

always managed to bring it back to his way of thinking.5
He took only a minor part in the debates on the recon
struction bills though he

ap~roved

of them in general -- it

can be said quite accurately that he leaned toward the side
of the radicals.

His choice of sides was not dictated by

Vindictiveness but rather Qy partisanship; he saw his chance
for success in his ability to be the organ of his party -
the party is always right. 6
to deal

;~th a~

He felt that the government had

enemy that sought to win bJ' tricky legisla

tion what it had lost in the war; a government could not be
generous With the leaders of the South whom Blaine considered
unrel)~t

"rebels. II

One of the ve:r:v few acts of Blaine I s

congressional career that he never ceased to regret was the
vote that he cast for the impeachment of President Andrew

Johnson in 1868.
Johnson

Il

In 1885 he stated thnt the charges against

we r e gross exaggerations and distortions of facts

Which could not be sustained by legal eVidence or••• by reput
able testimony of any kind. ,,7

The s~d part of this is that

Blaine found it fit to make this statement more than fifteen

years atter the harm had been done -- he did not saY it wben
it wou14 have counted.

The majority were for impeachment and
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he refused to stand alone against them.

This was a weakness

of Blaine's tlB t was to follow him throughout his life and

cause him to lose the title

o~

a great American.

Undoubtedly Blaine possessed a much clearer understand
ing of the great economic and industrial changes that were

taking place in the countr,y at this time J for his speeches
in the House often concerned themselves with the boundless

opportunties for wealth and expansion that awaited the citi

zens of the West.

Practical details of railroads, protective

tariffs) and banking were of much more concern to him than

carpetbagger rule and Negro suffrage -- he was obsessed with
the Manifest Deat.Lny of his country.

He saw the great oppor

tunities that the Southern lands offered after the war

"r

saY there is no hope for the growth of cotton and grain

on the part of the loyal men there) unless we :furnish them

with the magnificent facilities for transportation to market
afforded by those very lines of railroad ••• The interest of

the country demands their speedy completion. II

This state

ment was made long before Blaine had any personal interest
in the welfare of the railroads .

. The election

o~

Schuyler Colfax of Indiana as Vice

President on the RepUblican ticket with Grant in 1868

created a vacancy in the Speakership of the House for
which Blaine was one of the aspirants.

With the meeting

of the Forty-first Congress in March of 1869. Blaine was

elected unanimously by the Republican members with even the
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Democrats speaking well of his par11amenta2Y skill and his
fitness to serve; he was reelected with the same

una~imit,y

in the two succeeding Congresses and retired from the Speaker
ship in 1875 to become the minority flocr leader.

By the

common consent of all concerned, Blaine ranks with the
greatest of the Speakers of the House.

ve~r

His courtesy, his even

temper, and his remarkable lmowledge of parliamentary law and

procedure earned him this distinction; his committee appoint
ments proved to be wise and fair, and his :rulings Nere a Lway s

sustained by the House.
The House of Representatives had for a long tiDE been

called the "Bear Garden" because of the great disorderliness
and noise that had become an integral part of its machinery.

It would be an exaggeration to say that Blaine was able to re
duce the Bear Garden to order, for it 1s doubtful that anY one
could have done that, but he did make it fUnction and he com
manded obedience.

There is much dispute among Blaine's bio

graphers as to the power that Blaine exerted to See that cer

tain bills went the way he desireJ.

David Muzzy) Who is in

the minority, contends that Blaine seldom left his chair to

debate issues and join controversies on the floorj Katthew
Josephson and Charles Russell) on the other band, claim that
Blaine I s methods in pr-eea ddng over the Bouse were
conventional,

II

"meat un

and Blaine is said to have left the Speake r" s

chair or to have told certain men what to do whenever a
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measure oame up which was of especial interest to him.

This

was alwa,ys done with tact and df.sc re t Lon , and when he had

arranged the program to his satisfaction, he returned to the
dias.

The power of the Speaker in Blaine's day was second only
to that of the chief executive, for his gavel was a powerfUl
~eapon

as he recognized or refused recognition to members,

bil.S, motions,

deal~

with questions of procedure, or ap

pointed members to standing committees Who had the power to
"bury" legislation of they saw f'L't ,

Josephson has the folIN/

ing to say about Blaine's reign in the House:
Ihring the years of Blaine's chainnanstdp, the

nation's capital experienced a land-office boom
in grantS-in-aid, franchises, and subsidies to
allies of the ruling party; and the Speaker's

role in endeavoring to preserve haz-mony , in be
friending and strengthening ... the new interest
groups which so of-ben bid against each other fOI
government privilege, was .... arduous. Henceforth
his days and nights J as Mrs. Blaine relates in a
letter to her son J are CUriously filled "with
wool and cotton manufacturers to meet in Boston,
dinners, breakfasts, and lunches.9
Even though Blaine might heve engaged in this type of acti
vity he was seldom assailed or questioned about it by his
political opponents; probably because he had already estab
lished among them a

reputatio~

for honesty and fairness.

No report on Blaine's years in the House would be com
plete if his rivalr,y with Roscoe Conkling were not included.
Before Blaine's

appeara~ce

in

Congress, Conkling had

bee~

the

darling of the House and had been referred to as its most
brilliant

y~g

man.

Conkling now found this niche occupied
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by the black-bearded youth from Maine; cOGpetition and jea
lousY were inevitable amonG these two ambitious men.

Both

men engaged in flinging castigations at each other) and the
climax to these tirades came in an impromptu remark made by

Blaine.

Speaking of Conkling, Blaine said:

As to the gentlemen's cruel sarcasm) I hope he
will not be too severe. The contempt of that
large-minded gentleman is so wilting, his haughty
disdain, his grandiloque~t swell, his majestic)
supereminent, turkey-gobbler strut has been so
crushing to myself and all the members of the
Bouse, that I know it was an act of the greatest
temerity fsr me to venture upon a controversy

wi th him. 1

The phrase tlturkey-gobbler strut" stuck with Conkling much

to his displeasure) and Blaine made a very powerful enemy

foy the rest of his life; it was said that in 1884 Conkling
cost Blaine

th~

Presidency.

Probably the years of the Speakership were the happiest
ones in Blaine's life, for never again would be be held in
such high esteem by the people cf the country no matter what
their party or creed.

beer. as

importa~t

No

ot~

r specJ(er since Henry Clay had

as Blaine; an eYewitness reports that at

the closing session of the Porty-third Congress no such ova
tion was ever given before to a retiring Speaker.

The Boston

Advertiser co-naerrt ed 'tha-t Bloine "nas proven himself equal

to all the reqUirements of his high office, and, in
down the gavel at

th~

laying

close of his six years service, he does

so with the universal respect of the Whole country and with
the admiration
and respect c f all who have served in Congress
,
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under his Speekerahfp , nll

Though Blaine was held in great respect by most Ameri
cans, some of them wondered how he was prospering on the rather
slim sala:r:r of a representative ~

He had bought a home in one

of the best sections of Washington; he entertained well and
often.

James Blaine, the youth who bad been poor, seemed to

idolize

a~d

sympathize with the society of the rich; he exem

plified the Amerioan belief that the objeot of life was material
success.

Blaine's intimacies with men from Wall Street in

creasingly caused remarks that indicated it was not hard to
see how Blaine was becoming more weal thy..

Blaine t s defenders,

on the other hand, claimed that in his youth he had made Wise

investments Which were now retu::-ning large profits to him; one

cannot help from thinking how it was possible for the young
Blaine to have had any funds to make these investments.
While Blaine was still in the Speaker's chair, the Credit
Kobilier scandal reached the halls of Congress.

The Credit

Mobilier wss merely a blind which disguised the machinations
of the Union Pacific Railroad; it was discovered that stock
in the Credit Mobilier hed been used as a means to bribe mem
bers of both houses to vote in ways fsvorable to the Union
Faci~ic;

because of these favorable votes the railroad had

won enormous advantages and great az-eas of public lands.

The

stock 1..'I"l the Credit Mobilier was offered to ccrg re semen in

such a way that they were not obliged to pay for it; the divi
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dends paid the purchase price J so that in effeot it was a
gift.

The men who took this stock must have been aware of

the fact that stock that pays four and five hundred per cent
dividends is not given away without a purpose.

The list of

the stockholders was presented to the congressional investi
gating committee and the name heading the list was that of
Blaine, who owned three thousand ebe re a,

Blaine immediately demanded that a bi-partisan committee
be formed to investigate all of his alleged connections with
Credit Mobilier and the Union PacUia.

witness before the committee,

a~d

Blaine was the first

he said that he had been

cffered stock in the Oredit lfobilier and that he had declined
it; he also stated that he had no financial interest in the

Union Pacific.

Oake Ames, the man behind the Credit Mobilier

idea, backed Blaine, and the scandals of the Grant Adminis
tration passed Blaine by although they were not so kind to
Vice-President Colfax and Representative James Garfield, who

were found to be lying.

When the resolution for expUlsion of

those members of Congress Who had been found

guilty was

presented, Blaine left his chair and organized sufficient
forces to defeat the censure.

Blaine emerged from the Credit

Mobilier affair unscathed and as virtuous and as honest as
ever in the eyes of his constituents.
With the Democrats in control of Congress, Blaine had
to step down from the Speakership and assume the position

of minority :floor leader.

Though he commanded a minority,
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he directed it with such consummate skill that victory often"
belonged to his group.

The Civil War was now be Lng fought

allover again in Congress, and Blaine became the leader in

the legelislation which

~rustrated

the designs of men who

wished to restore the control of the countr,y to the former
slave owners.

When Iemocratic Representative Samuel Randall

of Permsylvania introduced an Amnesty Bill removing legal
disabilities flom Confederate officials, Blaine imRediately
introduced an amendment which stated that the officials must

take an aeth of allegiance to the Union and that this amnesty
would exclude Jefferson Davis from its privileges.

Blaine

called Davis nthe author, knowingly, deliberately, guiltily,
and wilfully of the gigantic murders and crimes at Anderson

Ville;" he went on to say:

nAnd I here before God) measuring

my words J knowing their fUll extent and import) declare that

neither the massacre of Saint Bartholomew ••• nar the thumb
screft's and engines of torture of the Spanish InqUisition
begin to compare in atrocity with the hideous crimes of
Andersonville.«12

Never be~ore hBd Blaine spoken with so

much heat and abandon, and his speech caused the defeat of
Randallis Amnesty Bill and diverted the pUblic's attention

away from the scandals of the civil government.

By this one

speech, Blaine aroused sectional hatred and raised the old
banne r of the Bloody Shirt.

The Republicans began to see

Blaine as their leader -- as their saviour -- one who might
be

~~

to

mak~

the Americans forget about the corruption
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of the Grant Administrations and to see instead the chance
ot a revival ot the Civil War spirit.

The Republicans were·

once again confident, and they owed this change of mood to

Blaine who had changed the certainty ct deteat to a hope ot
victory.

The rank and file rallied to him with great en

thusiasm and Blaine I s nomination for President in 1876

On

the :first ballot "as being predicted.
The Iemocrats were earnestly looking about for some
eVidence of Republican misconduct in the winter of 1875-1876
to use in the approaching campaign.

come out of the Credit

Although Blaine had

Mobilier scandal unscathed, there

were still rumor5 that his soul was not as pure as his con

stituents thOUght it to be.

On April 11, 1876, an Indt.ena

polis newspaper pUblished the story that a government
director

o~

the Union Facific Railroad 1 J. C. S. Harrison,

alleged that $64,000 had been advanced to Blaine by the
railroad against worthless collateral consisting of bonds
bl the Little Rock end Fort Smith Railroad; the bonds had

been presented to

BlaL~e

for recognition of service he had

rendered while Speaker of the House.

Blaine

i~~ediately

rose to a question of privilege in the House and made a
sweeping denial of the rumors in the press; he gave as
eVidence testimonial letters from the heads of the Union
Pacif:i..c Railroad which

completely vindioated hdzn,

l~ost

of

the members of Congress were satisfied with Blaine's per
formance and were willing to think of Harrison's accusation
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as an "invented sc~~dal.n13 After this episode, Blaine's
preside~tial

prospects seened to grow brighter) and the

people seemed more than ever to believe him.
The Democrats saw that the only means by which the Re
pUblicans could be beaten was, first

Blaine, and

80

o~

all, to

de~eat

a committee with a Iemocratic majority was

formed less than a month before the national convention; the
task of this committee

w~s

to determine the guilt or innocence

of Elaine's Little Rock and Fort Smith affair.

The Democrats

were w111i.ng to ransack Blaine t e public and pri. vats 1i f~ if

there was a possibility that they might come up 'flith some
eVidence that could discredit Blaine's
party.

Blaine went before the

began to dominate it.

Blaine,

~or,

reputa~ion

cOT~ittee

with his

and almost at once

Everything seemed under control for

after all, his denials had been sustained by

sworn witnesses of the highest respectability.

u..-

Then there appeared a new story that caused the Heptth
....;;N;

14e8MB to feel encouraged; it was said that Blaine had been
implicated in the congressional bribery that put over the

Northern Pac.tr tc land grab, arid that despite all the denials
and the sworn statements, the $64,000 bonds were his and that
letters of Blaine's were in existence to prove this.

It was

at this moment thRt Mr. James Mulligan came on the scene
and caused Blaine to lose most of his composure.

Mulligan

had been a clerk for Warren ·P1ahe:r, a broker, who was the

middle-man in the transactions between the Little Rock and
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Port Smith bonds and Blaine.

Mulligan was said to have in

his possession the incriminating letters.

Mulligan, under

oath, stated that he had some letters in his possession
between Blaine and Fisher.

This remark by Mulligan seemed

to have a tremendous effect on Blaine and he

~ediate1Y

asked for an adjournment.
That ver,y afternoon Blaine went to where Mulligan was
staying and asked Mulligan to give him the letters.

Mulligan

refUsed and so Blaine asked if he might examine the letters;
Blaine looked them oVer and found that only one was of any
interest to him (it had to do with the Union

Paci~ic

Rail

road); he asked Mulligan to let him keep this one letter,
but he was again refused and so he returned the entire pack

et.

Blaine then asked if he might reexamine the letters and

when he had them in his possession) he put them into his
pocket and went away.

Mulligan' 5 version of' this story is

very similar except for the fact that he said that he con
sented to give the letters to the Senator because Blaine
threatened to commit suicide if the letters were not de
livered to him.
When the committee demanded that Blaine turn the papers

over to them) he refused on the grounds that the letters were
private and that the cocmt'ecee had no right to see them.

Blaine found himself in an embarrassing position -- if he

refused to divulge the letters' contents, he Nould be sus
pected by those very people who could elect him to the
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presidency, and if he should publish these letters volun
tarily, he would undoubtedly be injured.

Two weeks before

the national convention, Blaine finally saw a vra::! out of'
his predicament.

The House was packed the morning of June

5, 1867, fo '~. the rumor had spread that Blaine Was to break
his

lo~

letters.

silence and reply to his enemies about the :ltiulligan

Blaine began the most important speech cf his

career by insisting that he had been made a victim of per
secution by the Democrats -- this secured the sympathy of a

large part of his audience; he next stated that it implied no
guilt or wrongdoing tor a man to

i~sist

upon the inviolability

of his intimFte personal business correspondence.

speaking of the Mulligan letters,

~e

Then

said:

I am not afraid to show them ••• There they are
holding up a package). There is the very
original package.

And with SOme sense of

humiliation, ~ith a mortification that I do
not pretend to conceal, with a sense of out
rage which I think a man in my position would
feel, I invite the confidence of 44,000,000
of' lIlY count=ryment while I read those letters
from this desk. 14
He then proceeded to read from the letters as he pleased) in

an order of his own, so that the whole made no decided ef
reet except to arouse sympathy 'for this man who had the

courage to bring his affairs out into the open for all to
hear and jUdge.

He cl1ma:xed his speech by accusing the

commit-tee of suppressing

II

telegram from a Josiah Caldwell

which would have excnerated· him completely from a:ny shady
dealings.

The committee was given no time to state their
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reply, for the House was filled with applause in apprecia
tion of the magnificent performance that Blaine had given

"that morning; to all his followers and admirers) vinciation
complete and absolute -- hed come to Blaine.
No questions were asked or suspicions raised when Blaine
s~ill

refused to give the Mulligan letters to the cOmmittee

and they were published only in 'the form in which he had read

them

in

the Congressional Record.

The protests of James

Mulligan thet Blaine had not read all the letters, and that

he had read a series of letters out of their due order was
almos~

unheard.

It seems thet men with but a little sophis

tication and intelligence would have detected the cheap
theatrics that Blaine empLoyed to vindicate himself but

apparentlY this was not the case, for Blaine's nomination
was now looked on as assured.
A few days after his vindication, Blaine was mounting
the stone steps to the Congregational Church in Washington
when he suddenly raised his hands Crying)_ "My head, my headr "
and he sank unconscious into his wife I s arms .16

of deys later he was well again; could th1s

A couple

a~~ack

heve

been an indication of 'the mental strain that had been with

Blaine ever sLl1ce Mulligan had made his statements to the
co~~ittee

or was it only a fUrther play

of the delegates to the convention?

~or

the

~pathy
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In June of 1876, Cincilmati was seething with excite
ment and intrigue for this was the sixth convention of the
Republican Party.

Whiskey and oratory were the two most

common items on display.

Some of the delegates realized

that they were facing qUite a reponsibility, for this would

be the first time in the sixteen years of the party's life
that they were actually faced with the job of choosing a
standard bearer and not merely rati:fying a choice that had

already been designated by public opinion.

Candidates who

were to be considerei for the nomination were:

a favorite of the Grant

(1)

Roscoe Conkling,
Administration.

(2)

Rutheford B. Hayes. who was acceptable to
the refonn elements in the party without
alienating the conservative branch.

(3)

Senator Oliver Morton, another Grant Stal

wart.
(4)

Benj amin F. Bristow, the candidate upon
whom the hopes of the refonners were pinned.

(5)

James G. Blaine was the most popular can
didate and he commanded support in every
part of the country. Though Blaine's forces
had the sentiment ~~d feeling, they lacked
leadership. Things might have f,one different
ly had Blaine himself undertaken to organize
his Victory.

The nomination speeches were all outshadowed by the one
given by Robert Ingersoll of' Illinois in .favor of the candi

dacy of James Blaine:
Like an arme d warrior l like a plumed knight J
James G. Blaine marched down the halls of the
American Congress and threw his shining lance
full and .fair against the brazen foreheads of
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the defamers o:f his country and the maligners

or

his honor. For the Republican party to de
sert this gallant leader now is as if an army
should d~sert their general on the ~ield of
battle.l"t
Had the balloting begun While the convention was still under

the spell of Ingersoll's eloquence, Blaine would undoubtedly
have won the nomination, Qut ano"ther day was to elapse be
rore the balloting got under way.
On the first ballot Blaine received 285 vote-s and was

within less than 100

vo~es

of the necessary 378; his nearest

opponent, Morton, had onJ..,y 124_

From the three largest

delegations at the convention (Bew York, Pennsylvania, and

Ohio) Blaine did not receive a single vote on the first
ballot; the support

or any or

these states

during the con

vention would have given Blaine the nomination, and it wss
clearly apparent that Blaine had little chance of winning as

On the sixth ballot

long as these three states held out.

Blaine ;paped rrom 286 to 308 votes while his nearest com

petitor had but 113; it was

significant~

however, that

Governor Hayes had gained on every ballot while all

~he

others, with the exception of Blaine, had lost strength4

On the seventh ballot Indiana withdrew rrom thewr support

or

Morton and geve 25

or

her 30 votes to Hayes; then the

fireworks realJ, began as states "in the interests of amity
and Victory" switched their votes to Hayes; the final re
sults were Hayes, 381 and Blaine, 351.

thirds of.whose members knew

noth~ng

A convention, two-

about the rather color
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less Hayes, accepted him as the man of their desire.
must have been an extremely happy man when Hayes

~as

Conkling
elected,

for although Hayes's ways and views were irreconcilable with
his own, he was content to know that his old enemy, Blaine,
had been beaten.
Blaine took his defeat graciousl,y and immediatel,y sent

a letter of congratulations to the nominee in which he offer
ed his se:rvices in the coming campaign.

Though Blaine was to

figure in four mare Republican conventions, there

is no doubt

that it "as onl,y in 1876 that he earBstl,y desired the nomina

tion, for it was the logic of his career.

It would have meant

not onlY the reward for his brilliant championship of the
Republican. }Iarty and i. -ts principles but also the "capestone

of his vindioation

1'r~m

the slanders of his political ene

mies. n18

James Blaine was sent by his state to the Senate to fill
a vacancy in 1876.

Blaine never became the leader in the

Senate that he had been in the House, and 'th:l:re are two im

portant reasons for this -- first of all) he did not complete
even his first elective 'term in the Senate Where length of
service is often the primarY mark of distinction; further
more. he "as hostile to the policy of Hayes in his treatment
or the Bepubl.ican claimants to the Governorship in Louisiana

and South Carolina; had he been in sympathy With the Adminis
tration, he migtrt have .played a bril.liant: role as the
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champion of Hayes I policy in the Senate.

Hayes needed some',

one to help put across the civil service question, and
Blaine, who was chairman of the Senate Committee on Civil
Service,

woul~

have been ideal in this role, but because he

allowed personal differences to stand in his way, he lost
the chance of aiding Hayes in getting a

made law.

mos~

impaxtant bill

Heither did Blaine give any support to the Adminis

tration in its courageous handling of the great railroad
strike of 1877, nor did he offer moral support to Hayes with

the problem he faced on the Mexican border in that same year.
It is said that for the greater part of Hayes' tem Blaine
did not set foot in the Whit. House; Hayes believed that he
who serves his

co~

best serves his party best, While

Blaine believed that he who serves his purty best serves

his countrJ best -- this in a nutshell "as the major Iliffer

enee between the two men. 19
Blaine continued throUgh these years the most respected
ar.d admired member of the Senate, and the Blaine cult con
tinued to grow in its membership.

While in the Senate)

Blaine did not introduce any bills which have had a great
influence on our history, but he managed to hold the alle
giance of' his followers by his support of such things as

the Chinese Exclusion Act.

He delivered thunderous speecheS

in the Senate upon "the menace of the incalculable hordes
of Ohina," and by advoca-t Lng Chinese exclusion he gained
many new adherents in the West While doing little to en
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danger his position in the E~.

Once more he had raised

the Bloody Shirt and had been succeearul ,

Blaine also knew

ho" to win the support of the Irish; his fierce verbal on

slaughts upon Great Britain were enough to make the Irish
men rally to the side of' Blaine.

Blaine also preached of'

the "American Dream" to the discontented urban classes; he

told them of the promise of the frontier in the following
way:

"The poverty of the frontier is indeed no poverty.

It is but the beginDinB of wealth, and has the boundless
possibilities of the future always opening before it. ,,20
The year 1880 meant: another oontest for the Presidency.
General Grant had been brought out of retirement by the
Conkling forces, and it was soon apparent that he and
Blaine were the top contenders for the nomination at the
Republican convention.

Blaine no longer desire d the nomina

tion with such an earnestness as had been present in 1876,

and on the thirty-fifth ballot When it was decided that
neither the Blaine nor the Grant forces were going to
yield. the Blaine men. under inst:ructions, switched to

the support of a dark horse. James Garfield, Who had re
ceived one vote on the first ballot.

revenge -- he had beaten Conkling.

Blaine now had his

Conkling realized what

this victor,y meant; he knew that Garfield was weak and
that if he should ever become President", Blaine would be

the real power behind the throne.

..
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Even before the election i t had been

well understood

that if Garfield should win. Blaine was to be the secretary
of State, for it was the support of the nearly two hundred
and fifty Blaine delegates which made Garfield's nomination
possible.

It should not be forgotten either that Conkling's

campaigning for Garfield once he had been nominated Was

probably the determining factor in the narrow Victory for
the Republicans.

Garfield realized his debt to both these

men, and When he suggested to Blaine that Conkling be in_

cluded in the cabinet, Blaine is said to have replied:
"His appointment would act like strychnine upon your Admin

istration-- first bring contortions, and then be followed
by death." Z1

Blaine saw that he was now in a strong enough

position to destroy Conkling and his Stalwarts.
Garfield was a weak man who realized the great superior_
ity of Blaine and

80,

from the beginning, he consulted him

about every move and every appointment.

Blaine was only

too happy to offer his advice, when it WaS asked of him as
well as when it WaS not.

perhaps the major worry in Gar

field's mind was What he could do to placate the Conkling
crew;

his solid pillar of support immediately offered

him c ounae Lr

"The Grant forces were never more busy than

at this hour •••• Cf course it would not be wise to make war
upon them.
not

be

Instead that would be folly.

knocked

down

with

They must

bludgeons; they must have
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_'" he:9'e their throats cut with a

feather." 2 2

The Conkling crowd was angry enough when Garfield an
nounced his cabinet, and found that Blaine had not allowed
the President to appoint at least one :representative of' the

Stalwarts, but the final blow csme When Garfield replaced a
Conkling man as the collector of the port of New York with
an anti-Conkling Republican.

This was a declaration of war

and Conkling and his colleague, Thomas C. Platt, sent 10

the governor of' New York their resignations as senators, and
prepared to fight for reelection; the New York legislature,
however, was in no hurry to reelect them, and the Blaine Re

pUblicans in this bodY soon made it apparent to Conkling that
he would never triumph.

He was being slowly driven out of

public affairs -- the throats of the "bad men" were being
cut ver.; gently With a feather.

ThOUgh Blaine had his finger in the pie of domestic
aff'airs all the time J he was also the Secretary of State,

and he broUght to his job a real understanding of foreign
affairs and of America' 5 proper place in internat'1onal re

lations.

He saw that his primary task was to unite the

nations of' the Americas in-to a powerful and stable system
With the United States as the elder sister; this was to be
merely an extension of Clay's American System, and the tradi
tional division o'f the world into two hemispheres set :forth
in the Monroe 1l:lctrine would st11:). be maintaine d.

Blaine

se rve d as Secretar,y of State under Presidents Garfield and
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Harrison, and he seems to be the only QutstancUng :figure be
tween Seward and Hay who was really interested in foreign af

fairs.

His two great contributions of Pan-Amerioanism and

reciprocity are not as important as the fact that Blaine
attracted the public attention to

lnt~rnational

relations

and to certain lines of polley :relating to lunerica which
"ere follo..ed by Teddy Rooseveli; and others in the twentieth
century.

~~

primary concern in this paper is with Blaine-as

a leader in national polities end it is for this reason that
I have devoted little attention to his influence in inter
national relations.
Garfield "as tremendously pleased wi th Blaine's job in
the State DJpartment J for it was bringing glo ries to his
administration; Blaine -and -Gar1''ield were both looking ahead

to a second tern together in whioh they oOllld oonsolidate
the gains of the first adminis1oration.

This ..as not to be,

however, for Garfield had not been in office a year when he
was assassinated by a

man named Guiteau who cried out) as

he discharged the pistol, "I am a Btalwart and Arthur is
President no... • 2'
With the death of Garfield, Blaine's plans for the
:future "ere shattered and he had to wait until 1669 before
he could continue his work in foreign affairs.

He sub

na tted hi.s resignation, and spent his time writing until

1664 "hen the choice of a Republican candidate for Presi
dent had to be made.
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It was almost too incredible to believe that the Repub'Lt.can Convention of' 1884 should present" euoh an unsuz

passed demonstration of harmony.

Those who in preVious

years had spume d the nomination or Blaine now flocke d to

his banner; at the mention of
the nom1nat1ng speech) the
ing of maniacs,

n

~he

magic name of Blaine in

oo~ntion

became

E. L. Godkin reported. 24

H

a mass meet

The fourth ballot

gave the nomination to Blaine J and at last the Blaine legions
were able to breathe a sigh of relief; they had fought long
and hard for this prize.
If the Republican Convention could be called harmonious,
the opposite could be said of the presidential campaign that
followed -- "When it was done, men prayed that its like might

never come again. n 25

The Blaine idolators had nominated

their man but 110 was no-t goiqg to be such an easy job to get

him elected, for "the reform element of the Republicans, the

Mugwumps) we-re against Blaine and they were numerous enough

to determine the vote in a state such as New York.
Independent

vote~s

could

no~

Also the

share the same respect and

adoration for Blaine that many Republicans did, for they
were dubious about his morality. ,The Democrats had nominated
the refonn governor of New York, Grover Cleveland, as their
candidate; little was known about him and too much was known
about Blaine; it was said that if the election had been held
at any time between June 15th 'and July 22nd, Cleveland would
have carried the country ovezwhe Lmdrrg'Iy ,
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Until July 22nd, the average voter was all for Cleve
land I for the reason that there was no corporation tag upon
him nor had he ever served as a erzand boy for Jay Gould.
The Republioan managers knew their plight and so they were
ecstatioally happy
them.

when the story o:f Mary Halpin oame to

Mary Halpin, a dipsomaniao widow, had had an illegi

timate ohild, and its :father was none other than Grover

Cleveland.

The Republicans irmediately used this story as

campaign material, and Cleveland was called a lecher, a be
trayer of Lnnocerrt womanhood, and a rake.

denial of this story.

Cleveland made no

Blaine I s chances soared upward, for

when the American people were faced with the choice of a man

stained With financial irregularities and a man stained with
personal immorality, the condemnation of the sexual sinner
would be much worse.

The most popular campaign slogan of

the Republioans was -
Ma, Ma, where I s my 1'a'?

Gone to the White House, ha, ha , ha!

Blaine was not to escape the slander either, for about
this time Mulligan and Fisher made puhLd,c a bauch o:f Blaine's
letters to Fisher among whioh was one in which Blaine asked
:for an endOrsement o:f his oharaoter by Fisher in oonneotion
with the Little Rook and Fort Smith a:f:fair; he told Fisher
just what he wanted him to say about his honesty and integri
ty.

Blaine also cautioned Fisher
to burn Blaine's letter
.

after reading it.

It is only natural that the Demoorats
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should

make up a slogan:

Burn, bu:rn, bUrn 'this let'ter

!ear, dear, dear Mr. Pisher
A s'teady s'tream of 'trac'ts and PaJllphle'ts were pouring ou e

hom the Democrata.c and Mugwump headquarters which repre

sented Blaine as a friend of the railroads, a persecutor
of Roman Catholics, and a "Jingo.

II

As the campaign wore on,

it developed into a contest in vilif'1cat1on on both sides.

However, with the election but a week away, victory seemed
sure and decisive for the Renublicans; they had control of
the We st J the votes of Maine and Ohio, and wi th the great

Irish aace aaf.on in New York, Blaine could win that state
easily.
Perhaps the Republ1.cans I prophecy would have come t"zue

had it not been for an incident that occurred about a week
before the eleo'tion.

A group of Presby'terian minis'ters were

mee'tL'1g wi'th Blaine in New York Oi'ty merely 'to sho.. that
they were behind the candidate.

ent to cover the

meeting~

Only one reporter was pres

but he happened to hear a remark

made by one of' the clergymen:

We are

Republica~B

and don1t propose to leave OUT

party and 1.dent1t'y ouz-ee Lve a with the party whose

antecedents have been rum, Romanf.sm, a'1d rebel1
7Ie are loyal to our party 1 we are loyal to yOU4

2gn ..

It is dOUbtful that Blaine Was even listening to this man ,
but the repoerter was and the next morning all the country

was reading the words.

The' Irish VOTers 'that had turned in

such numbers to Blaine were mostly Catholics ~ a-id t"'1ey took
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the olergyman's sentence as an intolerable insult to their
religion, and re"turned to the Democratic fold.

election was

over~

Once the

it was discovered that the presidency

would go to the man who could carr,y New York State, the
stronghold or the Irish and the

~~gwump

votes.

When the

votes were counted, it was found the Cleveland had received
1,040 more votes than Blaine.
In my opinion the campaign or 1884 marks the end or
Blaine's career as a political leader even though he was
to be a prominent candf.dabe at two more conven-td.ona as well
as .Secretary ot State for three years under Harrison.

Some

how his personal magnetism never seemed to be present after

1884.

He himselr must have recognized that his political

career was about to end , for he wrote in 1884:

The Whole campaign was a disaster to me, person
ally, politically, pecuniarily. I ought to have
obeyed what was really a strong instinct against
runn Lng, My regrets do not in the least take the
form of mouzning over def'"eat in the election, but

•

over my blunder in ever consenting to run. It
was in the wrong Yea~", ar.d gave my enemies their
coveted opportunity. I

James G. Blaine Was an interesting man to study and

write about, for he possessed great glam<r and color.

His

power in his state and in Washington was of great IJI.agnitude,
and I think because of ihis he desezves the title of political

boss. but I could never think

o~

Blaine as a man who set out

consciously to become a political boss.

He became a boss

because he possessed those qualities that are needed to make
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a successful boss -- he was able to control a great number
of votes, not because he engaged in political manipulations
of any sort, but because of his personal magnetism which
appealed

to thousands of people.

B~ine

was a man consumed

with ambi tioD and he was willing to go to great lengths to

fulfill his ambitions for wealth and fame; because of this,
he sacrificed his chance of becoming a great statesman.
Here was a man who for more than a score of years was
the acknowledged leader of the Republican Party as well as

the most conspicuous figure in American politics; yet today
Blaine is remembered as a man who "said something about nun
and Romanism" or who "wrote sane Mulligan letters tl
is his real tragedy.

- -

this

Blaine left behind him nothing of any

value; he had only a record of almost incredible popularity
and that soon disappeared after his death.

It seems odd

that man could rise to such heights in American pol1tics

and yet not leave behind him a constructive achievement.
It is hard to believe

th~t

a man could build his career

merely on loyal devotion to a party and his own personal
magnetism.
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Chapter 5
NARK KANNA:

THE BUSINESSl1AN IN POLITICS

My selection of Marcus Alonzo Hanna 85 an eXAmple
of a unique type of political behavior was 'i nfLue nce d

by my belief that Hanna represents a charaoteristie
amer-t cen type -- the busine e sman turne d poli -td cen •

reaS0ns for a captain of industry

becomin~

public af::'airs are worth examining.

Th'?

a power in

Anotj-e r- good e xcus e

for studying Hanna is to remove some of the misconceptions
that the average American has when he thinks of Ha nna ; the
usual cartoonist's impression of him as a be trt Le c-br-owe d

Irish bully wearing a suit checkered with dollar marks,
sma~ing

an expensive

ci~ar,

drinkin~

out of a whiskey

bottle, and driving his heel into the skeletons of pro
letarian women and children has caused most people to
the

wron~

ideas

a~out

hav~

Hanna and his political contributions.

Even an amateur historian soon discovers that

ther~

iA

nothing that can be pictured as all black or all white
usually i t is necessary to use "gray" in vr t t.t na about me n
and events.

This is especially true in

dealin~

with

r~rk

Iia nna ,

Hanna's career divides itself
periods.

nat~ally

The first period covers the sixty

he was a businessman and little else.

into two

y~ars

in whicr

The second period

of his life is much shorter and concerns itself with his
role as the most influential single political leader in
the United States; this period marked the first time in
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history that a businessman had assumed so high a position
in politics.

with

This chapter will confine itself primarily

analyzin~

the latter period of Hanna's life.

The details

of his early life and his career in business are cited

onl~

when they prove relevant as factors in understanding Hanna,
the political leeder.

Hanna was born in
Scotch-Irish parents.

18~7

in New Lisbon, Ohio, tte son of

In 1852 the Eanna family moved to

Cleveland where the elder Hanna started a
tradin~
~~rk

~rocery

store

on the lakes in the Lake Superior county.

Youn~

went through the public schools in Cleveland and spent

a year at Western Reserve Ur.lveralty.
to his father's

~rocery

business which was

with the death of his father, the
became Hannats burden.

In 1857 he returned
growin~

mana~ement

of

th~

rapidly;
store

This responsibility schooled him

in the uses of cour-age and self-reliance as no uni versi ty
training could ever have done.

~'hen

Hanna closed the e t cr-e

successfully five years later. he was well acn ua Ln'te d with
all aspects of the grocery business.

This all-a:round

adaptability of Hanna's was to remain With him until his
death.
At the age of thirty he married the daughter of Daniel
P. Rhodes who was a

prospero!~

businessman in coal, iron

are, and pig iron. - Young Hanna, by instinct, threw himse]f
into his father-in-law's industry with great enthusiasm
and he learned the iron trade from the bottom up.
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Hanna could not have chosen a better time to enter this
~ust

particular area of industry. for the Civil War had
ended and a new industrial America was

to appear.

be~inning

ne labored unceasingly to build up Rhodes and Company until
it became a highly individual business organization and one

of the larR€st firms in the coal and iron trade of the Ohio
Lake district.

He established foundries, smelters, and forges.

The two outstanding characteristics of Hanna's business acumen
were probably his insatiable curiousity and his ability to
develop a

lI

s y s t e m" in business.

After reducing

minin~

to a

system, he added shipping and later shipbuilding; next he
turned to street railways, for he used his coal and iron for
makin~

cars and his steel for

makin~

rails.

Feeling that he

W8~

neglecting CUlture, Hanna bought the Cleveland town opera house
and was soon making friends with the stars of the theatrical
world.
Ban~.

He was also president of the Cleveland Union National
Hanna's personal attitude towards his own

businps~

ventures was that of the man who starts enterprises, takes
whatever chance they involve, and builds them up

with his own

brains and energy.}
Because of his vast business interests, men worked for
liannR from western Pennsylvania to the base of the Rockies,
and he knew his employees and the work that they did.

The

relationship that existed between Hanna and labor must be
examined rather carefully

f~r

it distinguishes him sharply

from the common run of the very successful businessmen of his

own generation.

He was always willing to talk with

dollar-8-day laborers, and he was Able to

establi~h

th~

a common
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ground of

~ood

feeling which permitted the full discussion

of differences and which usually resnlted in their ed tua tmerrt .

Hanna

I

with a

Ci.~8T

stronly clenched between his teeth, 'Woule

often be seen sitting on a barrel

talkin~

to his

em~lQyees

which was a radical departure from the typical bU!'linessman
of the post-Civil War days who had become remote and un
friendly to the labor class.
Though Hanna had no

fanc~

name for

hi~

attitude toward

laboT, he believed in essentially what is known today as
collective bargaining.
nothin~

A strike was B nuisance to him and

good could ever come of poor wages Bnd discontent.

He listened patiently to the grievances of' his workers and

promised to aid them if they would promise to use the device
of strikes as their last resort.

In his career of business,

he found it necessary to call in strike-breakers and the

militia only once, and he never forgot this bitter lesson.
It impressed upon him even more

~tron~ly

the need for

3rbi tratian, far labor unions, and for the existence of a
personal relationship be+wepn employer and

~rn~10y?0.

The

reader should not get the idea that Hanna went out of his way
to champion the cause of labor t but he was much more liberal
than the ordinary employer in recognizinR the laborer's right

to organize, and he was quicker to perceive the mu'tua L ad varrtar-e s

that could be derived from collective

bar~aining.

Hanna's political career and "system" were an outgrowth
of the characteristics he had developed while a businessnan.
The reader has already seen his initiative and his desire to
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br-eat- nev s-r ouno ;

Hanna vas to experience -':hat same desire

once he entered politics.

I feel that

t~e

F.reatest contribut

ion his business career made to his g:Towth as a political

leader waS his

~reat

success as an organizer

~hich

O~

rested

his talent of getting ?ood work and loyal cooperation out of

his associates; he possessed the wonderful F.lft of

persuacir.~

other people to do what he wanted them to do.

or~anizaticn~

His

never became mere nachinps, for he was always there to impart
his own vitality to them.

Because he had confidence in him

self', he inspired it in others. 2
No'W t'han Hanna had learned abo uf bus i ne s s in 811 its

forms, it was only na tur-a L that the next area which he would
turn 1':1s a't t e rrt Lon to would be politics.

He saw tr.Rt 'With

the rise of new industries. coat ne ss and poli tics we-re bec ont r->
more closely inter-related than ever before.
~ntrance

B~:or~

Hanna's

on the political stage, the theory that business

and poll tics could be ....:olrl_...~~ allie3 'tad never be eo tested to

any great extent.

It was Henna, however, 'Who br-o uah-t this

theory down to earth and made it a realistic fact.

Perhaps

the most startling discovery tt.at he made in politics was
that money makes the mach I ne go round.

In pol.L tics he user]

the same techniaues which had made him a e uc ce s s f'u'l

b'J~ine~Rm~"'.

He realized that he had the talent-to create a po L'l td ca n who

could prove to be as profitable to him as his mines, s hf.p s ,
and

ban~s.

Hanna was a primitive Republican; he

ha~

Cp.st

hi~

'first pr-e s i d errt LaI ballot for Lincoln and he had a Lway s r-e..
~ained

a Fepublican to the

~ilt.
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In 1080 he bought the Cleveland Herald which pr0vioed
him with a mirror for the expression of his ardent Republicanism.
th~

wben John Shermen, the candidate he backed in 1880 for

presidency, lost, Hanna went on the Advisory Council of the
National Committee -- here he learned how the

ma~hinery

of

national politics runs, and where its power is generated.
Pour- years later he helped to collect, h and Le , and d Ls bur-ee

the campaign fund. and in 1888 he was assigned the special
task of soliciting campaign funds.

The greatest contribution

toward this fund came from the industrial leaders of America;

Hanna understood what these donors wanted in return.

It was

Hanna who originated the idea of a Business 1l8n's RepUblican
Club; Cleveland's capitalists were organized as an auxiliary
political association which lent its prestige to the Republican
Besides raising generous sums of money,

Party.

torchli~ht

parades were arranged with Hanna acting as the Grand Marshal.
The idea of similar clubs spread to other cities.
As his experience increased in the field of politics.
Hanna discovered that he was fast
area.

becomin~

an expert in this

As he had done in business, Hanna reduced po Lf 't i.c s to

a system comparable to that of the mines and

Ta11road~, T.~e

philosophy he evolved shaped up in the following way:
tSTiffs keep

fore1~n

goods made by cheap labor out of

markets.

Politics controls

tariffs.

Money influences politics."

Con~ress

Bnd

Congres~

"High
Am~rican

makes

hi~h

Believing in this, his

plan of operation became very simple -- provide for mOTe work,

more sweat, more business, more dividends.

His "s,vstem"

'Was first tried out in his home state, and that it was
successful can be seen by a statement made by e former
member of the Ohio Legislature:
No bill was permitted to come o u't of committee (in
the State Legislature) until Mr. Hanna's lawyer~ h8~
first examined and approved it ... Money was rarely
used. It was not necessary ... But ... there was
som~thing behind the (Hanna) lobby that worked with
clocklike precision and extended over the entire
State. It included the local press and the press
a~encies, the Chambers of Commerce and the cour.ty
rings ... Ohio, in short ... was ruled by business ... 4
Hanna wanted to be associated with larger political
events than those on the state level; the

tas~

of electinF

a man to the highest office in the land would be much more

ir.teresting and

challen~ing

than elrcting governors And

mayors, and, if successful he would obtain a

amount

~reat

of prestige and power weich he could not acquire in any
other way.

One might qUietly rule in politics without

being a politician; his would be a reflected

~lory.

The current of events from 1890 to 1896 such

88

the

Silver Purchase Act, the business slack, and the growing
Populist Party with its demands for government ownership
of railroads and free Silver convinced Hanna that a crisis
faced the country, and that he must do ever-yt.hl nspower to halt those forces

~ich

\-1i thin

were trying to eliminate

nr-ge n.i ze d pLut ccr-ecy in the United States.

If he could

elect a man of his choice to the presidency, he would be

his
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acle to S8ve the COlmtry from the calamity which was fast
approaching under the Populist banner.
Per- the first time in Ur.i ted States history. a ne t.Lone'l

campaign

W8S

abou-t to be

wa?~~

on an issue Lnvo Lvi ne the

business prosperity of the coun t ry •

Never aea t n wou'Ld Hann e

be presented with such an opportunity to seize power and
oreaniz€

it into a system.

problem of

for

h~

findln~

Hanna was not even faced with the

a man who could represpnt his

had been a friend of William gcKinley for

interp~t~,

sev~ral

years and their friendship had been strenpthened by their

common political interests;
putation had always been

HcKinll"!Y's

associate~

cOl"'.~Tessional

re

with Rn advvcBC'Y of hipt

tariffs gnd he reprEsented, or. the whole, a group of idep.s
an0 attitudes as national as those of Bryan ar,d his followers.
Hanna sincerely
~c~inlpv w~s

beli~vpd

th~

that the

bpst meens of

nnmi~ation 8n~

rest~rinR

pl~~t;o~

to American

of

businp~~

its normal condition of prosperous expBnsian end to the
American people their customary amount of personal econo~ic
satisfaction. 5 So that no thf ng would s tano in his way of
Retting the Republican nomination for McKir.ley, Hanna, 9fter
1395, ceased to exercise any direct sGpervisior. over the
business Whose expansion had been the
in his life for twenty-eight years.
more

arsorbin~

dominatin~

Politics hac

influencp
b~COMP

than business.

Hanna conducted the Y!2Kinley candidacy
"conduc t e d f'Lve t e

8:1:J

a~

he be d

managed mf.ne s ••• d e ve Lop i ng z-e s ooz-o-o
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-app Lv i nr- tCH

'..n -th

CQ'lY8pe

and capac I

ab Le d i s tri nc't t on and affluent success. II

tv and 'With honor
Whenever Fan!'"18 he ar-t

the news that o e Les-a t e s from. certain states could be ob t a Lne "

on certain terms, he was always willing to

list~r

to the

demands and usually some ar-r-ancemerrt.s were

'Woy'ti-ed

out vhe t-e bv

't he delegates found it to their advantage to

Hanna-McKinley bandwagon.

~umr

on 'tb e

Therp i8 no written evidence or

t.e s t j nony that specific p Le c s-es .... e18 made promising pa r-t Loul e r
offices to ce r-te t n men
of Hanna

t

5

I

but it is probable that auppo r-t.e r-s

cause vez-e pr-cm s e d that they would be c ons ul.t e.t

at' tel:" the election in respect to a ppo Ln t nerrt s in their
various districts.
for

Almost 't he whoLe cost of the campa Ls-n

I':cZi~lc!ls ~o~ination

wes paid by

He~na,

but

th~ mon~y

had. no't been spent in va Ln 85 the r-e s u'Lt.s of 't he conver t

j

or

ahowe d .

With the coming of the Fepublican Convention of

'~8

the exact,

b~si~esslire ~~t~ods

0f the

~erpY81

of a railroad.

This conve n t Lon r-e serab'Le d the

',~r'1(j",y

Ross PLe t t

t"nntynl.

l~oC

ma~9~~Y

fTlP",,+i .... C"

of ']

of !!pw vcc-> wa't che d Hanna's boys

ope r'e t e , and he s a I d Ln Awe:

"Hanna ... had the Sout h won

practically before some of us awakened.

Then he

en0u~h

befoTP tte con

Western 8nd Pacific 010pe

~t8tes,

ric~ed

vention me t , to render h f.m and HcKf.n Ley invincible."?

nf~
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When 'l'iilliam .Jennt nn BrY8n and his "Cross of Gole"

speech made the c-u-r-ency cue s t.Lon the eener-e l t s su- of the
ca~paign,

Hanna knew that this attgck by EryAn must be

".1 th equal force.

~et

If Bryan were allowed to turn the c anpe j vr

into a contest between rich and poor, the poor would

wi~.

The RepUblicans decided to oppose Bryer.'s personal eppea1 to
the people wi th an exhausti ve and systematic e duca t t ona L
canvas of the co urrt r'y ,

It was hoped -tj-s t

the

ca!'Tl'Da=-p"~ ""o')l~

turn t n t o a conflict between national interests and the 1oo,!';'

interests of the old Confederacy plus the new homestead
states.

The National Committee collected abou-t 111')0 campe t en-.

ers, paid their expenses, and sent them wherever their
services were most needed.

These

a~ents

penetrated into

every election district and held small local meetings.
this contingent of speakers it is very doubtful that
could have won: these

e~ents

v,-i -tho-rt

l~cYinley

for the Republican Party were

told by the national comnittep to tslk sense and assume that
the public was capable of thinking.

By

keepin~

calm, by

a:r"guing as if the people possessed trains, and by t ne i s tii.ns
that the RepUblican Party stood for no particulAr class or
region, but for all America, the people came to be
attentive to thf

nep~blican's plat~orm

~ore

ttan to Brvan

a~d

his

silver monomania.
~ore

than any other presidential candidate, Bryan wag

Retting out and seeing the voters personally; sone countermove
was ne ce s aar-y to ke ep HeRi nley 1 s Lns-z-a't t e t Lne- pe r-s ona Lat,Y
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before the pub'l i c .

l-lcKinley. cheri4-np: "the pr-onr-i e t.t e s

of political life ll refused to consider a competir.E"
his own.

Since NcKinley would not

~o

tOUT

to the people. Hanna

arran~ed

for the people to come to Canton, Ohio to see

IJfc1'~inley

-- this came to be known as the "front por-cn"

campaign.

of

Large organized delegations of editors,

societies, farmers, Catholics, Germans, and

temperanc~

Ne~roes

made

"pilgrimages" to Canton -- their expenses were Pai~ in ad van ce .

These

dele~ations

would always ask McKinley his opinions on

certain leading questions of the dey, and soon the front
porch in Canton became a national

soundin~

bop-rd.

McKinley

'Would greet the delegates witt: a few hrief r-emer-ve : " .•. t:hi!';

year is going to be a year of patriotism and devotion to

country.

I am glad to know that the people in every p9rt

of the co unt.r-y me an to be devoted to one flag', and that the
glorious stars and Stripes (great applause); that the
of the coumry mean to maintBin the financial honor

o~

~eople

the

country as sacraedly as they maintain the honor of the' flag.!l8

Hanna could compete wi thout shame with C. T. Barnum when
it came to advertising end pUblicity for what he intended to
sell to the American people.

To combat Bryan's voice and

good intentions, Hanna threw ttousands of tons of
into the nation.
pamphlets
Gel~ar.,

advertisin~

Two hundred and seventy-five different

(120.000,10~

copies in 811) were printed in

En~lis~.

Italian, Polish, Yidaish, Greek, Swedish, and othp.rs.

The general virtues of the Republican

Pa~~y.

ano in particular,
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EcKinley, were extolled to the ul tirnate by means of' this

pr-opozanda ,

Cartoons, posters I and buttons were manufactured

by the carload -- the most popular poster was one with

1'11"t

McKinley's picture and the inscription, liThe Advan cea o f
Prosperi ty.

II

demonstration.
methods:

Brass bands we'r-e always a part of a McKinle,v

Theodore ROOSEvelt said of Hanna and his

uHe has advertised l-1cKinley as if he 'Were a patent

medicine." 9

Both the task of planning this tremendous campaign and
payt ns; for it belonged to Mark Hanna.

Full use of all the

powers of property were made and the campai?n was

mana~ed

as if the birth of a corpoTation were being accomplished.
The use of money in the campaign had to be kept in the back
ground; it was a business to be done qute t.Ly , by a solid me n .

The Republicans were indeed lucky to have Hanna:
Hanna set up a complete machinery for modern political
var-rar-c • The Republican Nati ona I Cotrnrrl t t.ee , which he
headed. , .be ceme the general staff of the whole army,
Its orders were carried o~t by the s~ate comroittee~
automatically, as if they were the branch offices of
one of the modern, centralized, i~dustrial Trusts in
oil, steel. or su~ar. A loose confederation of Fep
ublican regional leaders and ward heel~ys was whippps
into shape of a machine-like army, under a sin~le
leader, who oversaw everything, who infused all its
men, from top to bottom, with his confidence and re
solution ,10

The Standard Oil Company gave [250,000, but this
corporation was controlled by men who were very c ood friends
of Hanna and this accounts for their liberal contribution. l l
Other corporations and m~ industrial capitalists made
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significant donations; Han~ developed a systematic assessment
ttteA.'ft':lo

according to the MefieB of individuals and institutions.
the case of banks and trust companies, a

re~ular

In

assessment

'Was levied which was calculated at the rate of one-quarter
of one per cent

o~

the firm1s capital, and this assessment

was for the most part paid. 1 2

Dollars were rapidly converted

into "civic integrity" and patriotism.
With only a couple of

wee~5

left before the electiDn,

the Republicans could not be sure of victory, and so the
practice of intimidation spread rapidly in all sections.

Large orders were sent to iron manufactur4i and shipbuilders
with the proviso that they wODld be cancelled
elected.

i~

Bryan were

Employers came before their workers and threatened

them with loss of

~obs

if McKinley were defeated.

Hannals

forces even managed to break Bryan!s hypnotism over the
rarmer, and some farmers were convinced that a panic would
result if the Silver faction won.

for this

campai~n

There was really no need

of threats, for no President since U.S.

Grant entered office supported by so large a proportion of
the American people as did William McKinley.

On receivinp

the news of McKinley's election, Hanna telegraphed the
following" to a friend. "God I s in his Heaven, e Ll." 5

ri.;~t-_t

wi th the world. ttl:;

Until 18 Q 6 . Hanna was not known in politics outside OT
his own state, but after the McKinley-Bryan campaign, he
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le~end

swelled into national
he became an

ffla~e

as a figure of

~ross

cartoo~~.

of Mud stained with dollars in the

John Hay, after evaluating Hanna's work in the
this to say:

wealth;

"He is

R

~ampai~n.

h9Q

born general in politics, perfectly

square. honest, and cour-aeecue , with a coup d' oeil for the

battlefield and a knowledge of the enemy's weak points which

is very remarkable."
Hanna refused the cabinet position which McKinley
him, for he felt that if he

-=-

off~rpn

ao l.ne to become anything more

than a political manager, he must seek and obtain an elective

office of some dignity.
for his actions.

He wanted to obtain public approval

The position of United States Senator

to carry pnough political and social

ment.

He served as

S~nator

presti~e

by appointment

en~oy

for his

f~r awhil~.

faT senator when the opportunity presented itself.

s~e~p~

but

r~~

Hanna

threw himself ardently into the campaign for his election.
He 'Was unde r- a great handicap -- he was a "biE!' boss"

in b o'tb

politics and business; to add insult to in:ury, he was also
a millionaire.

He knew that this record would not be Ld ke Ly

to gain popular support.

Ho~ever,

once he got out on the

stump and started talking to the veople, he discovered that

his au=iences liked him because he spoke their language and

had their ways.

wben he appeared

O~

the platform. instead

of seeing a monster, the crowd f ound him to be .tua t the \ir::t-?

of' man that Americans best understand.
f'r-om them by differences in tastes
ion.

01-

He wes not se-parated
intellectual s oph t s t t ca t-,

The roughness o f his public s pe-az t r-e ve s an essential
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par-t of his success.

The crowds passed -uderce nt on the ma n

as they saw him rather than how a cartoonist or

De~ocrat

mf.gh t see t:im; needless to say, they liked 'What they

S8W.

With his election by the people of Ohio, Hanna broke

~way

from the limitations of the political manager and cre8ted
a e e nut ne popular f'o LLo'af.n e ,
behind the throne

.1t

He wee now mor-e than "trhe Li on

Perhaps his abili -t;y to attract both

business and -tr e common man can be fc unc in th:s :'>tateP'lent

that he once made;

!lEy theory is 'th a t

if you bring'

t os-e t.hez- in a ",lay to make them know each oche r,

:l'!PD.

and if you

appeal to the head and heart, you establish a bond between
t!':e

tWO

"
t'ac t t ons that can't be broken •.• ll.L~

":hile in the Senate. Hanna looked at public affairs
'thr-ough the eyes of 'business, and in dealiID'; with then was

largely governed by party considerations and his
affiliation.

Hanna was respected by his fellow

paT~Y
con?ressn~~

because they knew he 'Was well acquainted with the powe r-s in
their home states who had nede it possihle for them to
to Washinpton.

Hanna worked at the

~ob

co~p

of Senator as he

~a~

worked at business, and he always remained highly partisBD.
How much power did Hanna exert or the
is a

di~ficult

proble~s

~~ite H0U~~?

question to answer, for in respeot to cert2in

confronting the admiristration, Hapna's

were Axtremely powerful.

On the other hand,

eqis Ll v significant pr-ob'Iems , his influence

nil; Hanna

Trj~

~new

anoQgh not to

inter~ere

opinion~

concernir.~
',",8S

practicaly

in affairs tr2t his
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past training clad not taught him to deal with.

President,

Ha~~a

was

res~onsible

most vi tal party function

1

Next to t h>

for thF operation

't he distri bu tri on of

o~

t~at

ratyon.~C/'o t

under his direction the appointments to office beC8p.€
source of' s t.reng th to the HcKinley administration.

a
'I'housth

there were many disappointed office seekers, Hanna was able
to persuade

leadin~

bein~

Republicans that the offices were

distributed for the best interests of the country.16

It is clear that the McKinley administration and

Con~res~

alike intended to let the country alone, Bnd to allow

busi~e~~

to rreate prosperity, and prosperity. in turn, would

the proper gratitude toward the Pepub L'l c an Pe r-tv .

c~eat~

r':cVj rl

p;'J

and Hanna believed that the GT8no Old PaTty and tr.e United
~tates

were one and the same, and thAt Whatever helped

of those institutions Must equally help the other.

eit~PJ

If Hanna

were aSKed how a farmer could profit rrom the ?TBnt of fRvers
to giant industries, he

~0u1~

probably reply that hiqh

taTjf~~

more to the riches of the co)mtry by stimulating pro
.
17
r.uction than they took from consumers in terms of pTlces.

acd~d

~his

was typical reasoning on the part of

RepUblicans of

tr~s

rwrk Hanna

~nd

~ost

period.

In 1 eOO the Pe pub L'l can s endorsed Villi.8M HcYinley as

their presidential candidate- and. of course, this reeBnt Bn
endorsement for his political

also.

At

t~e

pri~e

minister and I'lan8per

conventi0n, Hanng's will frpv8iled in 8Jl
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matters with the exception of Theodore Roosevelt

shown

~tgt

by the

+he Republican

presenc~

was decidedly

tir-~et

on it of the hero of

t~e

~trEngthened

Cuban WaT.

once again became the head of the National

confidence of the people
hi~h

durin~

l

positio~

for they had gained the

the past four years -- the

tariffs and the gold standard had not

volution.

campai~r.,

That was the only

that the Republicans had to take

Hanna

Co~itte~. an~

wten he was aSked to state the issue of the 1900
"ne re
~ p l !a e d
o , "We' 11 stand pet,"

the choice

8S

CTo~ht

any re

Everywhere the worker's dinner pail was full ar.d

the factories were

all the people were crying to
Ie::'
the president. "God Bless You l " '-- The pYosperit~r ha d 'r'e e ched
thTivir~;

the farmer, merchant, mechanic, and capitalist -- this new
wealth proved to be only an incentive to greateT wealth and

the people became prosperity-med.
which the
to be

hi~her

o~

1898,

echelon in the perty had not wanted,

rr0vP~

dazzling' success e s f<'lr a a the pe op Le we'r-e conce r-t-ed .

B
~~he

task of electing McKinley, therefore,

easier one
enga~e

Even the war

t~an

it had been

in a country-wide

i~

log6.

campai~n

W8S ~

much

Hanns din not have to

of popular

ir.~tyuction,

and he needed much less money; w1:at money he needed. he ha d
Leaa difficulty in r-ef.e t ne ,

He solicited and obtained so opor-t

from Wall Street with much more ease than in 1896.

During

McKinley's first administration, businessmen had seen how
well political powers had protected bus'l ne s a interests, and
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they earnestly desired the Same treatment for four

mOT~

ypar~.

It is for this reason that the corporation interest rnllied
more enthusiastically than ever to the Republicans and opened
its purpose in a most generous gesture.

With

th~ re-electio~

of hcKinley in 1900, victor; was interpreted by the businessmen
to mean that the Republicans had received a clear mandate to
~overn

the country in the interest of

bu~iness

expansion.

Only a few months after HcKinley's inauguration, 't'he

President was assassinated, and

wit~

his death, the political

dynasty that Hanna had carefully constructed tumbled down,
never to have any hopes of rising

a~ain.

Theodore

Roo~evp1t.

who had once been called a "madman" by Hanna, ....as now the

president, and he lost little time in

procl~iming

doctrines and preaching his own particular creed.

his own
Hanna ar.d

Roosevelt maintained a pleasant relationship, but it had none
of the true respect and love that existed in the Hanna-McKinley
f'r'Lendahd p ,

Hanna lived three 'years Lons-er- than xcx i nl ev,

these lest years proved to be rather ineffectual ones in

b~)t

~ua~

ing them in c orapa r-Lson with the rest of his Lf.f'e ,

I hope that I have not exaggerated too much the role of

Hark Hanna as a dal'iClF': pioneer of industrialism, for the

reader nus t always keep in mind thBt he was also a "mental
001)'8in" to any prosperous mid-Westerner; he r-eaerrre o the
patronage of the East )ust as thousands of

hi~

collea~ues ai~.
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H~

was p9rt of the crowd with his

expen~ive

cigars, and, like the others, he was
have the best 5:11te in the hotel.

stTon~-~~eJlj~p

ar0

insi~tent

that his wife

There was 8 wide gAP

between Hanna the business and political wizard, and Hann8,
the man.

Though Hanna ruled unchecked in politics for five years,
he was never in the class of' politiciar.s that Blaine and
Conkling belonged to.

He was really an outsider in politics

who was a power in politics because of the
W8S

able to bring his only love -- Business.

it

be~efjts

RT€at

Ranna could

never be called a statesman, for he failed to be interested
in those 't h.i ng s which lie ol,tsiiJe the 're a Lm of bu s i

HE

'l<>~~.

was anxious to secure a practical workinp relAtion betweer
labor and capital because business could advance
r-e ptd Ly if

more

~uch

such things as strikes "Were no Lone e r- in ex i s t e nc c .

?he C0mmon man taken out of his role as laborer had little
ir.terest to Hann9;
ne n

f0Y

i~

this situation, he

attewpt to locate an
be

~o

ov~ry

into heredity or environment to

~xplanation fOT

their cor.dition.

Hanna than the dreams of any nan

he "Wanted results enG not dreams.
w~

Th~

da~ned.

The smoke fron a factory chimney

to work

i~

h i.mse Lf a nd to him the failures in life ve r-e f311',1TE'!"!

and there was no need to

r~iblic

believe~

~ad

workin~

morp
in the

~caninR

to

~actory,

In politics he was

wi:Jir~

th the ma ch Lne and ove r-Lo olc corruption whene ve r

this was the only way 't ha't r-e so I ts could be e cb t c ve d .

f0T

A
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men's scruples often had to be sacrificec
o~

the

pa~ty.

If he

WeY8

~oy tr.~

DT~~O~!~~i~n

being dishonest for a worthy

Purpo~~,

there was L'i t f.Le need to feel cuf.L'ty ,

Power, not politics,

W8S

uppermost

times and he sincerely believed that

wise and -ust.

hi~

?his was not an unusual

i~

Hanna's

uae of it

t~e

};i th

the

death of J.1cKinley a new s-ene r-a't Lon cer-e to power.
OJ-

the Civil

1','81"

wOl'l"]

for

attitu~e

leaders of' the post-Civil i-!gy days +'0 have, but

mi~d

~r

The men

were zo ne forever -- the Vindicti ve s , trc.

Stalwarts, the Helfbreeds, and the

Pobb~r

Barons.

Har~~'s

system was to be supplanted by a view of public life And
practit~

a+ all

of public duties on a nuch hipher leve1.

chapter concerns itself

~1th

the evolutior. 0f

thi~

~

The rext
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Chapter 6
BOB Lal'OLLETTE: TllE CRUSA1JUl IN POLITICS

The f'Lz-s-t chapter of this Paper pointed out that in the

years after the Civil
government by

tar1t~

Wa~

privilege was invited into the

favors, by lana grants' to the railroads,

and by the treasury department's close identification with

the financial interests of the country.

These very same in

terests extended their control into the state and seized hold
of the machiner.y of government.

Cities soon found themselves

with unworkable charters and with responsibility so wi.de Iy

diffused that effective protest was almost impossible; the
organized opposition to the Australian ballot and the per
fecting of the caucus and convention system caused direct

voting by the people to be impossible.

The state governments

appeared to be largely at the beck and call of the corpora
tions and the political bosses Who worked hand in hand.
Legal departments

o~

the railroads and corpor&tions found

themsel1J'"es with the power to name United S-cates Senators
and members "to the eeate Leg.Le La-buz-e a ,

Bribery

Was

used

to pass legislation) defeat legislation, and to manipulate
taxes in favor of the interests.

GenerallY the people, who

were surrounded by this co.r-rup tifon , accepted the situation
and re:tu.sed to become excited over i t as they reasoned that
what was being done was both necessary and inevitable.

average man' 5 logic seemed to be extremely inconsistent

The
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during 'this period, for he would consider it wrong for a man

to steal a "dollar from his neighbor but corporations were able

to steal millions of dollars from the people of a state.

In

;;he following pages of ;;his sectn.on I would like ;;0 show ;;he
reader the redemption of' one of' these states mainly through

-the efforts of one man, Robert Jl. LaPolle;;;;e.

W1sconsin in the 1880's was not unlike other states in
the union.

What counted in Wisconsin was economic power, and

a talent for serving and obeying those who possessed it.

A

political c01IIbinat1on based on lumbering, railways, and other

forms of capi;;al ruled ;;he s;;a;;e.

The Wisconsin po11;;ical

machine could be described as a smoothly running one) for

factions and rivalries had been submerged, Democratic opposi
tion was weak, the press was behind the Republicans I and there

was a ;;rained and loyal band of workers for ;;he party.

This

corps of parly loyalis;;s had been developed by party leaders
who did ;;heir bes;; ;;0 dis;;r1bu;;e pa;;ronage in a way ;;ha;;
b rough t forth ;;he grea;;es;; amourrt of effort for ;;he parly;
it was seen that jobs went only to the aotiYe workers of the

Republican Party.

The leaders of 'the machine found ;;hemselves

continuallY faced with the problem of pleasing two factions
whose likes and dislikes failed to complement each other.

Tne

first group was the voters of Wisconsin who were a very hetero
geneous group -- a mixture of natives and foreigners and
Catholios and Protestants; one of the better methods that
these Wisconsin leaders used to bold the loyalty of this
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group

WBS

the keeping alive of the memor.!' of the

C~vil

War .

in Which the Republican Party was considered to be the party

of freedom and union.

The second important group to be con

sidered was "the big bUS2neSSDlen Who of'.fe:red their support and

wealth to politicians in return for tariff's and subsidies.

That

~his

Wlsconsin machine could be

~ermed

successful

was prObably due to the remarkable triumvirate that led this
organization -- John C. Spooner-, Henry C. Payne , and Fhiletus

Sawye.:r; each man brought his own special talents and essen

tiai strengths to his position.

Payne was said to be a born

manager of men and he was the master of political organization.

Spooner's special abilities were in his legRl background and
in his brilliant oratory.

The man who deserves special credit

for this centralization of Wisconsin politics is Senator
Philetus Saw.yer for he was the chief political boss during
the period frem 1805-1900.
in

R>s wealth and financial success

business euto-ec'ted the cue.rne ee c r.eee to hj.m and his :free

dom from booklearning, his image as the self -made man, m s

good humor and his unpretentious deeoc ra'e tc
port of much of the working class.

wa:! s

won the sup

It was only natural that

the desires of business would coincide with those of Sawyer,
for he was himself one of the leading businessmen in Wisconsin
__ he bOUght and sold timber in Chippewa valley; he was a

partner in Chicago lumber compan.Le s which had large invest
ments in Illinois, Wisconsin, Miohigan, and elsewhere; he was
a part owner and helped to direot and combine the Wisconsin
railroad lines and manage their land affairs; his .influence
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also extended to banks where he held stocks and served as

director. 1
Lord Bqce ees e in The American Commonwealth that liThe

real hostility of the Boss is not to the opposite party, but
to other factions within his own party ••. those members of
the party Who do not desire and are not, to be appeased by

a share of the spoils) but who agitate for What they call
reform..

They are natural and pe zmanen t enemies; nothing but

the extinction of the boss himself and of bossdom altogether
will satisfY him. n2

These words of Bryce applied perfectly

to Sawyer and his lieutenants, for a Lemocratic Victory was
not feared by them as much as the chance of' the Victory of

a faction with a bold, determined leader who was hostile
both to their leadership and the existing system.

It was

to be only a matter of a few years before this bold leader
would appear on the scene and bring with him ideas that were

likely to start a bloodless revolution in Wisconsin.

In JIDle, 1873, a young boy sat in the audience at the

University of Wisconsin's graduation exercises and listened
as the commencement speaker, JUdge Edward G. Ryan , told the

graduates:

"There is looming up a new and dark power.

I

cannot dwell upon the signs and shocking omens of its advent.
The accumulp-tion of indiVidual
than it ever has

bee~

since

weal~~

~he

seems to be greater

downfall of the Roman Empire ••.

For the first time ••• in our politics money is taking the
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field

as an organized power•.. The question will arise, and

arise in your day ••• 'Which shall rule -- weslth or man;

Wh1Ch shall lead -- money or intellect; who shall fill pUb
lic stations -- educated and patriotic free men or the feudal
serfs of corporate capital?'"}
The young man, ~ Bob La]'olle1;1;e.,'" had been born in a
log cabin near Madison in 1855) the son of" a Prenoh .father
a-d an American mother.

Bob ' s father, a farmer, had died

when Bob was young, and as the eldest boy
f'azm and :family :fell on his shoulders.

~he

care ot the

He divided his early

years between attending a district school and working on a
farm.

In the Granger movement, Bob had seen the first power.

ful revolt in Wisconsin against the rise of monopolies, the
arrogance of railroads, and the waste and robbery of public
lands.

Bob graduated from the University of Wisconsin in

1879 at the age at: twenty-rOurj

he had been too busy earn...

ing his way through college to have much to do with books but

he did gain a reputation in college as an outstanding
orator; he won an interoollegiate contest in Iowa Oity Ln
his original oration on the study of laga.
LaFOllette's political experience
a year after his graduation

flUID

struggle with the

machine

po11t~cal

cow~enced

just about

college, and his rirst real
o~

Wisconsin began.

Since graduation, he had received his law degree and so

the next sensible thing to do was to run for the office
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of distric't attorney for Iene County I for its salary was a.

rather enticing one for a man of only twenty-five -- $800

per year.

He knew practically nothing of politics or poli

'tioal organization never even having attended a caucus or a

convention.

When Colonel Keyes J boss of lene County) saw

LaFollette. he told h1m very frankly who the next district

attorney was going to be

and it was not LaPollette.

This)

however} only caused Bob to fight all the harder for the

nomination.

He left the larger cities "here the machine

was invincible and drove up and down muddy country roads

speaking in schoolhouses and along the wayside:

"It was

harvest time and I remember how I often tied my horse, climb
ed the fences, and found the farmer and hie men in the

fields. ,,4

It was in this first campaign that LaFollette

began keeping a card index (arranged by localities) of all
the men he met.

His campaigning paid off. :for he was elect

ed by e. narrow majority of ninety-three votes and in 1881

was sworn in; he served two terms as district attorney 1 and

during this time he felt the indirect influence of the bosses
working against h1m

witnesses would fade out of sight or

jUrip-s would refuse to reach a verdict.

At the age or twenty-nine LaFollette was elected to
Congress without the aid of Phil Spooner) the boss of the
district; he served in this position for six years (1885
1891).

LaFollette soon discovered that Congress made no

attempt to challenge the tariff interests l the railroads,
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or the land grabbers.

The West was still considered to be a

paradise "here land and resources were limitless, and railroads
continued to ask t'or enonnous land grants and received them

with little trouble.

In an attempt to free himself from these

interests, Bob refUsed to accept a railroad pass

~rom

the rail

road companies; these passes were offered 'to all public offi
cials and they nere used without scruples.

After a tew months

in Congre sa LaFollette had no difficulty in Wlderstanding new

legislation in the pUblic interest could be quietly and subtly
killed in a committee by the pressure of special interests;
members of Congress were being silenced by the fear of vengeance

from powerful corporations.

The leading member of Congress from Wisconsin was Senator
PhUetus Sawyer who was

onea rmen

of the Railroad Commission and

second ranking member of the Commerce Commission; these appoint
ments enabled him to do a good deal for his own enterprises and
for

tbo~e

of his business-minded constituents.

The thousands

or bills he introduced were for special privileges Or local
legislation; taken together, they had a tremendous impact in
promoting the fortunes of men like Saw.yer himself and also in
strengthening. the political position of the RepUblicans both
in state and nation.

His committee room also served as a

meCCa for needy people in Wisconsin.

His devout loyalty to

the Republican Party can be seen in the following ingenious
scheme which he hoped to promote

it was Sawyer's idea to

take a party contribution from a lobbyist) use this money to
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buy up swampland in

~laware)

and divide this real estate

among indigent Republicans which would

~ualify

them as prop

erty holders under Ielaware law and allow them to vote at the

polls. 5
Politicians who accepted the political and economic 1n
stitutions of the countxy were able to get along well with
the Senator from Wisconsin, and they were likely to think of
him as the "exemplif'ica't1on of true Republican simplicity a

With men, however, who were disposed to

~uestion

II

things as

they existed, Sawyer was apt to become impatient -- such a
man as this was Robert Lal'ollette.

Sawyer saw to it that

LaFollette was appointed to the rather innoouous committee

on Indian Affairs, but even then LaFollette managed to dis
cover and thwart an attempt to steal the timber

or

the

Menominee Indian Reservation in Wisconsin much to Saw,yer's
displeasure.

LaPollette's feelings toward Sawyer as a

United States Senator are qUite explicit:
Wherever it was neceasazy , I believe that he
bought men as he bought sawlogs. He assumed
that every man in politics was se:rv1.ngJ first
o~ all, his own personal interests -- else why

should he be in politics? He believed ~uite
simply that railroad corporations and lumber
companies, as the benefactors o:f the country,
should be given unlimited grants of pUblic
lands, allowed to charge all the traffic would
bear, and that anything that interfered isth
profits of business was akin to treason.
While in Congress, LaFollette decided that the only

way to beat the bosses was to keep the people well inform
ed __ "Ie shall know the truth and the truth shall make
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you free."

He believed that machine control maintained its

power by misrepresentation and ignorance, so he devised a
plan which would keep his constituents informed on public

issues and his own :record in Congress.

Pirs't he secured a

complete list of all the voters who had voted in the last
election; these names were then written on large

sbee~s

and

were sent to a friend in each of the five counties in his

district.

This friend filled

in all the information he

oould and indicated the strong man or leader in each community;
to this anro rmatn.cn was added that of LaPollette I 5 acquaint

ances in the district

the final product was a complete

descriptive pcll list cf his district.

Whenever a Congress

man made a speech that LaFollette knew would appeal to certain
of his

const1tue~ts

he would send copies of it to one of them:

"Get out and keep a dozen or more of the leading men in a
community interested in, and wel:J,. informed upon any public
question and you have laid f'innly the f'oundations of demo
cratic govermnent." 7

It seems that LaFollette was going to

fight fire with fire -- this WeS his first step toward the
building of his own political machine.
After the Democratic tidal wave of 1890 retired
LaPollette from office, he returned to law practice 'for
a short time.

The years that he had spent in Congress had

been pro£itable ones, for through his own experience, he
had reoeived inValuable information about politics and its
organization.

Congres~man

LaFollette had also proven to the
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Wisconsin machine leaders that in the coming years

~hey

were

undoubtedly going to have to put up a rugged :fight to keep
him in his proper niche.

Sawyer and his machine had ncthing

against LaFollette pe rsonaj.Lj- but they were detemined that

he accept their authority and leadership, for they f'eared
and hated freedom and independence.

These men did not know

"Fighting Bob" well enough yet to know that he "ould never

submit:

"I oould have made terms with Keyes and the state

bosses of Wisconsin at

~

time du.ring my years of st:ruggle

with 'them and secured personal advancement with ease and
pro:fit to myself, but I wou1.d have had to surrender the
principles and abandon the issues for which I was contend

ing, and this I would not

dOa n6

By 1.890 the Populist Revolt "as in the making and 'trhe

people were turning their attention to the Democratic Party
and its candidates.

Times were hard on the f'anns with low

prices and high costs.

The fanners had always been suspi

cious of tariffs and trusts, and with the passing of the
McKinley Tariff Bill they were convinoed that the govern
ment had lost complete interest in the f'a.l:1I1ers' plight.
Wisconsin :faced its own state prob1.em

along with the

national ones, for feeling was nmning high over the Bennett
Law which the RepUblicans had passed; 'this law required all

Wisconsin school children 'to attend schools in Which classes
were taught in English.

German Lutherans and Catholics in
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whose church schools classes were taught in German, attacked

this law as an example of shameless bigotzy.

They na1;urall,y

blamed the Republicans for its passage, and the election of
1890 resulted in complete control of the Wisconsin government

by the Democrats.
The first official act of the new Democratic administra
tion in Wisconsin was to have, indirectly, a tremendous in

fluence on LaFollette's life so I feel that the circumstances

leading up to this should be told.

One of the many political

graf'ts of Wisconsin for years was the farming out of ]nlblic

tunds in certain· private banks with party men having banking
connections getting an extra. share of profit..

When the .Demo

crats took over in 1891, they insti1;uted a suit against all
treasurers and their bondsmen who had occupied that office

for the past twenty years.

bondsmen,

a~d

Sa"yer was one of the principal

he stood to lose about $300,000 in the event

of the state's recovery; this case was pending before Judge
Robert Sdebecke r-, brother-in-law

LaFollette.

an~

law partner of

Sawyer sent a note to LaFollette asking him

to meet him in Milwaukee; LaFollette thougpt this was to
be a political meeting.

Sawyer and LaFollette both told

different stories as to what happened at this interview;

Sawyer said he endeavored to employ LaPol1ette as his lawyer
in the oase not realizing that JUdge Siebeckor was his

brother-in-law.

LaPollette, , on the other hand, said Sa"yer

put a bunch of bills into his hands arid said that there was
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much more coming if the judge decided the case "right. ,,9

Which sto:ry is true I will not attempt to say, but what is
im;orta....Yt to know is the effect that it had on LaFollette I s

life.
Once LaPollette made the int.erview pUblic and Sawyer
had denied the story J the newspapers and the prominent poli

ticians of the state denounced LaPollette because of their
loyalty to Sawyer's organization.

The party was now split

wide open and the machine resolved to destroy this man for
daring to speak out.

LaFollette even received anonymous

letters promising death if he should ever· enter politics
again.

But out of the castigations and fears carne understand

ing and firm conviction to his life; he was shocked into " a

complete realization of the extremes to which this power that

Sawyer represented would go to secure the results that it was
after••• I detennined that the power of this corrupting in
fluence, which was undermining and destroying every semblance
of representative government in Wisconsin should be broken •..
I grew strong in the conviction that in the end Wisconsin

would be free." 10

Out of this statement was to come the ten

year fight for control which was to result in the complete

reorganization ofthe Republican party of the state.

After

the incident at Milwaukee, Sawyer resolved that while he
lived LaPollette should never again hold public office.
His wish was to be granted.
By 1892 the Republicans were not" able to

achieve that
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harmony and unity that was needed to defeat the .D3mocrats

because of the quarreling fac tions wi thin the party (there
was a growing rift between PaYne on one hand and Sawyer and

Spooner on the other plus an estrangement between Sawyer

and Spooner).

In November the Republicans did not carry

Wisconsin, and the state was lOst in an election year for

the first time since the founding of the party.

On the sur

face, however, there was not much evidence of an awakened
pUblic conscience and few signs of an uprising among the
citizens against the maohine.

LaFollette sa" that the only means by which the people
could be aroused was to put his ideas before them; realizing
that he would have little chance to win the nomination for

governor, he asked his old friend Nils P. Haugen to run as
the anti-machine candidate for governor.

~o

sooner was

Haugen's candidacy announced than the fight was on.

Demo

cratic machine newspapers and politicans joined with their
Republican counterparts to suppress this first organized
revolt.

Despite this type of opposition, laFollette was

elected as a delegate to the state convention; a Milwaukee
reparter described LaFOllette's arrival at the state conven

tion:

"Bob LaFOllette struck the Pfister (Hotel) like a

young cyclone todaY ar.d if he has only done half what rumor
credits him with, must be about as pleasant company for the
bosses as a wildcat would be at a picnic. fill

The contest

for lOhe nomination of governor lasted two days and finally
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the machine united and ..v as able to nominate its candidate.

Fromises) money, and whiskey were all in the scale against
~lle1ite.

Because of the factions in the machine element

of the party, LaJ.i'ollette· s followers were able to hold the

balance of power and name practically every other man on the
ticket.

The greatest Victory for laFollette at this 1894

convention was that his delegation had maintained a solid
arity throughout the struggle.

The fighters had taken their

posts and the cry of defiance and challenge rent the ears of
Sawyer, Payne J and Spooner.
By 1895 the Republican machine politicians were once

again in power, and their fir 6t act was to develop a plan
which would re.lieYe the ex-treasurers from the hardship of
peying their full indebtedness to the state; obligations
amounting to more than .250,000 Were cancelled bY the legis
lature and signed by the Republican governor.

This action

was enough to arouse the resentment of: the voters to a high
pitch;

aside a

LaFol~ette
brie~

did his best to flame this anger by setting

period in the autumn of each year

~rom

1894 to

1896 in Which he delivered speeches -throughou t the state

attacking the policies of the administration.

He announced

his candidaoy for the governorship in 1896 end came to the

convention with enough delegates pledged to nominate him on
the first ballot -- he was determined that the convention

should choose a "people's
convention

wa~

man"

as their candidate.

Onee the

in fUll swing, . reports came back to

LaFollette that wholesale bribery was being practiced on
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his delegates and so once again he met

de~eat.

He boosted

the morale of his party by remindins them that the men who

achieve the final and ultimate victory were those men who
were stimulated to better fightins by defeat.

the purification

0'[

His fight for

state govenunent was not to be abandoned

until the oorrupt leaders had been booted out of the party

and government in Wisconsin had been made truly representa
tive of the people. 1 2

Each succeeding campaign of Lafollette's became a more
vigorous crusade, and it is only natural that after Bob had

seen first hand the evils that were allowed to take place at
the 1896 convention that he was intent on overthroWing the
caucus and convention system as it existed in Wisconsin:
Abolish the caucus and the convention. Go back
to the first principles of democracy; go back to
the people. SUbstitute for both the caucus and
the convention a primary election •.. where the

citizen may cast his vote directly to nominate
the candidate of the party with which he affili
ates and have it canvassed and returned just as

he cast it ••• The voter will not be required to
be persuaded that he has an interest in the

election. He will know that he has. The nominee
of: the party will not be the result of "compro
mise" or impulse} or evil design -- the "barrel"
and the machine -- but the candidate of the
majority, honestly and fairly nominated. ,
This statement by La1'ollette shows that he was thinking of

a political party as a unit which comprised hundreds of
thousands of citizens

draw~

together by a common belief

in certain principles and not just of a few leaders or of
a controlling machine.

In this great body of voters,
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LaPollette saw the power that was needed to smash the mach
ine and to defeat the corrupt leaders who were betraying the
interests of the public.
LaPollette came to the convention of 1898 armed With a
platform that outlined the steps he would adopt if elected

governor.

He had let the people know, prior to the conven

tion, what great benefits they could derive from such a
program and, generally speaking, the people entusiastically

supported LaFOllette's plan.

The proVisions of this platform

were a radical departure from anything that had ever come
before and they were to in:fluence profour.dly all that was

to come after them.

Stated briefly, this was LaFollette's

program:
(1) Protection for the products of factor,y and farm.
Sou nd money.
(3) !ieciprocity in trade.
(4 ) Equal and just taxation of all property of each
individual and corporation transacting business
within the state.
The enactment and enforcement of laws to punish
briber,y in ever,y form by the lobby in the legis
lature and wherever it assails the integrity of
the pub'lLc service.
(6) Prohibit the acceptance by public officials of
railroad passes.
( 7 ) The enactment and enforcement of a law making
character and competency the reqUisite for ser
vice in our penal &~d charitable institutions.
(8) The enactment and enforcement of laws that will
prohibit corrupt practices in campaigns and
elections. 14

( 2)

Though the people were now supporting LaFollette whole
heartedly, the bosses still maintained their old position,
and Bob, for the third time in six years) was defeated.

It
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is estimated that about $8,300 was required to handle the
delegates the night before the balloting began.

After

LaFollette's defeat, one of the machine politicians remarked:
"I can't help feelin' a good deal of sympathy with Bob

LaFollette.

We've got the newspapers, the organization,

the railroads, and free passes, and all the money, and he is
fightin' us all alone.

If he'd had money enough to buY a

few more postage stamps) he I d a beat us sure. u15

These

bosses realized that the only way they could remain on the
people's side was to adopt LaFollette's platform which they
did much to their displeasure.

However~

once they controlled

the governor and the legislature of 1899) they refUsed to act
on any of the pledges with the exception of the anti-pass law.
The campaign of 1900 with Bob again as the candidate

for governor on the anti-machine ticket was to produce very
different results than the preceding campaignsj this was due
chiefly to the cumulative effect of the Progressives' pre
vious work.

Also

aidL~g

LaFollette greatlY was the split

among the Republican leaders and the defection of two of
these men to laFollette's camp.

LaFollette was happy to

receive them because of the financial contributions that
they could make and which he needed desperately.

In this

campaign for governor, Bob traveled 6433 miles making 208
speeches in sixty-one counties J and he talked to nearlY two
hundred thousand people. 1 6
nominated as

In August, 1900 he was unanimously

the·Republica~ ca~didate

for governor, and in
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November he received the largest majority ever given up to
that time to a gubernatorial candidate.
LaFollette's arch foe, Philetus Sawyer, had died in
Uarch of the same year that LaFollette was elected to office;
with the death of Sawyer not just a man, but an entire era in

Wisconsin politics, passed away.

One has only to read the

following statement by LaFollette to know that Sawyer, or men
like him, could never hope to dominate the "Iittle

again:

II

people

liThe essence of the Progressive movement as I see it,

lies in its purpose to uphold the fundamental principles of
representative govermnent.

It expresses the hopes and de aj r-e a

of millions of common men and women who are willing to fight
for their ideals, to take defeat if necessary, and still go
on fighting. ,,17

.. **~*
While LaPollette held the office of governor his poli
tical work was grounded in the belief that "a11 great move

ments in society and government •.. are the result of growth,"

and "that is our duty to do, day by day, with all our might,
as best we can for the good of our countr;y the task which
lies nearest at hand." 18 The two tasks that were nearest at
hand and whic h required immediate attention were the rail

roads and the caucUs and oonvention system.

In 1874 Wis

consin had passed a law regulating railroads and a strong
railroad commission had been 'set up; it was at this point
that the railroad officials had begun their domination of
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Wisconsin politics and by devious means forced the legislature
to repeal this law whf.ch the Supreme Court had previously sus

tained.

LaPollette wanted to bring this old measure back to

the legislature and breathe new life into it.

He thought of

the railroad as a fonn of highway which, in order to be built,
required that the public could take fanners' land away from
them; if then) the right of passage came from the people, they
should afterward have the right to control the use of this
highway.
Concerning the system of nominating candidates by the
caucus delegate method I LaPollette maintained that there was
no diseussion of issues or candidates; it was a question of
getting a majority of the. voters at the precinct caucuses to

elect delegates to county conventions where, in turn, a
majority determined who ShOUld go to the state convention.
The caucus was merelY a pe rf'unc-to ry affair under the direction
of an oligarchy of local leaders.

The state primar! would

abolish every intermediary between the voter and the offi
cial; it would control the sources of popular government -
whoever controlled the primaries controlled everything else.
Only by adopting state primaries could the power of the boss I

of the machine I and of wealth be reduced to a minimum.
LaPollette's belief that railroad taxation should be re
vised upward was strengthened by the report of the Tax Com

mission Which showed that real property paid 1.19% of its
marke~ value in taxes and that the railroads

paid only .53%
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o~

their market value -- this is less than

hal~

the rate paid

by fazmers, manut'actu.rers, and home owners .•. LaJlollette in

dicated the policy that he would follow when he made this
statement:

"Railroad corporations shall pay neither more

nor less than a justly proportionate share of taxes with the
other taxable property of the state ••• In other words, I would
favor equal and exact justice to each indiVidual and to ever,y

interest, yielding neither to clamor on the one hand, nor
being swerved by the straight course of any interest on the

other. 1119
The roam ine had been unable "to destroy La:!'ollette as an
agitator, but they were determined to wreck him as a builder
and to discredit him by failure.

The "Stalwarts lt were in con

trol of the Senate and they loathed those administrative mea
sures that had been proposed in the platform.

The railroads

were directly in-terested in preventing the increased taxation,
and the bosses desired to retain the caucus-convention system
of nominating candidates; working along with these two groups

were the manufactuY1ng, business, and commercial interests
who feared La:!'ollette was drtving out capital and bringing

industrial ruin to the state.

Edi~orials,

newsletters, and

cartoons were distributed to about three hundred newspapers
in the state, and each of these newsPapers was paid from $50
to $1,500 to use its columns against the governor. 20
To meet these attacks, LaFollette organized a

politic~l

machine of his own through state patronage; every time his
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enemies assaulted his works, he brought f'o z-th a new issue
designed to rally popular support to his cause.

As was de

scribed earlier, he card-catalogued the state and wrote to
thousands of his constituents and established personal rela
tions with them.

In 1901 the Milwaukee Free Press, a daily,

was established for the purpose of explaining the merits of
the LaFollette re gime •
No sooner had the :railroad taxation and the direct pri

mary bills been introduced than the lobby gathered in Madison
in fuJ.l force and immediately began their campaign of abuse

and misrepresentation; their loudest ory was that the executive
was controlling the legislative branch of government.

All

through this session, members were receiving free transporta

tion for themselves and their friends.

Even prostitutes were

made available by the Lobby organization to any member of the
legislature who might desire them. Some members were advised
that they could receive excellent positions with a railroad
corporation after the legislative session was over.

The atmo

sphere, as described by LaFollette, was similar to that of a
carnival rather than a serious deliberative body:

"Evez:y

moment from the time the Senate convened down to the final
vote on the railroad taxation bills they were

"eake~ing

us)

wearing us down, getting some men one way, some another, until
finally before the close of the session tha' had not only the
senate but a majority of the representatives in the assembly.
It was a pathetic and tragic thing to see honest men falling
before these insidious forc~s. ,,21
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When the Direct Primary Bill was going to be voted upon,
an all-night session was held.

The lobqyists called the

members of the lower house outside the chamber, and liquor
was brought into the Capitol and into the committee rooms.
Members got drunk and some returned to their seats only with
the aid of their colleagues.

"At

S1.X

assembly floor was a sight to behold.

in the mo:rning the

Just in front of the

first tier of desks was ar- empty bottle marked Hunter's
!(ye ••• ,,22

In spite of all this, the LaFollette men managed

to pass the bill and in order not to arouse the resentment

of the state, the Senate passed a substitute measure which
defeated the real purpose of the refonn -- the direct primary
principle was to be tried out with respect to county offices
only.

The governor vetoed the bill) for no loaf at all was

better than half a loaf to LaFollette.

After a brief fight,

the railroad taxation bills met a similar fate and the session
of. 1901 closed without any accomplishments.

The people of

Wisconsin had shown by their votes in 1900 that they desired
such legislation, but again the interests had defied the will
of the electorate.

To LaFollette this was a sign of the end

of representative government in Wisconsin and the beginning

of rule by the minority; nevertheless, he refused to have his
faith in the ultimate judgment of the people shaken) and_he
called for strong action to be taken on the part of every man
who cared to see democratic institutions preserved.
It was not until 1903 th&t the LaFollette Progressives
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were strong enough to organlze the legislature,
had only a slight majority in the Senate.

a~d

then they

LaFollette saW his

chance to advance vigorouslY with the railroad regulation
issue.

To emphasize the necessity for

~he

regulation of rail

roads, he accumulated a quantity of information about the cost
of shipping a number of typical precincts to Chicago from each

of a long list of Wisconsin cities; then he ascertained the
charges on similar products from a list of towns in Iowa equal
ly far away.

Then he showed his constituents, by an a rray of

facts and figures, just how much they were being cheated by
the railroads in comparison with their neighbors in Iowa.
Logic such as

this was irresistible -- towns in Wisconsin

were paying on an average of 39.9% more for their transporta
tion charges than towns located at similar distances in
Illinois and Iowa.

LaFollette showed that the

~armer

was

paying 59.77% more freight upon certain procincts than the

farmer of Iowa paid for shipping the same product exactly
the same distance to market; from 20- 60% higher freight rates

were being paid in Wisconsin than in Illinois ar Iowa for the
same service.

"They argued, protested, threatened, but they

could not controvert rrry facts.

II

The railroad regulation bill

failed to pass at that session due to the influence of the
railroad lobbyists, but the foundation was laid for the success
ful campaign of 1904.

The Primary Bill easily passed the assembly, and after a
Long fi gilt in the Senate> it "as puehe d through with the
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provision "tha"t i"t would be submit "ted "to "the vo"ters of "the

state in the rorm of a referendum.

This measure failed to

be too effective once it was made a law for the reason that
it provided no

pro~sion

for the voter's second choice of a

candidate; only in "this way could the nomiDation be assured
for· "the party which was ac1;ually in "the majori 1;y.

lhring

this session the banking laws "ere re.,.ised and a start was

made toward developing a Corrupt-Practices Law.
LaPolle"t"te saw "the campaign of 1904 as "the very crux of

his whole movement and the differeEce between his SUccess and
failure.

He knew that the railroad tax law could become work

able onlY when a commission had been created to control the
rates; the primary bill still had to f'ace the people in a

referendum.

The machine leaders Were just as desperate for

victory as LaFolle'tte was; they knew this campaign was 'the ir

last chance to win the slate under the old system, for the
approaching convention would be the last ever held in the
s"ta"te for "the nomina"tion of oandi da"tes as "the direct primary

would be coming into effect.

When the convention opene d,

enough Progressives were seated to give them a comfortable
majority; the machine Leade ra , however, planned to ignore

these delegates and seat their "delegates" "hich the commit
tee on credentials had rejected unanimoUsly.

LaPollette1s

forces were organized in sufficient numbers so as to prevent
any ooup d'e"ta"t "tha"t migh"t be a"t"temp"ted.

None "took p1aoe,

but after the convention adjourned, the old leaders organized
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a bolt and called a convention or their own; they nominated

a full gtate ticket of their own.

This proved to be their

last stand, tor in the election the bolters' candidate receiv

ed only 12,000 votes. 23
LaFollette was detezmined to make this a campaign which
would :result in the election of a legislature willing to ex

ecute the will of the people; as early

as December, 1903 -

almost a year before the election -- he had begun delivering
speeches both inside and outside the state.
the governor

or

Never before had

"the state in"terfered in the nomination of'

members to the legislature.

LaFollette ..ent out into the

senate and assembly districts and took along with him the
journal of' the two houses; on the public platform, he explain

ed the various measures that had been presented to the legis
lature and their relative importanoe.

After this was com

pleted, he read from the journal the record Tote of the oan
didates seeking reeleotion upon these measUIeS.

It was only

natural that he should frequent the districts in which those

men who had Toted against the wishes of their
were seeking renomination.

conB~l~entB

LaPollette even went so far as to

support the .I:emocratic candidates whenever they proved to be

more liberal than the Republicsn nominee.

He spoke forty-eight

days in succession and averaged eight and a quarter hours per
day on the platrorm with the

exce~tion

of Sundays.

He waB

forceful in his physioal appearance, forceful in his far
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I

and f'orcef'ul in his dramatic gestures.

He was

able to talk to and with his audience; he became the teacher
and the auda.ence , his pupils:

IINow I think you are entitled

to know hon' your representatives voted on this question ... His

vote counts not only against your interests, but against the

interests o£ the district in which I

li~e

as well, and I am

here today to lay before you this record, and let you then
2
decide whether that is the sort of service you want. 11 4
Though he ignored his own campaign for re-election, he re
ceived a 50,000 vote majority; both houses of the legislature
were dominated by the Progressive' ..lament.
At the outset of 1905, LaFollette informed his colleagues
that the imposition of a proportionate tax on the railroads
was not enough, for the officials of the railroads were reply
ing to this bill by saying, lilt doesn't make any difference to

us whether our taxes are increased for we will simply increase
our rates and make the people pay for the increase in our
taxes. 11

Beoause of this attitude on the part of the rail

roads, the legislature drew up a vezy strong regulatory bill
and provided for a oommittee possessing power to fix rates,
to control service, and to make a complete physical valuation
of all the railroad property in the state.

Railways were

left f'ree to make the:ir own rates but these were always sub
jeot to review by the commission; rates were considered to

be lawful until they were declared unreasonable.

The same

law authoriz.ed the commission to standardize accounts) to
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examine the books of the companies, and to require

veri~ied

lists of all passes issued with the reasons therefor.

Though

the railway representatives opposed this bill at every

step,

it was passed by the legislature in 1905, and railroad taxes
were increased more than $600 ,000 annually.

It should also

be noted tl:at even though the Wisconsin railroads lost more
than $2,000,000 annually because of the reduction in rates,

its net earnings increased just a little more relatively than
the net earnings :for all the railways in the United States;
this is explained by the fact that the decrease in rates
brOUght a greater demand on the part of buyers. 25
In 1905 an anti-lobby law was finally enacted.

The

Wisconsin statute required all salaried lobbyists to register
themselves with the secretary of state, specifYing the char
acter of' their employment, and by whom they were emploYed.
No private

cOIT~ication with

any members of the legislature

upon any subject of legislation was allowed; here was another
step by LaPollette to bring state government out into the
open.

When the legislature adjourned in June, 1905, the

statute books contained substantiallY all the important re
fonns Which LaPollette and his party had so long sought:
the taxation of railroads and other pUblic utilities on the
basis of actual pbysical valuation; the railway commission
law which also included the regulation of telephone and

telegraph companies; a civil service law; labor laws (the
first wokmen's compensation act in the nation); a state-bank
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law; and conservation and water power franchise laws,.

This

program embodied many of the things that the New ileal of
Franklin Roosevelt was to include in its platform thirty
years later. 26
No study of the "Wisconsin Idea" would be complete wi th
out mentioning LaFollette I B desire to bring the life of the

conmnmity into the closest relations with education.

The

governor he d a penchant for employing experts to fill those

posi 'ta ons which required expert knowledge.

He wished to make

the resources of knowledge that were located at the University
of Wisconsin available to all the people of the state.

Rail

road regulation J sanitation, and social legislation were all
placed in the hands of the experts. LaFollette also set up
an expert fact-finding organization for the use of the State
Legislature which reported tmth.1U1l.;y on economic conditions
in Wisconsin as well as

what was being done in the field of

social legislation in other states and countries.
LaFollette was appointed to the United States Senate in
1905 but he deferred his resignation as governor and his quali
fications as sentator until

the work at hand.

Janu~)

1906 in order to complete

By the end of 1905 the "Wisconsin Idea"

was tullY launched and it was to be elaborated upon during
the next few years by LaFolletta 's lieutenants While LaFollette

waa making his reputation nationallY.
LaPollette, in evaluat.il).g his five years as governor of'

Wisconsin, had this to say:

"If it can be shown that Wiscon

sin is 'a happier and-better state to live in, that its
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institutions are more democratic, that the opportunities

o~

all its people are more equal, that social justice more
nearly prevails, that human life is safer and sweeter __
then I shall rest content in the feeling thet the Progressive

movement has been successfUl. n27

LaPol1e~e raised Wiscon

sin from the low state into which it hed fallen and converted
it into a vital and liVing politioal agency.

I do not think there would be any argument i f I were to
say that Robert M. LaPollette was one of the cleverest poli

tical leaders in American histor,y.
capture a state from an

It takes greet skill to

entrenched and wilful enemy, and

LaFollette was able to do this very thing because he perceived
the character of the times, he understood the public temper,
and he capitalized on the mistakes and weaknesses of the

opposition.

The democratic influence of the frOntier, the

reaction against the effects of the material exploitations
of Westezn resources, and the new social consciousness that

grew out of it hove all formed a part of his intellectual
make-up.

LaFollette himself said the1: "in no one thing does

a public man more surely indicate his quality "tm.n in nas

ability to master actual conditiens and set them forth with
cleanless .. ,,28

I believe that LaPollette was accepted by the

people of Wisoonsin as their political leader primarily be
cause his

policies coincided'with the self-interest

o~

group to which he appealed and beoause he was admired by

the

•
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these very same people.

LaPol1et~e

"as closer

~o

the people

and "the soil of America "than almost any political leader

since Lincoln.

The people were willing to accept him because

he was honest. fearless, and because he had a clear-cut mis
sion in life of which 'they "ere a part.

The question of whether LaPbllette was a political boss
is difficult to answer, as there is evidenoe both to support
and refute 'the statement.

No one can deny that LaFollette was

able "to defeat "the Wisconsin bosses onlY by building an even
be t'te r machine "th8l1 "the one he was figh"ting.

LaPolle"t"te and

his followers failed "to see "tha"t "the maChine organiza"tion "they
were s1;1;emp"ting "to destroy did have a number of real func"tions,

and that any attempt to replace the existing machines had to
provide for alternative machines.

La..Pollette, in destroying

the existing organization, created an organization

0

f his

own tha"t was more disoiplined and effioien"t "than "the one he
had fOUght.

The successful campaf.gn of 1900 for "the governor

ship had many of "the "tr.adi"tional chsrsc"teris"tics of a poli

tical machine; LaPolle't"te's group had been joined by elements
of big city machines from Milwaukee and various local cliques
none of these were progressive or reform organizations.
To them LaPollet"t"e "SS the candidate who was most popular and
likely "to promo"te "their own in"terests.

WHh the defea"t of

his refonn program in 1901, LsFolle"tte was convinced "tha"t he
could no't rely on ooal-i"tions, 'and tha"t his only hope of

achieVing success was in developing a loyal Progressive
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organization capable

o~

and in the legislatu:re.

defeating the Stalwarts at the polls
By 1904, Lal'ollette' a close].y knit

Republican organization was a "mosaic II of many groups and
individuals drawn

from all economic and social levels J and

from all sections of the state.

The Progressive machine in

Wisconsin received its support from matU" diverse elements:
( 1) Progressivism in Wisconsin had an intelleotual

base and the use of "experts II in government
was an integral part of Lal'ollette's political
philosophy.

Because of this belief, Bob was

able to count on the support of the intellec
tuals of the state.
( 2) Lal'ollette appealed to the ranks of labor in
all the urban centers because of his known
sympathy f or the cause of labor and his un
tiring efforts to improve working conditions.
He gained the support o:t the NorwegiAns and
Swedes in .~sconsin by his inclusion of these
people in political offices.
~aFollette's own farm background, his interest
in scientific ra.rming, and his Vigorous sup

port of the University's College of Agriculture
won him many 107a1 :friends among the farmers
in every section or the state.
Lal'ollette was extreme].y lucky to have Isaac
StephenS0n on his sid~lfor Stephenson was able
to provide the f'unds necessary to combat the
resources of the Stalwarts. It was Stephenson
who f"urnished the Progressives with a much
needed metropolitan daily, and not only did
he defray the expenses of a state~ide campaign,
but he also gave liberal].y :tor district and
local races. It is estimated that he spent
more than a half million dollars to forward
LaFollette's cause: nWithout me, the history
of this achievement would have been a blank
page. n29

_

LaFollet-te's organization ran on patronage; party workers
~ound

their way into professional jobs at the state capital.

The largest single group of 'part-timf> political workers for
the Progressives were the state game wardens; at election
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timet they distributed pamphlets, posters, and sample ballots.

The Progressives used everybody and every device they could
find in the scramble for votes just as the Stalwarts were

doing.

Bob surrounded himself with young lieutenants who

obeyed without questioning.

His own personal magnetism and

oratolY attracted a large following.

Neither was he without

personal ambition -- he wanted to lead the procession rather
than remaining a mere marcher.

He possessed those assets

that are needed by every politioal boss:

(1) a hold on the

people; (2) exoellent politioal organization; and (3) poli
tioal adroitness.

On the other hand, one should remember

that Lal'ollette held office and was a popular hero - - the
boss almost never is.

The machine of the corrupt politician

usual.ly works behind the scenes whereas the Wisconsin organi

zation was pointed to with pri de and flourished in broad day
light.

The boss is also one who courts popUlarity by

appealing to the baser passions of the mpb; LaFollette
often cast his popularity aside by espousing SOme cause

that was known to be unpopular.

Pinally, I feel that the

ends served Qy the usual political machine are decidedly
dissimilar from those sought by the Wisconsin group.

Anyone who is st all familiar with La]ullette should
always come to the defense of this man When it is asserted
by some that he and his ideas were socialistic and radical.

LaFollette appears to me to· be rather an exponent o'.f the
old-fashioned American indiVidualism) for his most note
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worthy achievements were not in the
restoration.

~ield

of progress but of

His objectives were directed toward the aboli

tion of those corrupt relations between big business and
government; his innovations all had a definite puxpose -
the preservation of old American liberties.

Changing oon

ditions had mads the former safeguards ineffeotual.
After reading LaPollette's autobiography and other
books and articles about him I am of the opinion that La
Pollette looked upon himself not as a boss but as a Christ
in the temple chasing out the money-changers.

young U,vid defying the giant of Capitalism.

He was a

He "as the

crusader and the reformer -- the purifier of public life.

There was sacrifice and suffel:"ing in this role he assumed,
but through his suffering came material salvation for his

fellowmen.

Life to LaPollette was a battle; a battle be

tween the forces of good and evil, and
as the leader of this righteous cause.

re envisioned

himself

Here was a csse of

divine inspiration in the twentieth century.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

The purpose of this concluding chapter is to bring to
gether. in a few pages, the major ideas that I have been stress_

log tnroughout this paper.
This study has attempted to explain the nature of the
institutions from 1865-1905 that made it inevitable that w.an

ipulators of persons on the grand scale should emerge to take
control where there was,
vacuum to be filled.

temporarl1y~

a political-social

A nation of individuals, accustomed to the

idea that each person must fend for himself as an independent
unit, moved into an age of interdependence.

The people, however,

were slow to recognize this fact and slow to organize the Institut_
ions which such an era reqUired.

Ray Stannard Baker in his Amer

ican Chronicle has caught tne feelings of the average man in tOis
trau~tlc

period:

What a different world I knew from that of my ancestorst
They had the wilderness. I had crowds. I found teeming.
jostling. restless cities; I found im~ense, smoking,
roaring industries ••• ! found hueeness and disorder. !
found, after the clean forests and the open plains, con
fusion and dirt and poverty and crime. I found dishonest
politics and greedy business men. While we were not without
evil enough there on tne frontier) it WaS not concentrated
and complex and overpowering.
In snort, it was a crowded world I found: how was I to
live in it? HoW was a man to look at it: what was h to do?
Was it possible for any man ••• to live happily in it?

r

This terrible new struggle for existence among the people
was brought about. in large part. by the phenomenal growth of
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American business and, especially. of t.ne corporation.
rooted villagers and farmers

~no

city were accustomed to a life

The up

had come to live and work in the
based on primary human contact __

the family. church, and neighborhood-_and now the actuality of
the community was on the decline. 2 The major characteristic of

this new economic unit was its impersonality and unprecedented
distance from its c ue to me r e ; if any malpractices occurred, tne

effects would be felt fnT away from the source of llialfeasance:
"The man who picks pockets with a rall .... ay r-ebe t e ,

murders with

an adUl terant instead of a bludgeon, burglarizes with a "r ak e-,
off" instead of a jimmy, cheats with a company prospectus instead

of a deck of cards ••• does not feel on his brow the brand of a
malefactor." 3

ThiS new unrighteousness did not advertise its

vileness, and so it was possible for inquity to flourish greatly.
There was little likelihood tn6t a new set of ethics could
SUddenly spring into being to ac c o s.oda t e the new, abstract relations
between manufacturer and consumer.
It waS inevitable that all these problems connected with
the economic and social aspects of American life should be
carried over into politics. for these popUlation centers had to
be run, and politics was the method by which comlliunities worked
out their common problems.

Folitics d e n.and organization, and

organization calls for leadership.
genius

\0

Tilere must be men vLt h

organize and lead tile people.

t ce

The greatest weakness

of this period seems to me to be the failure of responsible
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people to assume this leadership in politics.

"Good

I'

citizens

were too busy to care how local. state, or national government
was administered.

To them, politics

WaS

a dirty game, and their

respect for the men they elected to office was practically nil:
"There is a Congressman-- I mean a son of a bi tch--But Why do I

repeat myself .114

Because of this prevalent attitude, a political

vacuum was created in Which a man like Tom wat.ecn, who appealed
to the people through his crusades against the "menaces," or
James Blaine, Who had glamour and "magnetism" to offer his cons

tituents, could gain much more power than tney were capable of
handling.

Neither is it hard to understand that a country en

amoured of organization would accept a hignly organized political
machine to cope With the problems of politics.
~y

case s t ud I es of Watson, Blaine, Hanna, and the city

boss have been of men who saw tneir opportunities and took them
in this period of maximal transition from a rural to an indust
rial nation.

I do not believe tnat anyone has tne right to place

tllese men into categories of t'good r1 or rtbad;,r the conditions and
t.e mp er- of t ne time influenced t.ne s e men; they received their

power tilrough an appeal to the prevailing frustrations of ttleir
constituents.

Cnly when tnese "frustrations" were removed could

one expect to see a different type of political leader achieve
success.
! have included Robert M. LaFollette in this pafer

b~cause

I believe that he was tne first of these new leaders; a i s rise to
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power came about only because the attitude of Americans towards
politics had changed gradually since 1665.

By 1900, toe average

citizen could see tnat there were definite benefits to tne emerging
Uni~eu ~tates,

orpanization of life in the

but that this same

organization waS also destroying the value of individualism.
America was losing its sou1i

t.ue ind ividualism that had made the

country independent and prosperous was noW being suppressed by
the corporate organization whGse well being rested solely on its
technique and efficiency.
org~nized

v.ne t,

was to be tne future of toe un-,

roan--the artist, the writer, the professional man, and

the farmer?

As business continued to [row, men were naun t.e d by

t.ne fear that private: Fower would become far greater t nan tnat
power possessed by state and federal governments--this would
bring about an end to traditional American d eoccr-e cy ,

Once tne

American man began to follow this line of t.no ugh t , a genuine and
sincere awakening to the social, economic, and political ills
that had so long afflicted tne country came about under the label
of Progressivism.

I feel t na t, t.ne Er-o gr e s s Lve s should be praised

for their aWareness that the crrenization of industry and finance
was rart of a social eVQ!ution tClat was here to stay, and one
Which had proven itself beneficial in many instances.

The Fr'og-,

ressives were interested only in ridding tile economic system of
its most dangerous elements. 5

In writing this paper, I nave come to realize that our
politicians are What they iire-_for better or for wor s e-c--bec au ee
of ou r-ae Lve e ; tne myth of tne "blameless public" has been indulged
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in too long.

Samuel Lubell accounts for a politician mirroring

the views of his constituents in tile following way:

By subjecting Olll" politicians to trie ••• test of periodic
elections we force them ••• to probe for all our weaknesses
and strengths. our prides and prejudices. for the issues which
will rouse us out of our apathy ••• This process of political
selection continues until everything about us man&ges t% find
~ its i-age in some one or other of our politicians.
Lubell goes on to say t.na t ocur-age and timidity. indignation or
complacency

re~ister

in the

make~p

of our politicians and through tnem

are impressed upon our national Character.

In order that Americans will never nave to live through
another period of history such as the one from 1865-1900. I
believe

tn~t

our best self-defemse 15 to I'see ourselves as others

politick us."?

6y changing our own character, we can force our

politicians to Change.

Each citizen must never abdicate his own

individual power. and he must always choose men of the higuest

qualities for his political leaders.

If this simple procedure

is followed. moral vigor will always remain a dominant element
in our government.
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Abstract: POLITICAL oEHAVIOR IN A TIME OF CRISIS.
1865-1905
by

John Wilson Cameron

This study has attenpted to explain the nature of the

institutions from 1865_1905 that aade it inevitable that manIpulators of persons on the

~rand

scale should emerge to take

control where there was, temporarily, a political-sccial vacuum
to be filled.

A nation of individuals., accustomed to the idea

that each person must fend for himself as an independent unit,
moved into an age of interdependence.

The people, however. were

slow to recognize this fact and slow to organize the institutions
which such an era required.

Ray Stannard Baker 1n his American

Chronicle has caught the feelings of the average man 1n this trau

matte period:

What a different world I knew from that of rrv ancestorsl
They had the wilderness, I had crowds. I round teeming, jostling,
restless cities; I found immense smoking, roaring industries •••
I found hugeness and disorder ••• ! found dishonest politics and
greedy businessmen. While we were not without evil enough there
on the frontier, it was not concentrated and complex and over
powering.
In Short, it was a crowded world! found; how was I to 1 i ve
in it? How was a man to look at it; what was he to do? ve e it
possible for any man••• to live hnppily in it?
This terrible new struggle for existence among tne people
was brought about, in large part, by the phenomenal growth of
American business and, especially, of the corporation.

The uprooted

villagers and farmers who had come to 1 ive and work in the 01 t.y were
used to a life based on primary human com e c t.e-c t ce family, church,
and neighborhood--and now the actuality of the comn.unf t.y was on the

,

,,-,.
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decline.

The major characteristic of this new economic unit was its

impersonality and unprecedented distance from its customers if any
malpractices occurred.

This new unrignteousness did not advertise

its vileness, and so it was possible for inquity to flourish great_
ly.

There waS little likelihood that a new set of ethics could

suddenly spring into being to accomodate the new, abstract relations
between manufacturer and consumer.
It was inevitable that all these problems connected with the
economic and social aspects of American life should be carried over
into politics, for these population centers had to be run, and
politics was the method by which communities worked out tueir common
problems.

Politics demand organization, and organization calls for

leadership.

There must be men with the genius to organize and lead

the people.

The ereatest weakness of this period seems to me to

be the failure of responsible people to assume this leadership in
politics.

"Good II people were too busy to care about now local,

state, or national government was administered; to them, politics
was a dirty game.

Because of tnis prevalent attitude, a political

vacuum was created in which a man like Tom Watson, who appealed to
the people through his crusades against the «menac e e ;" or James
Blaine, who had glamour or "magnetism" to offer his constituents,
could gain much more power than they were capable of handling.
Neither is it hard to understand that a country enamoured of
organiz~tion

would accept a highly organized political machine to

cope with the problems of politics.

Jy case studies of Watson, alaine, Hanna, and the city boss
have been of men who saw their opportunities and took them in this

,
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period of maximal transition from a rural to an industrial nation.
The conditions and temper of tne times influenced tnese menj they
received their power through an appeal to the prevailing frustrat
ions of their constituents.

Only when these "frustrations" were reuloved

could one expect to see a different type of political leader achieve
Success.

I have included Bob LaFollette in this paper because I
believe that he was the first of these new leadersj his rise to power
came about only because the attitude of Americans toward politics
had changed gradually since 1865.

By 1900, the average citizen

could see that there were definite benefits to the e me r g Lng organ

ization of life in the United States, but that this s e me or ge n Lze t-,
ion was

~lso

losing its

destroyin£ tne value of individualism.

SOUl;

America was

what was to be tne future of the unorganized mao__

the artist, the writer, tpe professional man, and the farmer?

hS

business continued to grow, Qeo were haunted by the fear that private
power would become far greater than tnat power possessed by state
and federal government.

Once the American man began to follow this

line of thinking) a genuine and sincere awakening to tae social)
economic) and political ills that had so long afflicted the country
Came about under the label of Progressivism.

In writing this paper, I have come to realize that our
politicians are what they are--for better or for worse--because
of ourselves; the my t n of the "blameless public" has been indulged
in too long.

Courage and t.Lm l d i t y , rnd Lgne t ron or complacency

register in tpe makeup of our politicians and through thelli are im
pressed upon our national Character.
themselves as others politick them.

AmerlCans
.
must learn to See

